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I didn't come up.heke just t4 get an education,
I didn't come up hem just bon a social ti6e.
I think that each yeah I'm helm I realize the
potential o6 the school the whote college
coinunity as a peace bon me on a mums ion me
to bind out whom On going, who I am, and
each yeah di66eAent thing4 open up and my in-
tenebta change on else I get new intmests and
I Attain my old ones, but po44i6ty not with
the same 6e/tuft that I had be6oAe. I think
Ws just an intensi6ication o6 what I had
thought college would be.
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FOREWORD

In 1964, the Division of Instructional Services established a long-
itudinal and developmental research project entitled Biography of a Class.
The purpose of the project is to describe, in detail, characteristics of
the students attending the State University of New York at Buffalo. The
studies are undertaken to proVide information about students to faculty,
administration, and students, and to contribute to existing research
in higher education.

,Research was begun with the 1964 -65-Freshisn Class. These freshmen,
and the freshmen of succeeding years,are being studied throughout their
University careers and beyond.

Studies incorporate census, biographical, follow-up, sample survey,
and interview data. Published studies, as well as a monograph describing
the Biography of a Class research project, are available upon request
from the University Research office, 316 Harriman Library.

To date, seven series of census reports, collectively entitled
Freshman Class Status Report, have been published for the 1964 through
1970 freshman classes as well as the first set of follow-up studies on
the 1964 Class and two comprehensive surveys of:the 1969 and 1970 senior's.
In addition, three interview studies on the 1966 freshmen and one interview
study on the 1967 freshmen have also been published.

The following report is the fourth in the series based on interview
data from a randomly selected sample of the 1966 freshmen. It is concerned
with their reactions to their experiences during the academic year 1968-69,
the third year of the interview project.
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INTRODUCTION

Today, universities are being challenged in many ways.
Their methods, selection processes, their purposes and functions
within society are all being questioned. At the same time, many
new demands are being made of the universities: to serve a greater
number of students, to widen the varieties of students on campus
and to increase the University's services to the larger community.
The resources supporting higher education are, meanwhile, becoming
more difficult to obtain. Thus beset on all sides by problems and
challenges, universities have instituted self-study programs in an
effort to describe and evaluate various aspects of the multi-faceted
campus environment. A high priority in self- .study programe should
be an understanding of the interaction between the student and his
environment.

The purpose of this report is to help provide such understand-
ing. Our data were gathered from interviews with a random sample
of students, conducted in an atmosphere marked by openness and
personal contact during the four years following their enrollment
at the university. This report is based on interviews which took
place during the spring of the third year. It includes the stu-
dents' description of their perceptions of the total university
experience, their needs and concerns, and their aspirations and
expectations, as well as different perspectives of the environment,
as given by students, dropouts, and transfer students. This
information can help determine the extent to which this university
is fulfilling its objectives, and should be a vitally important
factor in future academic planning, organizat'onal changes, and
shifts in policies and priorities.



CHAPTER I

GENERAL METHOD1

The design of this ten-year study of students who entered SUNY/B in
1966 provides for five interviews - one in each semester of the freshman
year and one in the second semester of the three succeeding years - plus
six questionnaires - one in each of the six years thereafter. It is
assumed that the myriad, subtle and not so subtle, changes which occur
during this period are invaluable to an understanding of the late-
adolescent and early-adult years of college students.

Sample

A stratified random sample of 100 students was selected from the
approximately 2000freshmen who enrolled in the State University of New
York at Buffalo (SUNY/B) for the first time in September, 1966.

The composition of the original proportional sample is presented in
Table 1.1..For the fourth interview, held in the spring of the third year,
87 of the original students2 responded, 84 by interview and 3 by question-
naire (Table 1.2). Eleven of these students had withdrawn from school
(Table 1.3), and seven had transferred to another instituti.on (Table 1.4).

Table 1.1: COMPOSITION OF ORIGINAL Table 1.2: COMPOSITION OF FOURTH
PROPORTIONAL SAMPLE INTERVIEW SAMPLE

Men Women Total Men Women Total
Residents 21 22 43 Residents 19 17 36
Commuters 36 21 57 Commuters 32 19 51

Total 57 43 100 Total 51 36 87

Table 1.3: COMPOSITION OF Table 1.4: COMPOSITION OF
DROP-OUT GROUP TRANSFER GROUP

Men Women Total Men Women Total
Residents 2 2 4 Residents - 2 2
Commuters '4 3 7 Commuters 2 3 5

Total 6 5 11 Total 2 5 7

IAn abbreviated description of the procedure is presented. For a
more detailed account the reader is referred to Interview Study 1, the
unimemity expenience the Wax week6, Chapter 1 and to Appendix A of
this report.

2
Although some interviewees were no longer students at any college or

university, for ease of presentation the term "students," used throughout
this report, includes those who had withdrawn, unless otherwise stated in
the text. Separate references to transferees or drop-outs are made only
when their responses differed noticeably from the continuing students'
responses.
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All students, including drop-outs and transfers, are retained in the
sample for the 10-year period. Whether each appears in a given interview
sampl% is a function of his/her availability and willingness to cooperate.
As time has elapsed since these students began as freshmen, some students
have increased their geographical distance from the University, decreas-.
ing their availability. For this fourth interview, five transferees and
one drop-out were interviewed by phone and three drop-outs provided
written responses to the questionnaire. The other 79 were interviewed in
person.

Interview Schedule

The 1969 schedule was expanded from that used in 1968. While nearly
all questions from the third interview were retained, new topics and
questions were added. On the copy of the interview sciedule appearing
in Appendix B, the new questions are identified by anasteriftL.

Another interview schedule was prepared for use with transferees
and drop-outs. While a majority of its questions wzre the same as for
continuing students, several were uniquely applicable to those who had
left SUNY/B. This data will be reported in a later attrition study.

Method

All interviews were conducted by one interviewer, thereby elimina-
ting the problem of non-comparability of data or response change due to
interviewer differences.

-

With some exceptions, all students were asked each question on the
interview schedule, although not necessarily in a given order. To provide
as natural a situation as possible, the interviewer changed the ordering
of questions whenever it seemed appropriate. Further, if a student provided
an answer to a given question while discussing another topic, he was not
explicitly asked that question. In a number of cases, a given student either
was not asked a question through lack of time or oversight, or he did not
provide a codable answer to the question. This accounts for the fact that
many tables are based on fewer than 87 students.

Interviews were tape-recorded, with the knowledge and consent of the
student, and transcribed verbatim. References to the student's name, his
student number, names of individual faculty members or friends were deleted
to insure the confidential nature of the interview. Each transcript was
proofread against the original tape to assure accuracy of transcription.

Coding of the data in this interview study proceeded under a new
method which is explained in detail in Appendix A.

Organization of Results

The data are presented in three ways. First, impressionistic general-
izations are given. Where differences were evident, comparisons of responses
of sex/residence groups and student/drop-outs and/or SUNY/B students/
transferees and drop-outs are made. Where comparisons with responses from
the third interview (in the second year) were possible, they ,too, are
presented.

2



Second, to complement these generalizations, tables are presented.
Dimensions of students' responies to each question and the percentage of
students in sex/residence groupsl who gave such responses to each question
"are reported. Data from drop-outs and transferees were not sufficiently
different from thoie of the SUNY/B students to warrant separate tabulation.When minor differences were noted, they are mentioned in the text. These
students were not, included in three tables and the exceptions are duly
footnoted.

In the text an analysis of the responses shown in the tables is pro-
vided, calling the reader's attention to sex/residence group differences
and similarities and to changes in responses which have occurred since
the previous interview.

On the several occasions that responses were too few to warrant pre-
senting a table, information about the nature of those data is presentedin the text.

To eliminate the repeated use of percentages in the text, the follow-
ing terms are used to denote a corresponding range of percentages:

Most = more than 75%
Many = 50% - 75%
Some = 25% - 50%
A few
A number) less than 25%

Finally, to provide interesting and pertinent examples of students'
responses, quotations representative of various themes and dimensions areinterposed. Quotations were edited only to delete superfluous phrases
such as "uh, you know," but not to charm° the grammatical structure.

Results are presented and di by topic area, rather than in theorder in which questions were asked.

Interpretation of Tables

The data presented in the tables are reported in the form of the
pacentage o5 Atudents who responded in a given way. All percentages
used refer to the percentages of students who answered a specific question.
This method of reporting the data is a departure from that used in the
first study on the 1966 freshmen, i.e.Inunber of students. Therefore, the
tables in this study and that one are not, in most cases, directly compar-
able. However, the present method was used in the second and third studies
on the 1966 freshmen, making the data from these three studies comparable.

The categories in some of the tables are mutually exclusive; that is,
a given student can be represented in one and only one category, eg.t he
is either working or not. Most questions, however, allow an unlimited
number of responses, e.g., a student may cite more than one. characteristic
of the University atmosphere or he may have both positive and negative
reactions to residence living, and each is coded and reported. Because of
this variation, each table includes the total number of responses given
to a particular question by each sex/residence group as well as the total

1
The following abbreviations are used': RM=Resident Men, RW=Resident

Women, CM=Commuter Men, CW=Commuter Women.

3
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number of students who responded to that question. Hence, when several
independent responses are possible, the total number of responses will
exceed the total number Of students. Further, in the case of multiple
responses, the percentages shown in categories and/or sub-categories
are not necessarily additive and their sum may be more than 100%.

When fewer than 87 students are reported in a table, this is
accounted for by the fact that a codable response was not given by, or
the question was not asked of every student.

Where no student in a sex/residence group gave any responses in a
category, the absence is indicated by a dash (-).

Limitations of the Study

4
To reduce the data to a more manageable form, in many of the tables

a given category represents a combination of several related responses.
Interpretations of such tablei is limited; responses were not evenly
distributed.within the multiple-response categories. Responses in these
categories are generally presented in their rank order, with the most
frequent response listed first. In addition, in cases where one or
more responses within a given category were given by a disproportionate
number of students, this fact is mentioned in the accompanying text.
It is alio possible that only one student gave all responses in a
category.

The data presented do not necessarily include all possible dimensions
of the students' viewpoints, but rather those which occured to them with-
out probing. It is possible that had students been asked explicitly about
certain issues, there would have been a greater frequency of responses
as well as a possibility of more varied responses. Therefore, all
percentages should be considered towen limit's to the number possible,
and the dimensions should be considered "restricted," compared to what
might have occurred if all students responded to the same issues.

Extensive overlap exists between some of the questions. For example,
responses to the question, "What would you like to be doing ten years
from now?" are similar to those of the question, "What kind of man/woman
would you like to be ten years from now?" Responses to these paired
questions were classified under one or the other as carefully as possible
but, of necessity, somewhat arbitrarily.

Despite encouragement to be honest in expressing their feelings and
assurance of anonymity, it is probable, at least for some questions, that
the data are affected by the social desirability factor.

Two additional cautions are in order in reading this study.
First, the reader should not make the mistake of assuming that the

generalization, "Students felt that...," necessarily implies all
students.

Second, because of the nature of the data, statements referring to
differences among groups are not based on tests of statistical signifi-
cance.

4



CHAPTER II

THE ACADEMIC LIFE

As 4 major dimension of the total environment at the University, the
characteristics of the academic life and the students' reactions to these
experiences provide valuable and useful information for administrators,
faculty members, and fellow students. The many facets of this complex
area--students feelings about the course work, their particular major
area, and the academic competition, their reactions to the faculty and
the various teaching methods they have encountered,- their interest in
establishing closer relationships with instructors and their opinion on
proposed academic changes--all add to our understanding of the students'
opinions about the direction and nature of their education.

Students approach the academic aspects of the University with differ-
ent goals in mind--different even from those they held when they matricu-
lated. These changes are reflected in their reactions to their academic
experiences as they compare their first two years with their third. Often
their responses point up the disparity between their actual and their
desired experiences.

Planned Programs of Study

By the third year every interviewee still in school was committed
to a specific major; a few of the students were planning double majors.
Almost half (48%) of these students, even more than in the two previous
years (20%, 39%, respectively)thad enrolled in the Faculty of Social
Sciences and Administration (Table 2.1). This latest increase may be
partially attributable to the 6% who formerly had no preference. On the
other hand, it might be attributable to some of those who had formerly
been in Natural Sciences & Mathematics (NS&M) (14%, 1968; 6%, 1969).
Interestingly, NS&M was chosen exclusively by men the third year. The
percentages of students listing preferences in the other undergraduate
Faculties were relatively unchanged. Departments in the SS&A Faculty
were chosen by the largest percentage in each group in each year except
for commuter women, who most frequently (33%) chose majors in the Faculty
of Arts and Letters.

Seventy -eight per cent of the students reported they had not changed
their major since the previous year; however, 11% of this group were
considering a change (Table 2.2). Resident women were most likely (92%)
to report no change. Change was more commonly reported by men, especially
commuter men (32%).

Among students who explained what had motivated their change (32%),
the most common reason was that they were attracted to their new major by
the positive influence of or experience with a teacher in that departtent.
Similar to last year, a few changed because they had not been doing

5
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Table 2.1 PLANNED PROGRAMS OF STUDY

FACULTY
% of Students

RM CM RW CW Total

Social Sciences & Administration 61 48 53 29 48

Arts & Letters 11 10 20 33 17

Health Sciences 6 10 7 20 10

Engineering & Applied Sciences 6 21 - - 8

Educational Studies - 3 13 20 8

Natural Sciences & Mathematics 17 7 - - 6

Other (Experimental Ad Hoc) - - 7 - 1

Total NUMBER: Students 18 29 15 15 77

Total NUMBER: Responses 18 29 15 15 77

Table 2.2 CHANGE IN MAJOR SINCE SECOND YEAR

% of Students
DECISION RM CM RW CW Total

NO CHANGE 77 68 92 85 78

No change since last year 65 61 92 57 67
Considering change 12 7 - 28 11

CHANGE 23 32 8 14 22

Total NUMBER: Students 17 28 13 14 72

Total NUMBER: Responses J7 28 13 14 72

well in their previous major. Others reported negative reactions to the
courses in their former major and expected to find that their new ones
were more interesting. A very few students attributed the change to an
increased awareness of themselves and/or the opportunities available.

Many of the students (66%), especially commuters (77%), were pleased
with their choice of major; indeed, nearly half of the commuters were
very enthusiastic (Table 2.3).

6



SATISFACTION WITH CHOICE OF MAJOR Table 2.3

RESPONSE
% of Students

RM CM RW CW Total

POSITIVE 60 75 49 80 66

Enthusiastic 35 50 29 40 40
Generally pleased - 8 14 20 10
Satisfied but definite use not determined 23 8 - 20 13
Obstacles loom ahead but I like it 8 7 4

NEUTRAL, NON-COMMITTAL 12 8 14 7 10

NEGATIVE 30 17 36 13, 23

Somewhat dissatisfied 6 4 21 7 9
Unhappy with choice 12 12 14 10
Only choice left/locked into it 12 4

Total NUMBER: Students 17 24 14 15 70

Total NUMBER: Responses 17 24 14 15 70

Thete'4 nothing I enjoy a4 much. The
department 'Leafy good and the imo6ezzou
I eowedn't find anything I cowed enjoy

hae6 a4 :hack.

Many resident men (60%) regarded their choice of major with satis-
faction although 237 were unsure of how they would actually put it to
use. Residents, as compared with commuters, were more likely to regard
their choice of major with a neutral (10%) or negative-(32%) view.

I'm 4ont of sonny I'm majoAing in it.

I'm in the ptoce44 o6 4witching /Light now.
I ju4t got 4ick and tined o6 it, that'4
att.

I ket like I'm not getting att that I want
out of an education. I feet auquety At4tAic-
ted in the program.

Resident women in particular (36%) were dissatisfied with their
choice. This is very interesting when compared with the information



regarding change of major. Resident women, as a group had the
highest percentage (92%) maintaining the same major from the
second to the third year, and none of them indicated that she was
even considering changing, whereas 28% of commuter women declared
that they were at least thinking about changing. It seems curious
that half of the Women residents were neutral about or dissatisfied
with their major and yet evidently planned to continue with the
Choice n.netheless.

Attitude toward Courses

When asked if their courses were dirlerent from what they had
experienced during the first two years, 82% said they were (Table
2.4). Differences were classified in terms of instructional
organization, personal reactions to differences, and work, compet-
ition and pressure. The largest number (64%) responded in terms
of instructional organization. These differences were credited
to the change -over to major or elective courses which were chosen
by the student and were more directed toward his goals or purposes.
Woben (87%), including all resident women, were more likely than
men to respond in this category.

Well, now that I am degnitety in
the majon pnognam, I 6eet that the
daises, as such, have mote puoose.
They ate not Pat diajointed daises,
just taluIng tectaims bon, some &equine-
ment.

...yotene getting into deepen things
and atm) we'tt be using - the things
we ate teanning now - we'Le be using
them in out jobs when we graduate
)nom 4choot, 40 I think they're mote
intmesting

Some of the students (25%) used the expressions "upper-division
or upper-level" courses to express a distinction they felt. This
broad distinction included differences not only in student interest
and enthusiasm, but also in reduced class size and increasing
specificity of course content. These latter two fostered more
interaction with professors as well as more demanding and independent
work assignments.

8



THIRD YEAR COURSE DIFFERENCES Table 2.4

DIFFERENCES
% of Students

RM CM RW CW Total

INSTRUCTIONAL ORGANIZATION

Courses of. own choice or major/more

37 50 100 73 64

definite purpose, enthusiasm 6 21 25 54 24
More student involvement: discussion,

papers, independent study 6 21 17 9 15
Less general, more specific, specialized 20 4 25 9 13
Smaller 'classes, able to know professor

better 6 - 50 - 11

PERSONAL REACTION TO DIFFERENCES 33 17 25 54 31

More interesting 20 8 8 27 15
Instructors better/fewer T.A's/more

interested in students 6 8 8 18 10
Glad to be done with requirements 6 4 8 9 7

WORK, COMPETITION AND PRESSURE 12 27 16 18 20

More difficult - 18 16 18 13
Less competition/less emphasis on grades 12 8 - - 7

NO DIFFERENCE/NOT MUCH DIFFERENCE 6 23 - 9 11

CONTINUED NEGATIVE 12 41 8 7

Total NUMBER: Students *15 23 12 11 61

Total NUMBER: Responses 16 24 20 17 77

Wett, now I'm in the uppek-div.aion couue&, it%s a
tot ao4ert, a tot AmatZek. C.U6Sed are Amalfi and
.the teachem tAy to know you. They make an extka
ebioAt to meet theik 4tudent4 and evekything.

But a4 San a4 the upper-divizion COUlaed 1 have taken,
I think that they go into much mom. depth...than 100
on 200 tevet. uuk6e6. It'4 atmo4t tike night and day.

9



During the second year,the largest percentage of students (39%)

described course differences in terms of their personal reactions tb
them. In the third year almost as many (31%) responded in this general
category: fewer said that their classes seemed more interesting (33%,
1968; 15%, 1969), others that their teachers seemed better (5%, 1968;
10%, 1969).

I think betters inztkuctokz natunatty are
your upper-tevet coukaes. Like 100 Levet
mostty, I woutd say are graduate students,
wheneaz now, you get the neatly good guy.

I've Sound a tot better teachers so San.
You Ott tike you are doing something'. You
want getting come good maths on tuts. They
either know so weft that they don't have
to pkepake ahead oS time on they pkepake so
wett that at .least it's segsibte and organized
- which a teat big change I Sound.

Unlike the second year, fewer students (38%, 1968; 20%, 1969)
described course differences in terms of work, competition and pressure.
This did not seem to be because they were unconcerned with the difficulty
of their work but rather that the real news in the third-year differences
was the more noticeable change because of upper-level, major area courses.

When some of the students were asked directly about the difficulty
and work requirements, many of them (63%) said the work was harder to
keep up with or more demanding but concomitantly more interesting (Table 2.5).
Another.7%, simply described it as very difficult. However, increasing
challenge and work in the upper-level courses was not necessarily seen
as a negative aspect.

14 papekz Last semester and about 10 thin semestek.
They are a tot toughen, a tot toughen. They're a
highen Level o6 COUlae6 and they expect a tot mote.

I didn't think I'd tike to have to go out on my own
and zit in the tibnany and thumb through att the
indexes Looking Son pekiodicats and att. this, but
you can go at youn own pace, and .ii you get .interested
in zomething, you can stay withit.

I can zee that the teachers are putting more netiance
on having the students .involved in the counse - mote
discussion.

Sixteen per cent of the students, especially resident men (30%), were
finding the work easier than before, but another 14% described their courses
as being the same difficulty as the first two years.
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THIRD YEAR COURSE DIFFICULTY AND WORK REQUIREMENTS Table 2.5

'EVALUATION
% of Students

RM CM RW CW Total

HARDER

More demanding: require thought, self-
effort but more interesting, do it

50 77 73 57 63

willingly 40 46 36 43 40
Harder to keep up than first two years/

more work 10 46 45 36 35

EASIER THAN FIRST TWO YEARS 30 15 18 21 16

SAME AS FIRST TWO YEARS 20 8 9 21 14

VERY DIFFICULT - 23 9 7 8

ABOUT WHAT I EXPECTED 10 - - 7 5

Total NUMBER: Students
....

10 13 11 14 48

Total NUMBER: Responses 11 17 14 19 61

Academic Competition

Only a few interviewees (11%) did not feel academic competition at
the University during their third year here (Table 2.6). Of all groups
more resident women (20%) indicated a lack of academic competition.

I think getting 4omethimg out a courae is mote
importtant than getting a good grade.

I don't think it'A competitive because I do my worth
at the tast minute and I get /matey Sine grades .

Some students (33%) said that whether or not it was generally
academically competitive here, they did not choose to be part of any
competition, but worked only to satisfy themselves. They felt it was
up to the student himself to decide how important the grade was--and
then compete or not. This reaction was expressed by nearly half the
women(48%)but by only 21% of the men.

...when I wanted to compete it wa4 competitive.
When I didn't want to compete it wa'sn't competitive.

11
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Table 2.6 ATTITUDE TOWARD ACADEMIC COMPETITION

% of Students
ATTITUDE RM CM RW CW Total

YES 10 61 21 56 56

Stimulating /challenging /part of a
good education/good university 15 40 6 44 29

Very competitive 21 30 6 19 21
Creates pressure/depressing at.times,

especially because of certain groups/
Cheating can result 15 16 26 25 21

Over-emphasis on grades & curves/teachers
create competition 37 16 13 37 16

More than previously/majors are very
competitive/no one will settle for
"C" 40 9 6 12 14

Less than previously 5 3 - - 2

MIXEV 15 27 53 44 33

Not a challenge/I am at ease with it 10 16 40 25 21
You can make the choice/I don't compete,

depends on how I feel/the grade is
not the important part of the course 5 16 20 25 15

NO 15 6 20 - 11

Total NUMBER: Students 19 30 15 16 80

Total NUMBER: Responses 31 50 24 33 138

It14 competitive. Theitet4 curves ...
but I guess it'4 up to the .individual. 16 you're
'matey 4tAagging it'4 competitivei6 you're
coming along okay, it'.4 not competitive.

It doesn't atiliect me. I work as I worth
Competitton only a66ect4 me to the point
ha4 atuady aiiected me and I don't 6eet. Like
am achieang antes I get a good mardz,...

A, majority of interviewees did
here and had expected it to be so.
it to be stimulating or challenging
university or a necessary part of a
(41%) gave this response.
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But I think U'4 good. It keeps the UniveA4ity a6 a
Univetaty with iaiaty high 6tandaad6. 16 you let
anybody in just .to get by, 1t won't make Soh a good
Univemity with a good Imputation.

But I think that competition i6 good up to a point.
It 6oAt o6 gives a healthy an to the ataspherte.
It Aont o6 hetp6 6timutate eveiujbody as tong as it'6
not /meaty cut-A/toot.

Other students compared the competition they had experienced during
this third year with previous years; some (14%) found it to be more,
very few (2%), less than before. Resident men especially (40%) reported
an increase. During their second year 25% of the resident men had
reported that they did not find it competitive, but this percentage dropped
to 15% in the third year. One observation given was that there was greater
competition among fellow majors than there had been in their general
classes.

In the intkoductay couhses I don't think so, but now
that I'm in my major:, I think iti6 putty competitive
because everybody them. Waitt4 to get a good mark
theit major ...they chose it because they were good in

Over a third of the students deplored both the prec,lures of competition
and ever-present emphasis on grades and curves, neither of which they felt
was conducive to real learning. The over-emphasis on grades and curves which
kept up the competition especially concerned resident men and commuter women
(37% each).

It's a stupid system, though...A tot o6 teacheAs come
in and say, "I'M 40/thy, but same oi you mitt get A's
and some ol5 you mitt get F's and that's the way the
curare tuna no matte& how well you do. Some os you mitt
get F's." And to me that's abscad and 1 see no tea6on
why people have to gunk out (115 cortege.

1 think that the main emphasis at this school .1.6 on the
maxis that you get, and that .this 4:6 alt that people
axe inteusted in - is good maxis.

I think that you should be encomaged to team and not
have this hatchet over youx head alt the time 'cause
it makes you ye/1y uncomioxtabte.

Unlike last year,more women (22%) than men (12%) mentioned the tensions,
depression and even cheating which accompany academic competition.
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...un6oxtunatety I have to keep my average up. So
thexe6oxe, I see myset6 6oxced into this competitive
thing which I xeatty don't tikl. because U's adding
paes4uxe on me...

It's a comae that gives...the impu44ion o6
competitiveness. Dating the ta4t teat I noticed a
couple people cheating and a couple people being helped
and I.waa getting vety, very 6ux4ou4 and I know dome o6
the °ther people who noticed it did.

Attitude toward Faculty

Although the general reaction of third-year students toward faculty
was positive (44%), the proportion so respaading was noticeably smaller
than the previous year (66%). More third-year mln than women (48%, 36%,
respectively) had positive reactions, including 20% of the total group
who were very pleased and enthusiastic about the SUNY/B faculty (Table 2.7).

-I tank aft the teachem I've had this yeah axe
really aood...it'4 amazing. They have sense of
humors tike evexybody else, and they're not quid
to Just stop and have you a4k questions and they're
intetesting. They don't stick to that notes att
the time. They bluing in more contempokaxy things.
They talk about things that ate happening to relate
to what they axe ping ovex in CIAAA.

Most o6 them I think axe good. Some axe better than
othem obviously, but - and they're uncalled about
the students and i4 you have any ptobtems you can go
and talk to him about it.

The decline in positive reactions was counterbalanced by an increase
of mixed responses(21%, 1968; 40%, 1969). It was very difficult for students
to generalize their attitude toward faculty. Their answers almost immediately
became specific in terms of a teacher with whom they had had a particular
experience - either good or bad. In many cases, a student made both positive
and negative comments either about a given faculty member or in reference
to different faculty members. These answers were classified as mixed
responses.

Thirty per cent of the students, although expressing some dissatis-
faction with.faculty, had a predominantly positive response whereas only
a few (10%1 had predominantly negative feelings about the faculty.

T have good and bad...it seems tike we get the bettex
teachers as we go acing school. The cto4ex you get
to graduation the betex the teachem axe.

14



GENERAL ATTITUDE TOWARD FACULTY
Table 2.7

% of Students
ATTITUDE RM CM RW CW Total

POSITIVE 50 46 40 33 44

Superlative or very positive 25 18 20 20 20
Positive 25 28 20 13 24

MIXED 38 32 40 53 40

Predominantly positive 25 28 27 33 30
Predominantly negative 13 3 13 20 10

NEUTRAL/DON'T KNOW THEM 13 9 7 13 10

NEGATIVE/DON'T LIKE FACULTY 3 7 3

PREFER TEACHING ASSISTANTS 7 1

Total NUMBER: Students 16 28 15 15 74

Total NUMBER: Responses 16 28 15 15 74

In the ixe6hman and 6ophomote yeaA they weke tmibte,
but now - Wete, they do get down a £A tee bit more to
4peelliic6. I think they cooed do bette&, becau4e Acme
o6 the 6acutty membem ane 6anta4tic a coupee oi them
- and those that ane that way you can judge just who
ane good Ifacutty membem and when one isn't. The ones
I had in my pc4hman and 4ophomme yeah - they weke fua
compeeteey uninteke6ted a what they we/Le teaching and
you could tete.

This deme6VA I have three good pto6e66oA6 and one pooh.
one, and ta6t6eme6teA I had the dame guy - the pooh.
one again. I had home /malty good pko044046 though.
Realty he'd about the only one this yeah I sound I dLdn't
heatty tike.

When students were asked about how they rated the competency of the
faculty, the most frequent response (61%) was that all were very competent
in regard to subject matter; another 28% said that most of the faculty
were well-informed and knowledgeable in this regard. Only a few (10%) felt
that not every teacher was adequately prepared in his subject (Table 2.8).
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Table 2.8 FACULTY COMPETENCE

COMPETENCE
% of Students

RM CM RW CW Total

KNOWLEDGE OF SUBJECT MATTER

Very competent, all know subject well
Most are competent
Some are, not all

Teaching assistants are not

55

39

5

75

18

7

46

54
-
-

53

13
26

6

61
28
10

1

Total NUMBER: Students 18 28 13 15 74

Total NUMBER: Responses 18 28 13 15 74

ABILITY TO COMMUNICATE

Most are able to communicate 39 42 54 13 38
Faculty is very good at communicating 11 19 46 53 29
Some can; some can't 27 38 - 26 24
Many can't communicate or don't in

lectures 22 4 - - 7
Some have no desire to try to communicate - 4 - 6 3

Total NUMBER: Students 18 26 13 15 72

Total NUMBER: Responses 18 26 13 15 72

I think att the ones I've been in contact with
know the it pakticutart, anew very

The second aspect of competence, ability to communicate, recaved a
more varied response but still the predominant response (67%) was that
all or most of the faculty were able to communicate well with students.

Ab a matter. o6 6act, the woad zhoued be exceteent
as 6a& as communicating with ztudentz and I think
att o6 them au. I would &ate them 6ham good to
vac' good in that 6eetin9 Isic].

However, about a third of the students described problems they had exper-
ienced with_ some professors' inability to communicate well,
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One a6 the things that kits me a tot a6 times
is the people who ate neatly bAittiant and have
this 6antastic mind, they pat can't put it
ach044.

The only way that they axe a.tittte'undex-
competent Zs that they know .the matexiat 40
tholtoughty .that they think you've going to
giuz4p it just the same. Which you pubabty
don't, but i4 you have a pApbtem and you ask
them, they wilt exptain it in your own texms.

...he must be neatly one o4 the best one4 helm
as a pAo4e44m, but again, he doesn't seem to
communicate that well with students. He knows
his matertiat, that's bon suite, but - he would
wAite a book bettex .than he could teach I think,
'cause that's how he pxesents it. 1 think he must
eithen head it on he's got it down 40 pat .that he
he's almost got it memonized. He 903 up in
4Aont o4 the class and he just katttes o44
tki4 in4oAmation.

It is dismaying to notice that even after almost three years on
campus, 10% of the students remained neutral or did not feel they know the
faculty well enough to venture a general opinion about them.

I've been with the 4acatty bon th,Lee yeam now
and 1 4uddenty uatized that I didn't know any o4
them... They get up in 6tont o4 the eta44, they

tectuxe and they teave the nom at the end 06 it.

I haven't had much contact with them this year.
I'm in bows cout4e4 all o4 which au big lecture
comses...and you don't get much contact with them.

Relationship with Faculty

Students' responses to the inquiry about their relationships with
faculty were divided into three general categories: Non-Academic, Academic
and Major Department Relationships. Non-academic relationships, i.e.,
social/personal interactions were defined by the interviewer as "talking to
[faculty] outside of the classroom about something other than the subject
matter they are teaching you." Academic interaction was described as
including interchanges after class or in the instructor's office about
academic material: classroom discussions, questions or papers. The third
level of semi-academic interaction described a cluster of experiences cited
for the first time in the third year: Major Department Relationships.
These interactions with faculty centered around a shared interest in an
academic area and included opportunities to meet and mingle with faculty at
meetings, lectures and coffee hours, They were partly academic and partly
social. The totals for four major headings in Table 2.9 are mutually
exclusive; that is, a given student was coded in the category representing
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Table 2.9 STUDENT-FACULTY RELATIONSHIPS

RELATIONSHIP
% of Students

RM CM RW CW Total

NON-ACADEMIC: SOCIAL /PERSONAL 39 37 41 33 38

Interaction on-campus 38 44 58 46 46
Interaction off-campus: spontaneous 22 4 8 20 13
Interaction off-campus: planned 5 4 16 13 9

MAJOR-DEPARTMENT RELATIONSHIPS 16 25 41 20 25

ACADEMIC: CLASS AND OFFICE 33 18 8 20 21

See professor in office about academic
matters 38 22 52 53 41

Continue talking after class 11 22 16 13 15
Seek identification by the instructor 5 - 8 6 5

NO RELATIONSHIP: CLASSROOM ONLY 11 18 8 26 17

Haven't tried, but feel relationship
possible - 7 - 2

Haven't tried, relationship not
possible 5 - 8 6 5

Total NUMBER: Students 18 27 12 15 72

Total NUMBER: Responses 41 57 32 39 169

the most involved level of interaction that (s)he had achieved in the
third year. Suhtategories are not mutually exclusive; a student who
has a personal relationship with one faculty member might also report
academic interaction with several others. In this case (s)he would be
coded in both. subcategories.

Most (83%) third-year students reported having some out-of-class
interactions. Most frequently (38%) this was a non-academic relationship;
they knew some of the faculty personally or socially, meeting with them
on or off-campus tn. planned or spontaneous activities. The percentage of
third year students reporting these non-academic relationships was greater
than in the second year (23%).
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I don't dettbekatety meet them except in thew
oi6Lce4, but the teachers that I have become more
litiendly with, I know that you can stop at theft
o66ice any tone. You can just stick your head
in and say, "HL," on "I'm misetabte," and When 4.6
we tun into them in the Rathskettek, we can just
sit down and stay 6ok another hour, hour and a
ha t6 OA. 4o, and they'ke just goat.

A difference from second year became evident when students described
relationships. Students' involvement in major dephrtments in their third
year resulted in a new kind of student/faculty relationship - and a new
category, Major Department Relationships. One-fourth of the interviewees,
resident women most of all (41%) and resident men least of all (16%),
reported such. interactions. Departmental meetings, lectures or coffee
hours afforded students greater opportunity to mingle informally with
faculty in their area. In addition, third-year students reported that
one of the differences found in upper -level courses was the smaller class
size which allowed for increased interaction and promoted knowing and
being known by more members of the faculty.

I know the whole Histony DepaAlment, the ttachens -
and they ate the biggest department. I have coWe
with them every once in a white and what have you.
So, I'm very pleased about that.

I'm in a tot o6 matt etasses, I Seel teasonabty
close to art the teachets and...I've iteatty Sett
there's been intetaction.

So I know them very peksonatty. I've been at the ix
house and stuns tike that and I think just the
smattek the cast, the mote you get to know the
teacher..

Academic relationships were reported by one-fifth of the students,
especially resident men (33%). These students sometimes stopped after
class to pursue the class discussion or ask questions, or they sought
out the professor for help in his office. Women were especially likely
to approach faculty in their offices (52%) as opposed to after-class
interactions.

I went to see him in his to get my papek.
We tacked about paper writing and my paper in
paAticutak, and I was tatking to him about what
I thought about the coukse in genekat, so we
talked Son about 15-20 minutes...

I used to go up to him aster crass and discuss
some things.
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Only 17%, fewer again than previously (49%, 1967; 26%, 1968), said
they had no relationship with faculty, that they saw them in class only.
These were most likely to be women commuters (26%), least likely women
residents (8%).

I've atkvays thought of a teacher as a teacher and
you don't teatty tatiz to a teacher, that's att.
You Wk to them but you don't /matey get to know
a teacher and it's Like a watt I've amp bu,at
up - not ha 6autt.

I've nevelt. had a teacher who has tried to cattalo.
Laic] any tetati.ona Lath any the students, as c !e.
6tom the classroom.

weft, Sot one I don't teatty have vety much
extta time to go ing aster Stiendskips. I don't
know. I'm putty busy and most o6 the time - and I
don't have time to come up hete and just a.it around
taking...And then, too, they're busy, too. They
woad have to see-something in me, atao, on a penAon-
to-peuon tevet and there's just not enough time to
do that with evety student.

Sometimes I don't have the congdence or I just don't
lieet Like making oveictutea to staid teiati.oru,hip4 with
teachets

Desired Relationship With Faculty

In the third year, students were more loquacious about possible
relationships with faculty (89 responses 1968 vs. 129 responses 1969).
More than in the second year (52%), most students (80%) indicated that
they would welcome the idea of becoming better acquainted with some
faculty - getting to know them on a personal basis (Table 2.10). However,
they were not entirely sure it was really feasible or necessary.

Yes, I'd We 44 Sind out how. they best on things
that are happening around campus and pertain to
things that ate happening now.

A desire for a more limited relationship which would be academically
oriented but in addition to the classroom interaction had been expressed
last year by 46%, but in the third year by only 30%. Of course, by third
year many students, perhaps most of those who were interested, had
achieved such academic relationships.
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DESIRED RELATIONSHIP WITH FACULTY Table 2.10

Z of Students
DESIRED RELATIONSHIP RM CM RW CW Total

MORE CONTACT DESIRED 76 89 77 73 80

Generally positive toward more
personal relationship 33 48 46 59 48

Depends on individual/would like
to know the interesting ones 28 22 38 26 28

Positive toward social relationship,
feel it possible if only I took
the time 22 7 23 6 14

Would like to know them, meet as
social equals 22 7 - 13 11

LIMITED RELATIONSHIP DESIRED 2.9 33 23 33 30

See them out of class to discuss
major field/academic matters 11 18 8 20 15

Would like the in-class relationship

to be friendly,would be helpful
in class 11 11 8 13 11

Recitation teacher relationship
more likely 5 4 8 4

NO RELATIONSHIP DESIRED/POSSIBLE

Prefer an impersonal relationship,

personal aspect unnecessary/prefer

29 48 38 33 39

to know only in class 11 18 15 20 17
Social relationships at the under-

graduate level aren't possible:
age and rank too different 11 11 15 13 12

Don't think professors want to be
personal: they prefer formality 5 15 8 6 10

Personal relationship might blur roles
and hamper learning 11 4 8 6

Don't think students want personal
relationship/some I wouldn't
want to know better - 4 8 2

Total NUMBER: Students 17 27 13 15 72

Total NUMBER: Responses 22 49 24 27 129
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There'd been a Ow 0416e44oA4 that I have main
the Last year, who I have tat/zed to quite a bit
more during cta44 time about subject matter. I
think on one occa4ion I talked to a pno6e44oA
about 4omething di66exent. I don't even have him
...It MA only because he impte44ed me quite a bit
taist bemestvc. I wowed tike to have boat o6 a
Wend4hip with him in terms Learning lium him,
without having a couA4e. But again, the age
di66etence He's pAobabty hi.4 glities. I

gue44 it'4 just hod to have the same 4ociatinteAe4ts.

Although most third year students wished for opportunities to try a
social relationship, some either did not want any personal contact (17%)
or did not think it was possible (22%). Some of these students preferred
an impersonal relationship 17%, or they were afraid that friendship might
blur roles and hamper learning (6%) Others commented on age and rank
differences preventing friendship (12%) or did not think that faculty
would welcome the idea of closer association with students (10%).

A teacheA-4tudent Adation4hip, as fan as concerns
Me, i4 an objective Aaation4hip - I'd ju4t as soon
he didn't know what I Looked tike. Thete 4houtd be
no chance lion. 4ubjeetive prejudices to creep in. But
many the 04044oA4 axe intexesting peopte and ak
such I'd Like to know them. But not when they axe my
teacheu. I think it puts too much ol6 a 4tAain on
both them and my.seeli.

Moat 016 them are otdet than I am, 40 - I Aeatty couldn't
see how outside ol6 4choot I wooed have anything in
common with any ol6 the peopte. They att have thax Lives,
I suppose.

I Azatty don't know £6 the teacheA4 want this, eithet,
at Least in my...depaAtment. I'm neatly not sane that
they do.

...when you 90 to Wk to a pAo0440A, they make it
very eteax that they ate veAy baby men. I mean, .it's
not that they aim trying to push you away, but they want
you to get to the point. ...they try to horny get you
to the paint, what you've &catty therm Lox and I don't
think that you cooed task about incidentat things oA
peAsonat thing4. Unte.44 you wanted to go £n and task to
him about such- and -ouch a graduate program on whether
this wooed be a good thing to take oA whether this a
good univetUty. They'd keep you out:: £n that 4ense, yes,
I think.
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Reaction to Proposed Academic Changes

Intervieweei still on campus were asked how they reacted to academic
Changes proposed for September, 1970. The proposals included changing
from a standard load of five three-hour courses to four four-hour courses,
being able to elect Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory grading for up to 25% of
a student's course work and a modification of the basic and distribution
requirements.

Regarding the.four-course load,
comments (Table 2.11). Much of this
course load lessening the demands on
go more deeply into a subject, learn
was taking.

36% of the students made-Only positive
reaction had to do with the smaller
a student's time so that (s)he could
more and do better with courses (s)he

By Aeducing the comae toad, 4,t4houed make eaziek
to concentute on a pakticutak subject without having
.to ortead youuetic out 40 thin that you don't do wett
in any o6 them.

With Out coumeA, you have ptenty (16 time isok eveky-
thing...I think gkadez would be impuved and I think
the actual teakning would be ,improved and you wouldn't
have exhausted ztudentz, which is what dive cottrtzez
doez.

Resident men especially (73%) reacted positively to this proposed
change. Resident women, however, were the least enthusiastic group; 42%
negatively viewed this change. Commuter women were also more negative
(33%) than either of the male groups; furthermoretone-quarter of the
commuter women were unaware of or felt unaffected by this proposed change
in course load.

Az now / just don't tike because you'Ae too
timited in what you can take, 'eauze thete axe 40
many kequikementa and therm axe at60 eteetivez that
people want to take. You just don't have the 'worn
OA it now.

It hinge on whetheA the teaehertz decide to give
make worth with each coukze because you're only
taking pun courtzez. It could be very good.

As to Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory grading option, the students
reacted to this with greater enthusiasm; 68%, more residents (84%) than
commuters (54%), had only positive comments and another 17% mixed positive
with negative comments. Much of the reaction depended on the student's
purpose for taking the course. If it were an elective, just to explore
an interest or to fulfill a dull requirement, then S/U grading was seen
as a positive benefit for the student. If, however, the course was a
part of the student's major or was to be counted toward graduate school,
it was considered unwise to exercise the S/U option.
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Table 2.11 STUDENT OPINION ON PROPOSED ACADEMIC CHANGES

REACTIONS
X of Students

RM CM RW CW Total

FOUR COURSE LOAD

Positive comments only 73 56 25 42 36
Negative comments only 13 8 42 33 20
Both positive and negative comments - 16 25 - 11
Not affected/not aware of differences 7 8 8 25 9
Other 7 12 - - 6

Total NUMBER: Students 15 25 12 12 64

Total NUMBER: Responses 17 30 20 13 80

SATISFACTORY/UNSATISFACTORY GRAVING

Positive comments only 86 50 82 58 68
Negative comments only 7 27 - 16 15
Both positive and negative comments 14 14 18 25 17
Not affected/not aware of differences - 4 9 - 3
Other - 9 - - 5

Total NUMBER: Students 14 22 11 12 59

Total NUMBER: Responses 20 28 16 18 82
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But in you& eteeti.ve4, 1 think. it wowed be gnat
because then you woad Pat be woding to do
4atalactoluf work kcal/en than won/wing about your
eunneative aveitage on your Deant4 Lat on anythingLike that.

I think it given you mote o an option to bunch
out into ditietent thing4 t you no/matey woutdn't
take, betatiae you are quid that you ane ju4t going
to destroy pun totat average Evtaking

Fort. mccion. worsen Ttd say vtadino, 12.413ex-tatty don.
the taudents who want to go to graduate_ school,

neees4a/uh I'd <say.



The only group registering a sizable negative reaction was commuter
men (27%). Overall 15% of the students had a negative response to this
proposed change.

You'd need a way o6 tanking people. I mean that's
the way the woad .L6 nun. That's how we got £n here
--is by being ranked and you can't 'Lank them i4
everybody has at pa44e4. So it: makes it diVieutt,
I think, and uni6aift. to the good students, really.

I don't think there needs to be any Atvision ix the
grading. I think the kids who are anxious to have
pa44-bail ate the ones who are just going to get
C14 anyways.

It is interesting to note that in reacting to the four course load,
men were more favorably inclined than women; to the S/U grading option,
residents were muck more enthusiastic than commuters.

Few students discussed the modification of basic and distribution
requirements, but the six who did all reacted favorably to this proposed
change.

Vocational Plans

Surprisingly, in the second semester of their third year, as in
their freshman year, the single most frequent response of the interviewees
(26%, 1966; 25%, 1969) was that they were undecided about their vocation-
al goal (Table 2.12). Of all groups, resident women were mosi apt to be
undecided (37%, 1969). The most popular occupational field, both then
and now, was teaching (20%, 1966; 25%, 1969). Women especially were
working toward this goal either at the elementary/secondary level (31%),
which especially attracted resident women (37%), or at the college level,
which attracted 16% of the commuter women but no resident women. Twelve
per cent of the men also intended to become professors.

I matized that what I would most want to do with Lt
fmajox] - fib eveAythimg coded out pendent - would be
to teach it: in a univeuity and do AeaeaAch atho. Right
now it seems that would make me the happiest atthough
that's rather ambitious. You'd pAobabty have to go all
the way up - I'd have to go all the way to a Ph.D.

Second to college teaching for commuter men (14%) were dentistry (11%),
engineering (11%) and law (11%). For resident men, dentistry was the single
most popular choice (20%),.followed by engineering (11%), business (11%),
and college teaching (11%).
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Table 2.12 PLANNED VOCATIONS

anno...=11IM

VOCATION
of Students

RN CM RW CW Total

Undecided 16 28 37 21 25

Teacher 5 - 37 26 15

Professor 11 14 - 16 11

Dentist 20 11 - - 7

Engineer 11 '11 - - 6

Business: accountant/administrator/
entrepreneur/secretary 11 7 6 5 7

Lawyer 5 11 - - 5

Medicine: doctor/nurse/technician 5 - - 11 4

Veterinarian 5 4 - - 2

Occupational/Physical Therapist - 4 - 5 2

Pharmacist - 7 - - 2

Bio-Chemist - - 6 - 1

Government - - 6 - 1

Librarian - - - 5 1

Psychologist 5 - - - 1

Tool and Die Maker - 4 - - 1

Housewife only - - - 11 2

No formal occupation 5 - 6 - 2

Total NUMBER: Students 19 28 16 19 82

Total NUMBER: Responses 19 28 16 19 82

A variety of occupations were listed by the rest of the students.
Two commuter women indicated they planned to be housewives exclusively,
and two residents, one man and one woman, said they had no plans to engage
in any formal occupation. A more complete discussion of students' future
plans is presented in Chapter VII.
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CHAPTER III

PERCEPTIONS OF THE UNIVERSITY ENVIRONMENT

According to one psychological theory, behavior is a function of
human perception. Specifically, an individual's behavior is dependent
upon his perceptions of himself, perceptions of his environment, and the
interaction of these two. To know how students perceive the university
environment, how they think it affects their maturing, and what changes
they think would help make the experience more meaningful is to have
information about some of the elements influencing their behavior. To
that extent their behavior can be better understood.

This knowledge can serve a second purpose. Since students' percep-
tions of the environment reveal the influences or pressures students
experience, the congruence between these perceived influences or envir-
onment and that which is intended by the university can be evaluated.
Ideally, they should agree.

Atmosphere

Students' descriptions of the atmosphere at the University were
organized under categories whose titles and definitions are basid 9n
C. Robert Pace's College and University Environment Scales (CUES).'
Pace's five scales are: Ptacticatity, Ptoptiety, Schotaa4hip, Community,
and AWakene44.

Puctioatity refers to a university or college environment that
emphasizes organization, material benefits, enterprise, social act-
ivities. Operation within the established system and supervision
of students by the faculty and the administration characterize the
environment, and, in general, a vocational collegiate orientation
appears to prevail.

Pitoptiety reflects a conventional, considerate, polite environment
where group standards of decorum are observed but demonstrative,
risk-taking is noticeably lacking.

Schotauhip denotes a serious emphasis on intellectuality, high
academic achievement, and a vigorous pursuit of knowledge.

Community is characterized by a friendly, congenial, cohesive
atmosphere. The whole campus, including both faculty and students,
is a community where group welfare and loyalty are important.

1
Pace, C. Robert, College and University Environment Scales, Technical

Manual (2nd Edition; Princeton: Educational Testing Service, 1969) p.11.
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Awmene44 emphasizes expansion or growth through the search for
personal, aesthetic, and political meaning. Concern for self -
understanding and personal identity, for an awareness of society,
world events, and the welfare of mankind, and for an appreciation
of aesthetic stimuli is evident. In addition, dissent, questioning,
nonconformity, and expressiveness on the part of the students are
advocated.

Most responses could be placed within one of the five categories.
The rank order of the five categories, based on the total number of students
indicating the presence or absence of each aspect, was AwakeneaA (60%),
Community (41%), Pkopkiety (36%), Schotomhip (14%), and Pkacticatity (12%)
(Table 3.1).

Most of the students were interviewed during campus disruptions in
spring31969)so that their descriptions of atmosphere were heavily influ-
enced by the current events and may not represent the way they would have
described it during most of their third year.

Right now I think it'A Aont o6 changed Aince a coupte
ob weekA ago. Like peopte, wed, the .teach -in4 and
vaaiou4 ptote4t4...You beet that theAe iA more ob an
inteke4t in evekything that goe4 on...whekea4 be6one
1 kW AOlit o6 convinced that nobody 'matey cmed much
about anything...

Avv,;:eness. When describing the SUNY/B atmosphere, more students (52%)
indicated the presence of Awakenem features than any other aspect. Men
were more likely (62%) than women (37%) to report such characteristics, and
these reports were more frequent than they were the second year (45%). The
percentage of commuter women so responding remained the same, but that of
resident women declined 11%.

Some of these students (31%), few commuter women (6%) but almost half
the commuter men (45%), cited the freedom and liberal atmosphere which they
felt encouraged openness and self-expression, uninhibited by fears of what
others might think.

I juAt have thi4 Seeting o6 6keedom going mound heite.
Eve1tybody £4 ju6.t doing what:they want to do, and that
the bacutty ttying to keep evetything undek contact,
but .they've twine to tet the students have a voice...
I been WA a good atmosphete. 16 yor. want to do it,
you can do it. You have the oppontanity to do a tot o6
thimg4 and it'a pat up to you.

Libekat and about a4 etase a.4 you can get to aadicat a4
poAAibte

A similar percentage described the University as an exciting place to
be - there was a lot going on with new issues coming up and change occurring
all the time.
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It's a veity exciting atmospheite in the social and
in an activi6t-type sense. I mean social and
political sense. In that 4en4e, it's veity exciting.
Academically, the atmospheite it's not like the
type o6 atmosphere where you sit down and con:side/I.
thing4 deeply and think a tot be6oke you act. It
4eem4 to be mote o6 an action campus. It'4 not one
o6 these ivy-coveted like Ha Avaitd of something Like
that. It's not /malty like that. It's mote o6 an
activist campus.

A few of these students commented that the campus atmosphere was changing
at an increasing pace. Since in the second year only 21% gave responses
in this category (vs. 31% the third year), these students may have been
reflecting either a real ongoing change in the atmosphere or an increased
awareness on their part. Resident men and commuter women (47%) were more
likely than resident women and commuter men (17Z)to mention this aspect.

But now with the wart. and ate the protests against
the wall. and with the student unke44 like taking
overt Hayes Hatt this yeah and evertything, evety
yeak 4omething di66ekent.

I think it'4 changed a Lot. 1 think that Last
yea& and even Last 4emestek, everybody was so apa-
thetic - you just dug altound all the time, and I
think that since this whole business with the
[student] stAike and ate that14 4tatted, that
people cute rteatey sortt o6 mace involved in the
univeuity and what'4 going on. I think it's good
change. People should be inteusted.

...The atmo4phete? 11:'4 de6initely one o6 change
and movement.

The diversity of people on campus, noted last year by 16%, was men-
tioned in the third year by few students (4%).

It's 'Lathe& cosmopolitan. The/te'4 40 many di66eltermt
types 06 people heite. I gue,44 you have thltee main
types. People 6A4M New Yokk City, people 6kom New
YoAk State and people 6,tom 6olteign countAies. It 4eems
to be potaAized that way. You don't have a choSS-Section
06 Amekica, you have a cko44-4ection o6 the world plod
New York State but not Ameltica.

Only a few students (8%), mostly resident women (21%), indicated an
absence of AWakene44 features. In particular these students felt that
students here lacked spirit and tended to be apathetic or reactionary.
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Table 3.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE UNIVERSITY ATMOSPHERE

Z of Students
CHARACTERISTICa RH CM RW CW Total

AWARENESS'' 69 62 57 44 60

PRESENCE: 69 59 36 38 52

Liberal, open, uninhibited, free to
be yourself 31 45 29 6 31

Lots going on, exciting/progressive,
changing, less apathetic/always
new issues 50 20 14 44 31

Politically oriented/active 13 - 7 4
Wide variety of people, many

different groups 6 7 6 4
University should be the center of

unrest/criticism 3 1

ABSENCE: 6 3 21 6 8

Apathetic/lack of sprit 6 3 14 6 7

Reactionary - most students don't
change 7 1

COMMUNITY 31 27 57 62 41

PRESENCE: 25 14 29 13 19

Warm, friendly/relaxed, secure 25 17 21 13 19
Cooperation among groups/communication

between people 3 7 3

ABSENCE: 6 17 29 50 24

Cold, impersonal, unfriendly 6 7 14 44 15
Set groups and cliques/division among

types of students 7 14 5
Nobody really cares about anyone else/

two-faced people 3 - 19 5
Large, crowded campus/very little

atmosphere 3 6 3

aPace,'C. Robert, College and University Environment Scales, Technical
Manual (2nd Edition; Princeton: Educational Testing Service, 1969) p.11.

bSee p. 27-28 for definitions.
(Continued on next page.)
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DESCRIPTION OF THE UNIVERSITY ATMOSPHERE (Cont'd.) Table 3.1

% of Students
CHARACTERISTIC RM CM RW CW Total

PROPRIETY 44 41 28 31 36

PRESENCE: (None)

ABSENCE: 44 41 28 31 36

Tense/hectic 31 10 6 12
Radical voice overwhelming the

majority/frightening 6 14 14 13 12
Troubled/unrest, dissatisfaction

present/drug culture 6 10 14 13 11
Increasingly angry and, militant/

politically rebellious 6 14 7 6 9
Confused 13 - 7 6 5

SCHOLARSHIP 19 16 6 19 16

PRESENCE: 25 16 19 15

Lots going on/wide range of courses,
well-rounded/interesting faculty 19

Great emphasis on academic learning/
grades

Specified parts of campus conducive to
learning (Ridge Lea, etc.) 6 4

ABSENCE:

Less scholarly, more hippie

PRACTICALITY 12 7 21 12 12

PRESENCE:

All the students are sophisticated,
from New York. City

ABSENCE: 6 7 21 13 11

Different from the real (adult)

world/childish behavior
Student independence from restrictions

Total NUMBER: Students

Total NUMBER: Responses

5
5

16 29 14 16 75

37 54 27 35 153
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I think. thete's moo o6 a keactionaty atmosphere
here now [saga student at/Like] than a kebettious
one. I think most students ake.mokekeactionaiuj
and want to keep things as they ate.

The. apathili4 the state o6 this Univeksity. just
no6ollakes. That's clu thousand radicals can
nun peace because e's nothing in the
moderate rpos.ition]...the maiokity o6 the Univek-
44:ty ate modetates. Theo.'s- simply nothing exciting
about the& position. So they never get excited
about anything. They just sit mound and tett people
not to intwitupt the 't classes.

Community. Although Community ranked first in the descriptions of
second-year students, it ranked second (41%) in the' hird-year description
of the atmosphere. Of the five dimensions this was the only one in which
the responses were about equally split between the presence (19%) and
absence (24%) of such characteristics.

The feeling of a sense of Community was only slightly less the third
year (19%) than the second year (27%), but the report of a lack of Comm-
unity this year (24%) was considerably less than the previous year (40%).
During the first year, many of the initial reactions had had to do with
feeling lost, alone, lacking identity and friends on a large, impersonal
campus. Some of these feelings seem to have persisted into the second year.
As might be expected, with each succeeding year fewer students noted an
absence of Community -- perhaps because they have developed some relationships
or, not having developed them, have left.

Of those who mentioned this characteristic, women (40%), especially
commuter women (50%), more frequently than men (13%) described SUNY/B as
lacking a sense of Community. For example, 15%, mostly commuter women (44%),
said that this university was cold and impersonal or unfriendly.

It'd hand to make tasting acquaintances because you
have these big classes and you meet people and then,
even in the small classes, sometimes people just
don't talk.. I Mean, you can see people and the next
demestek, Wen they've been in a C11244 with you all
.east semester, you see them, and you don't even know
them; you don't say hello on anything. It's - I guess
it's neatly hatd to make. a tasting 6tiendship, I think.

I't's uniptiendty. In a etassOom, people very seldom
make a move to talk to each others. This was brought
out very dtamaticatty to me. a couple o6 Saturdays ago.
came to my philosophy class and there were about

siX kids that showed up and it was a quota aster and
the teacher hadn't come and everyone was si.tting spaced
o616 at a pupa distance and the teachek--Ife. said,
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(Cont'd.) "What happened belione I came?" He did come
about 20 a6tek. He 4aid, "Did you people talk to each
°then? You wene att in the 4ame 4ituation, did you
communicate?" and the answen wa4 no. The moot commun-
ication wa4 - I tanned around at a quaAten agek and said,
"WeLL, are you kid6 going to Leave?" But that wa4 att.
It wa4 ju4t a vent' buzine64-tike question and that'4 how
it id in moot cta44e4.

A few commuters, but no residents, also commented on the size and
crowding of the campus, saying that there was very little atmosphere, or
that no one really cared about anyone else, and indeed people were some-
times false in their personal dealings. Commuter women in particular
(19%) described the absence of caring about others.

It'4 4o impeuonat.. WeLL, was when I began. Now
you get into it mote and you know moo_ people and ate that,
but it'4 4titt tike they neatty don't cane.

I'd bay it'4 an atmo4phetewheke people ate going about
what they have to do and that'4 Just about it. Thete'4
no patticutat atmosphere.

On the other hand, approximately
that (s)he felt a sense of Community.

than commuters (13%) to describe this
ported finding people on campus to be
their feeling relaxed and secure.

one student in five (19%) reported
Residents (27%) were more likely
aspect of the atmosphere. They re-
warm and friendly which resulted in

I'd bay it'4 ptiendly lion one thing. I don't know you
beet at ea6e around here. You don't u4uatty time p4e64ed,
I mean, where you're &Aced to do thing4. You have a
choice you can make.

A4 a whole, it'4 a geneut tiniendLy atmo4phete. In two oti
my at:Ebbed thene'4 tike a committee o¢ Suppo4e you
take a midteAm, the people that get A14 can help out the
°then 6tudent4 that didn't do 40 welt and thi4 id alt voL-
untatg. They don't have to. I think oveAatt it'4 a Oiendty
atmo4pheke. People get along.

Propriety. No students reported the presence of characteristics of
Propriety either the second or third year. However, slightly more than
one third (36%) of the students indicated an absence of Picoptiety, i.e.,
the presence of demonstrative risk-taking behavior at SUNY/B during their
third year. This was true of more men (42%) than of women (30%). For
these students, the atmosphere was tense, frightening, troubled and in-
creasingly militant. Some (12%) felt that the radical voice was over-
whelming the majority opinion, i.e., protestors were attempting to take
over and run the school for their own ends.
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I wish son an easy-going univensity where I coutd come
and teann, as a student who comes because he's interested
and teanns because he's intetested. Lemming seems to
have been zupenimpozed by some other supenion goal in the
minds ol5 somebody, which has broken the campus, students,
6acutty, into 6tagmented minoltifi.ez. You can't talk about
something to somebody without that temper ganing. Nobody
witt tisten to anybody ewe's viewpoint. Ws a toss as
On as I'm concerned son a teanning expek.Lence.

I think it's tumultuous now because o6 evenything that's
going on, but I think that the groups are coming egos ex
together., neatizing that they have to work Lot a common
moans and by bneaking windows on by having the State Police
caned in on something that's not going to do it.

I wish U was di66etent. I don't tike it how U .its. I
don't tike the idea that a smatt handout oi students ate a
nucleus and peopte axe just gathering around and tiztening
t4 them, and they're so toad that they sound Like they axe
the majonity ol5 the students, when they're neatly the
mimonity and peopte axe getting that type o6 view ol5 this
schoot. That's what I don't tike and the test o6 the kids
Pat zit back and do nothing...I guess I wish peopte would
get up and move and do something.

It should be kept iv mind that these interviews spanned the spring
1969 campus disruptions, which might help to account for the near doubling
of such responses from the second year when only 18% indicated an absence
of Phoptiety as a feature of the SUNY/B environment.

Scholarship. During the second year 24% had described environmental
features having to do with the presence of Scholarship; however, in the
third year only 16% did so. Again it should be remembered that spring
semesters 1969 was a very difficult time for pursuit of academic interests.
No resident women mentioned the presence of Schotanship characteristics;
resident men, the largest group to do so (25%), noted especially the many
interesting events and people available on campus.

I enjoy the atmosphene in the sense that thee usuatty
are a tot ol5 things happening and .there's some intenesting
6acutty, in the...depattment,...those are the peopte I zee
most o6 and the 6act that it's a big univenzity gives U
variety.

1
Ryba, G. Student Reaction to Campus Disruption: Spring '69. State

University of New York at Buffalo: University Research, 1970.
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A few students also noted an emphasis on Schotatuship and learning,
sometimes in specified parts of the campus, for example, Ridge Lea or the
Engineering building.

Peopte ahe up here bon an education and they're more
geared to AchotaAtic things and academic puramitA, I
think, than in other schoots Like Syracuse which has
mom. panty 6ee2,ing. But now it seems that the kids
are even less that way and they're moke...hippie and
everything to dhow thew so-catted matuAity on theiA
do -ca Led intettigence and I think that OA the most
gala this schoot - the peopte thy to took tike they're
hippies and 1 Aeatty can't identi6y with it.

Therm a difference in that I think this campus has
neckeationat liaciatieA and that. The other one [Ridge
Lea] is more academic, i6 you can use the teem academic.

more - sehious over theke about what they' he doing.
06 comae, over there moaty upper divitsion because
the graduate schoot6 are oven therm, graduate students
in phitoAophy and the upper tevet 300 - 400 tevet coursed.
So there obviousty more dedication.

Only one student mentioned a lack of Schotamhip. She felt the at-
mosphere was less academically-oriented in comparison to what it had been.

Practicality. Aspects of the environment which had to do with Paac-
ticatity were noted by only a few of the students (12%), about half as
many as in the second year. Only one student, a dropout, perceived a
socially-oriented atmosphere. He found it more sophisticated than he had
expected.

As in the second year, 11% cited examples which defined an absence
of Ptacticatity. A difference from last year was noted, however. In the
second year, 26% of resident women had reported a socially-active environ-
ment; none did so in the third year. On the contrary, 147. did comment
on the immaturity of their fellow students or the childishness of campus
social activities. Another 7% mentioned freedom from regulation and super-
vision, which obliged them to exercise personal responsibility.

Unusual atmosphere - mani6eAted by the AtudentA them-
4etve8 mainty; somewhat by univehs.ity policy. I thought
a tot o6 it was chitdish and many o6 the students seemed
to be kebetting merely because they were 6kee o6 pahentat
control.

You& 6keedoms are numerous and you can do whatever you
want to do, neatly. I mean your hestAictions are so alight.
The dorm howls are, tike on weekends, they're open-house
and you heatty have 40 many 6heedoms.
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Summary

A number of differences between the second- and third-year descriptions
of the atmosphere were evident. In the third-year the emphasis shifted
from those aspects which characterize Community to those which characterize
AWukene.64. There was also a definite increase in students' comments about
the lack of Ptoptiety features and a decrease in comments characterizing
Ptacticaeity. Since most of the interviews were conducted during the
period when the campus disruptions of 1969 occurred, it is a matter of
speculation whether or not these descriptions of the atmosphere are at-
tributable to the temporary dislocation of regular routines and events.

It was interesting, however, that of the eleven students who had dropped
out, six revealed a negative attitude toward the people andatmosphere on
campus and said they felt very different from what they assumed the activist
students on campus were feeling.

A4 liot the things you're doing today, that they've

started, the Witant6 and taking ova hatt4 and things
tike that - that's not tight. I don't approve that
- that's not night. I don't approve ot5 that at att. I

ieee that people tike that are dettimenta.2 to the Univen-
4ity and should be dimniAzted.

University Environment and Student Maturity

Asked whether they found the University environment conducive to their
maturing, similar to the second year, 78% responded affirmatively; 18% felt
that some aspects facilitated maturing while others hindered it. Only 4%
responded nt tively (Table 3.2).

Juat every way, even ju6t Living in the dotm4. Jwst in
the cout4e6, tetationships I've had with the teachem and
with my 'Wends, and the te6pon6ibitity tiving atone
and choo4ing coutse4 and iiinding things out tiot youmeeti.
Juat in evenly way.

Yea and no. You don't have the patentat authmity, but
.;ou 4tite have the comiot ol5 knowing that you're in a

ttee niche which i6 very COMM and you don't have - I
don't think you have - the prceaburce4 ol5 the notmat adult.

Unlike the previous year, more commuters (80%) than residents (70%)
found it to have a maturing influence. Further, no commuters, but 12% of
the residents, said that at least some aspect of the environment was not
conducive to their maturing; this was also different from the second year.
To account for these findings, it is conceivable that whereas the Univer-
sity environment had exercised a greater impact on residents while they
lived on campus, by the third year many of them had moved off-campus and
reported that the wider environment gave a different perspective.
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1 kind o wonder about DoketheM being on the
Uni.veuity Icampu4 44] matming ox not. When
I Lived on cam u4 you never teat campu4. You
weke juzpt in the Univemity atmooheite and ashen
you LW:, t mean, when you went home OA. tomething
you Lett tile you were in a ioteign countv ox
something. 1 know the thing that did most £ot
me wad getting o46 eampu4, 9e-tang on my own,
mote te4pon4ibLekty and that.

The characteristics of the University environment which students felt
were conducive to their maturing fell into four broad categories:
Individual Responsibility and Freedom, Liberalism and Diversity, Intellec-
tual Aspects and Interpersonal Experiences.

Similar to the previous year, 43% of the students said that the
University afforded them the opportunity to exercise Individual Respon-
sibility, especially in decision-making. They felt that living away from
home, the size of the school, and the absence of restrictions both in and
out of the classroom gave them a chance to become self-sufficient and to
develop a sense of personal responsibility.

I'd 4ay you can't go through 16ouit yeau o6
cottege, even at a am& Univetsity ox a mallet
peace and not have to mature. You meet too many
situations out here. There ate 40 many thing4
thrown at you and you ate meeting new tapon4i-
bititie4 ate among the Xine and thete'sno way
o6 escaping it.

Living away 6tom home and having to make my own
deeiAion4 within the dorm. I've aao with thi4
business - this new mo'uzLA2y, the dug business
- 1 have to make my own deei4ion4, what am I
going to do, exactey who am T going to a44ociate
with and what do I betieve in - that sott o6
thing.

Fewer students the third year (39%) than the second year (47%) men-
tioned the Liberalism and Diversity of the University. This decrease was
observed among the responses of commuters but not residents. For commuters
(25%) thoE most important aspect of Liberalism and Diversity was the exposure
to numerous and diverse ideas, people, and activities. They valued the
opportunity to exchange ideas, to question previously accepted values, to
meet many new people, and to have numerous and varied options open to them.
Often the diversity was assumed to be directly related to the size of the
school

...thete's 40 many things around that you ate
bound to be expo4ed to in one way on another,
to pemonat tetation4hip4 and institutionat
and vaAiou4 activitie4 you get into, they're
at a mote tespon4ibte tevet pubabey than
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Table 3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
UNIVERSITY RELATED TO MATURING

CHARACTERISTICS
% of Students

RM CM RW CW Total

ENVIRONMENT IS CONDUCIVE TO MATURING

ENVIRONMENT IS NOT CONDUCIVE TO MATURING

CONDUCIVE IN SOME WAYS; NOT CONDUCIVE IN
OTHERS

CHARACTERISTICS CONDUCIVE TO MATURING

68

11

21

47

82

-

18

36

71

14

14

50

84

16

42

78

4

18

43INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY AND FREEDOM:

:ming on my own/lack of restrictions/
away from home 47 36 50 42 43

LIBERALISM AND DIVERSITY 42 32 43 39 39

Exposure to numerous and diverse
ideas, peoplelactivities 16 25 14 25 21

Stimulation to take a stand/decide
what kind of person you are 16 7 28 16 15

Total environment/experience in
general 26 14 7 13

INTELLECTUAL ASPECTS: 26 32 14 21 25

Being encouraged to think, question,
become more broadminded, liberal 21 25 7 21 20

New ideas, information/more aware 5 11 7 11 9

INTERPERSONAL EXPERIENCE: 21 14 7 37 20

Getting along with or dealing with
peoplelfacultyipeersimaturing
with others 21 14 7 37 20

Would mature anywhere/doesn't affect
that much/education means change 10 4 28 16 13

(Continued on next page.)
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
UNIVERSITY RELATED TO MATURING (Cont'd.)

Table 3.2

CHARACTERISTICS
Z of Students

RM CM RW CW Total

CHARACTERISTICS NOT CONDUCIVE TO MATURING

ENVIRONMENT:

Environment is artificiallshelteredj
unlike the real world

INTERPERSONAL EXPERIENCES:

Immature or childish people or act
ivities slow process/work would

26

26

5

7'

7

4

14

14

7

5

5

11

13

13

6

be more maturing 5 4 7 11 6

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY AND FREEDOM: 5 7 - 5 5

Wasn't for me/mistakes too expensive/
living on campus might be maturing 5 7 5 5

Total NUMBER: Students 19 28 14 19 80

Total NUMBER: Responses 43 47 28 37 155

(Cont'd.) thoze you may have been with be6ote. And
in otdet to operate at a level where the/Le £6 a
centain amount o6 neapon6ibitity, you have .to main-
tain intenpen6onat tetation6hip6 with vaniou6 people
- att di66enent kind6 - and in order to do that
aucce666utty it 6ont o6 take6.a centain amount o6
matuting on the pant o6 your attitudes . You have
to become a.Ug mote open-minded and mote 6texibte,
and 1 think that a4 got a tot to do with matming.

I'd say up to the time I got here I led a teat
4hetteted £. e, teatty and just the 6act o6
meeting and being at a univeuity where there
ate att k2nd6 o6 di66enent people - that's done
me a tot o6 good. You mu6t neatize that people
are ate di66enent.
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Residents, women more frequently (28%)$ reported another aspect as
conducive to their maturing, that of being stimulated to define their
opinions and attitudes. This was a new response in the third year. The
need to articulate values seemed to have been made even more necessary
by the campus events, discussions and teach-ins that were occurring
simultaneously with some of the interviews.

I think now with a tot ol5 things happen4.ng on

campus, people axe being Forced to take an
opinion, to decide where they stand, what
theiA ideas ate, justi6y themselves. It's
very .important £n Waning your ideals, ol5 what
you're going to be, dime you're going to stand,
what kind o person you're going to be.

Men were not as specific about the aspects which were helping them
mature; for some of them (residents 26%, commuters 14%) it was the
whole environment and total experience that contributed to their increas-
ing maturity. Only one woman gave this global a response. In the
previous year, this response had been given more frequently by commuters
(17%) than residents (9%). Of increasing importance in the third year
were Intellectual Aspects of the University, mentioned by one-fourth of
the students. Some students (20%), but few resident women (7%), describ-
ed the University as a place where they were encouraged to think, question
and become more broadminded and liberal in their outlook. A few also
reported the henefit of gaining new information and ideas and becoming
generally more aware.

...the atmosphere £n geneut ob a univeAsity
- whence people ate trying to .learn and tAying
to get insight into things and see what's going
on and 15igurce out who they are. That in my
opinion would help you maturce. It helped me
mature.

I noticed one thing the kids around here have
that they don't have at a swat univeAsi,ty in
paAticutaA ih a certain awareness. ...Kids
around here that have really gotten into
teauing and stu1515 rather than Learning eok
some soAt o6 a vocation on something, where

they've Aeatty gotten into just temning things
and the teaAning expeAience.

As in the previous year, a number of students (20%) found their
Interpersonal Experiences to be a factor in maturing. This included
establishing friendships and interacting with peers and faculty which
in turn led to learning a! mit people and improving interpersonal skills.
This was noticeably less important to resident women this year (33%, 1968;
7%, 1969). However, 37% of commuter women, compared with 17% the pre-
vious year, reported this characteristic as conducive to their maturing.
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This difference in women's responses from the previous year might be
accounted for by the residents having been exposed, through living with
peers, to sufficient interpersonal experiences during their first two
years to make it a less important feature for them this year, while
commuter women, who have been less involved on campus and more apt to
be employed, were continuing to find interpersonal experiences contri-
buting to their maturing.

Therm axe ao many diWtent people here. You learn
to accept other people Sot what they axe and just
look at them and you see other people di 66exent Stom
you and you just accept ahem, and I guess, in a
4ense, that matinees you.

Veating with people. understanding, aeeing thinga,
how people might react - many ways. I don't even
know how to deacxibe Accepting other people's
hang -ups ate, things tike that.

There were also a number of students (13%), especially resident
women (28%), who felt that their college experience pet 4e didn't
really have that much effect on increasing maturity since the passage
of three years is in itself a maturing process.

1 think you would mature anywherte. Jut in the
passage o 4oux yealca, eapeciatty 18 to 21 04
AO, .gist's wont o6 the span where you do.

1 think that yea, because I'm away lium home and
I've got to make my own deciaion4 and I've taken
on Ae4pon4ibititte4 here. But the thing any-
whexe, I think, I would have done thia. I went
away Sxom home knowing, wanting to become mote
maturte. So I think that would have been any
enviunment.

Characteristics cited as being non-conducive to maturing were grouped
into three categories: Environment, Interpersonal Experiences, and Indiv-
idual Responsibility and Freedom. Resident men especially (26%) considered
college to be an artificial or sheltered environment. A few students also
felt that people and activities here were by their very nature immature,
and were unlikely to be conducive to maturing (6%); for some the atmosphere
of responsibility and freedom led to mistakes which were too expensive to
be constructive.

1
See Student Involvement... p.50.
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lea 4choot, .it's Sows yeak4 be6oke you do
anything that peke going to have to do.
Thae4 very tittte Atoonsibitity. I mean
this work iA nothing. It's a tot o6 junk
and it's not the Aeapowsibitity you Amity
have in ti6e, such a4 wokking*and tkying .to

hotd down a job Oh 4omething.

Sociatty, U'4 kind o6 tike catteai students'
escapism. I mean, what we do Soh good times
here ate these hock-and-Aott things, that
kind o6 thing. I don't know ii that's /witty
keeping me matuke.

In general, however, most of the students were satisfied that the
University environment had contributed to their increased maturity.

How the University Experience Can Be Made More Meaningful

Students were asked if the University could be made more meaningful
for them and what they might suggest to improve it. Nearly two-thirds
(64%), about as many as in the previous year (68%), replied that the
experience at SUNY/B could in fact, be made more meaningful (Table 3.3).
Further, many of these students provided suggestions which they felt
would enhance their experience. Some of them said that the changes
should be in themselves. Or the other hand, there were some students
(28%) who said that the experience could. not be made more meaningful.
Like last year this response was given by more resident women (40%) than
any other group, but all groups showed an increase. Most of these
students did not explain why it could not be more meaningful. A few
(5%), however, declared -4.t already was meaningful and so were unable
to suggest any improvement of an already successful situation.

I can't think o6 any, teatty. I seem to be
4ati46ied in what I'm doing and the people
I'm with and evaything. I never thought
o6 anytUng Age/cent.

Another 5%, compared with 15% last year, said that many opportunities
were available on campus and that it was up to the individual rather than
the school to render the experience meaningful. Furthermore, the Univei-
sity could not be expected to do anything for those students who were not
interested in school and/or did not want to be here.
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(Coned.) 1 mean, it's not the institution,
although a mote tibetatin6tituti.on tike this
£6 nice.

No, I think that i6 there were ways 16 I
wanted it t4 be mote meaningful there ate
enough oppoAtunities do that 1 could do it
myset6 by going out and putbui.ng intekests
that would be meaningful f4 me of make new
acquaintances 04 clang community wotk of
something tike that. I think that i6 I wanted
some-thing with mote meaning I would go out and
seek myset6.

This year, for the first time, several students (8%), indicated that
they couldn't determine the meaningfulness of.the University experience
at this time. They seemed to want to have its value certified by subse-
quent events before they themselves could consider it meaningful. Possibly
they viewed their University experience only as preparation for life rather
than having any intrinsic merit of its own.

16 I graduate nice and get into Dental School.
that would be meaningful to me, i6 1 was able

to do wet enough to do that in this school.

1 need a test tike going out to woth of even
being atone on my own totatty.

Most of these students were three-fourths of the way through their
undergraduate experiences; their replies tended to indicate that they
regarded the experience as nearly over. They did not anticipate changes
which could significantly affect them for the remainder of their time at
SUNY/B.

SPECIFIC SUGGESTIONS. Suggestions for improving specific campus
facilities and atmosphere were generally not repeated this year. For the
first time, some students (33%) said that changes in themselves would
make the University experience more meaningful. Interestingly, no commuter
women gave responses having to do with self-change. Other students (33%)
described academia changes, and a few gave suggestions for improvement of
social aspects of their experience.

Self. A few students (16%), including one-fourth of the commuter men,
said that the experience could have been or would be more meaningful for
them if they become more involved and made an effort toward more active
participation on campus. Three of the commuter men thought living on campus
would facilitate their involvement.
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Table 3.3 HOW THE UNIVERSITY EXPERIENCE
CAN BE MADE MORE MEANINGFUL

SUGGESTIONS
% of Students

RM CM RW CW Total

YES, IT CAN BE MADE MORE MEANINGFUL 65 72 54 60 64

SELF-CHANGES 20 45 47 - 33

Become more involved1 outgoing /live
on campus 12 24 13 16

To have achieved increased maturity
sooner 12 21 27 - 13

Become more goal-directed/work harder 6 7 7 - 5

ACADEMIC 29 34 20 46 33

Less emphasis on marks/less academic
pressure 18 21 7 - 13

More relevance in courses 6 10 7 20 11
Wider choice of courses/fewer require-

ments/improve major requirements 18 14 7 7 11
Smaller classes/more discussions/

better teaching /advisement - 14 - 20 8

SOCIAL 6 3 7 20 8

Friendlier attitudes and atmosphere 6 3 7 13 7
More activities on campus - 13 3
Less impersonal atmosphere/smaller

school 6 7 3

OTHER 12 7 - 13 8

Could be but don't know what to
suggest to make it so 6 3 - 13 5

Eliminate draft or change the system 6 3 - - 3

UNDETERMINED 6 7 7 13 8

Cat determine if meaningful now/
need to leave campus tg test it k 7 7 13 8

NO, IT CANNOT BE MADE MORE MEANINGFUL 2Q 21 40 27 28

Experience could not be made more
meaningful 24 7 27 20 17

(Continued on next page.)
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HOW THE UNIVERSITY EXPERIENCE CAN BE
MADE MORE MEANINGFUL (Coned.)

Table 3.3

SUGGESTIONS
Z of Students

RM CM RW CW Total

Don't feel any lack/meaningful now 6 7 - 7 5
Up to individual to utilize the

opportunities here - 7 13 - 5

Total NUMBER: Students 17 29 15 15 76

Total NUMBER: Responses 20 41 21 18 100

I guess it's a pant o6 me, myset6. I

don't know. I'm basicatty shy and I
don't nutty get up and go into things .

l'tt observe but I won't put mysee6
keatty ie.0 it. I guess .L I wasn't
that kind o6 person would be a tot
bettex.

I think possibly getting into some o6
the activities on campus wowed be a
tutee bit mote meaning6a, because
you wound meet some people and get
some diMenent ideas. Even .L you
don't agree with them, it's something
diWkent.

Other self-changes were described by12% of the students, especially
resident women (27%). With the perspective of hindsight, these students
described personal characteristics or added maturity which they would like
to have had as entering freshmen and which, they felt, would have let them
be more open and receptive and which might have made their experience here
a more meaningful one.

I been that this yea& has made up bon
tost time in the .east two yeau. I

been the 6inst two yeoJz4 I was 40At oi
stagnated. I had a 'matey di66icutt
time adjusting. I can took back at A.,t
now and /maize that. I don't think I
neatized it when I was a 6neshman. It
[SUNY/B] wowed have been much mom.
pneanig6ut I woad have started
ea/dim.
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I could have been make mature to accept
new neaponai.bilitLea and ineedom. i at4o
could have been moke de-telt:nixed and inquiaitZve,
but moat ol6 att moke intekeated.

This retrospective self-analysis was especially frequent among
students who had left this University. Of those eighteen, 66%, in
contrast to 9% of those still enrolled here, reported a wish that
both they and the experience here might have been different.

Weft, £16 I could uae hindaight, I think I might
have atcujed away Wm come o6 the peopte that I
did, but they would be ju4t a4 tikely to as y that
about me. We were in cahoots and pankty wanted
nothing to do with 4choot at the Vineland you make
it emaien 16ok youmet6 to drop out by auociating
with othek4 who think along .the name tine4.

A few others (5%) felt that if they were more goal-directed they would
derive greater benefits from their educational experiences.

In general the students advocating self-changes, and those who
said only an individual could make his experience more meaningful to
himself, saw the campus as having many possibilities and opportunities,
including academic and extra-curricular activities, and a wide variety
of people to relate to and learn from. For this reason they were
critical of their own lack of initiative and came to realize that
experience, to be meaningful, cannot be passively accepted but requires
that the person engage in significant interaction with his environment.
One third of the group, then, saw a symbiotic relationship of persm
and environment.

Academic. In the third year 33% of the students had suggestions
for improving the academic area. This percentage was similar to that
in the previous year, except among commuter women (18%, 1968; 46%,
1969). In both the second and third years, the students most frequently
suggested changes in grading policies. In the third year they also
discussed the effect of competitive pressure and the emphasis on marks.
Some felt that less pressure would permit them to have a more meaningful
University experience. They would prefer to relax and enjoy learning
rather than having to strive for marks. Further, they felt that a let-
up in the pressures of work would permit their increased participation
in non-academic campus activities.
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than tectukea, and I think people woad be moke
wete, I would be anyway - mote uninhibited as

ban as ctaaaea and out4ide wank.



I just wi6h you could get 4t AO zchoot waan't
puzzing, whets you had to get AO YMCA done
at a cettain time and you mat have 40 many
houn6 now on ee6e you've going to be behind
again. I zuppoze do ea get you used to

having pxobtemz but ztitt, I think education
6hou2d be 6omt,thing you can enjoy too, not
6omething you have to do.

Wei, in a way, there axe a tot 06 thingz I
would tike to do, but becauze 06 my couAse
toad, my study, I'm 6okced to study mote and
cannot get out into the envikonment. Whekea6,
tike phito6ophy, Engti6h, 6ociotogy majou
have mote time on that own to go to diacuzzion
gtoups, zpeechez in the Fittmone Room, thingz
tike that.

Other suggestions for academic improvement concerned the content of
courses and the choice of courses and requirements in the various programs.
Eleven percent, especially commuter women (20%), wanted greater relevance
in course material. Another 11%, more men (15%) than women (7%), desired
a wider choice of courses and a modification of department requirements.

I have a 6eding i6 some o6 the ke6o016 go
through which would po66ibty change zome o6
the actual eoutzez and etiminate eettain
pkobtem4 tike eco [economics] couxzez, the
actuat academic pant might be mote meaning6ut.
I think thetez pkobabty Loom sot a good amount
o6 imptovement az 6at az the meaning6utnezz o6
6ome a6pect6 go.

In my education pant o6 my expetienee, I think
they could make the dizeiptinez ovettap mote,
i6 you didn't have to wonky about these bitty
depattmentat tinez and ztu66. I think that
this .ea what they ate trying to get away 6Aom
now, but I think that thiz would make it a
tot mote vatuabte in the educationat zenze.

And i6 the depattmentz would be a tittte more
zympathetie with theik majoA4. They Pat
throw anything at uz, and the garbage we have
to take iz kidicutous. So I think that i6
they Ahowed they caked a tittte more we would
be better o66.
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Contrary to last year when more residents (22%) than commuters (4%)
so responded, a few students (16%), all of whom were commuters, felt that
decreasing the size of classes and encouraging more interaction between
students and teachers would be a good idea. They also urgA4 improved
teaching and advisement as ways to make their experiences more meaningful.

16 dosses were cut in size. I think a tot of
ceasses cooed be move meaning6ut i6 they were
longer than iitity minutes, and i6 they were
4matteA.

Bette& pkoliessou.tion one thing, and more invotve-
ment in ctaLses - when they just don't come in and
/wad you a Lecture and Leave. But I think i6
students get mom .involved in and this - mostty
I blame it on putieasolts, I think. They don't neatly
cake whether the students are .involved cat not in the
comae. I don't know. Something mote on the tine o6
the diacuasion groups in counsel and smattet ctasses
maybe, wooed hap.

Social. Fewer students this year (8%) than last (16%) suggested ways
to facilitate social experiences and help provide greater interaction
among people. The previous year's suggestions came exclusively from men;
this year's came primarily from women commuters (20%).

I guess would be mate meaningful liar me therm
were mote events happening on campus that 1 cooed go
to things tike moviea and concerts and things that
I 'Lally enjoy and meet other people with the same
inteneata.

In connection with increasing social opportunities, a couple of
students suggested that the general atmosphere could be improved if the
school could be smaller and less impersonal.

16 it was a smateen schoot. 16 then was mote contact
between people.

Indeed, the implication of impersonality on this large campus was part of
a number of criticisms of the University experience. Whether students
suggested that courses could be made more meaningful via increased teacher-

'student interaction or that a student could have a richer experience by
becoming more involved in campus events, they tended to be expressing a
desire for a stronger sense of community, a sense of belonging and caring
about each other that would humanize the University experience.

On the other hand, one student was of the opinion that the challenge
of an imperfect environment was conducive to self-improvement and character
development. Therefore, she preferred no changes in order to make the
experience more meaningful.
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I suppose a the zen4e that some o b the aggnavation
and things coned have been circumvented, but the teacha
tad very bond ol6 saying a tittte adve&Uty heaps met ob

u4 and maybe it does ...Maybe there axe Wien. ways but
sometimes it's a vague to wonh to 16ind them, to do a
coupte ol6 things the hand way...So suite there axe things
that could have been iixed, but I'm not convinced that

would have been better.

It is hoped that faculty members and administrators will approach
these specific suggestions of the students with a comprehension that
goes beyond the specifics to the generaltend results which the students
are implying would make their University experience more meaningful.

Involvement in Extracurricular Activities

Extracurricular activities, including participation in organizations
and attendance at campus events, were of interest to many students in the
third year. More than half reported being involved with organizations,
and there- fourths said they attended various events available on campus.
Residence appeared to be a factor in participation in organizations, more
residents than commuters being so involved. However, it did not seem to
have an effect on attendance at campus events.

As in the previous year, half of those students still enrolled at
SUR/B were involved in some campus organization (Table 3.4). Differences
among the groups' participation continued to be, at least in part, a
function of residence. Whereas 65% of male residents participated in
organizations, 65% of male commuters did not. Similarly, 69% of female
residents but only 46% of female commuters participated. As in their
second year, both groups of women participated more in campus organiza-
tions than did the men.

I've spent some time with Commute& Council, which I
think is hetping everybody (mound here. Because .it's
neatly di66icutt bon the commuteu to get to know
everybody and thLs way we get to know each °then and
then there au kids prom the dorm who come. It's
di66icutt ph_ us because, everybody sort ob condemns
u4, because they say, "You just come to schoot and go
to you& ctaAese4 and then you go home just tike a high
schoot student." But, sometimes we're just bonged
to do that and I think this o&ganization is natty .

hetping because everybody c.a getting to know everybody
ee6e and I think this L good.

The most popular campus organizations, in order of decreasing frequency,
were professional clubs, political activities, social fraternities and sor-
orities, and organized interest groups, e.g., ski club.

Extracurricular campus events attracted a greater percentage of students
(75%) than did organizations; 30% reported that they attended events regularly.
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Table 3.4 STUDENT INVOLVEMENT IN EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY
% of Students

RM CM RW CW Total

0Aganization4: Paraizipatton. 65 35 69 46 51

Professional club or fraternity 11 20 20 29 19

Political activities: student/civic 17 4 33 21 17

Social fraternities or sororities 28 8 20 - 14

Organized interest groups. 11 4 27 14 13

Voluntsex work - via campus or non-
campus groups 11 4 20 - 8

Sports 17 12 - -
..

8

Creative arts 6 12 - - 6

Campus religious organizations 6 - - 7 3

Events: Attendance 83 72 67 79 75

Concerts, plays, movies, lectures &
readings 66 48 60 79 61

Sports events 45 56 7 7 33

Teach-ins, demonstrations spring, 1969 11 8 7 7 11

Dances, mixers 4 1

Total NUMBER: Students 18 25 15 14 72

Total NUMBER: Responses 31 30 30 25 116

Most popular were concerts, lectures, plays, and movies on campus
which were patronized by 61% of the students.

I go to the movies helm and I go to the conceAt4 and
the exki.bita in the Union, tihe the at exhibits.

...that's one o6 the moat 6antasti.c thing4 on campus,
Just take tast semester, I got to 4o many o6 the
things.

The next most popular activity was sports events, attended by half of
the men but only 7% of the women. Eleven percent reported participating
in teach -ins and demonstrations which occurred in spring, 1969.
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I don't know how many teach -...n6 I went to - pubabty
about ten - and i.V4 interce4ting became in cta44e4
you don't get to see too much what ()then students

think.

When asked how they felt about their involvement in these activities
and organizations, half of the students regarded them as an important
aspect of college experience.

A pennon has to do thing4 and meet peopte and Just
know what's going on, I guess, to get anything out
o6 going to 4choot.

Another 36% commented favorably on the social and recreational aspects of
the activities.

I tike it, became I tike the people that ake on
the committee. Wene att Vtiend4 and we can att
work very weft together...

Now I'm 4toAting to get active again and I 6ind
my ti6e being move intaezti.ng and I'm not being
overwhetmed by boredom, the way I used to heel.

Twenty-six per cent said extracurricular activities were valuable as a
source of personal growth, broadening their outlook and experience.

I'm ye/1.y active and I keep on taking xe4pon4ibititie4

that I don't thihk I'm capabte o6 handling Ln the
beginning, but I 6once my4e26 into them feat to prove
to myset6 and I end up doing a pretty good job, and
just the idea o6 knowing that I accompti4hed what I
wanted to accomp1 i4h and 4ati46ied 35 others peopte
white doing it, make4 me 6ee2 good and give4 me move
a 4emise o6 pAide in mys eL and a 4en4e o6 congdence
Ln my4e26. It's a good thing it give4 me other
in,teiLe4t4. It give4 me other things to think about.
It 4ound4 4tupid, but it makes me a weit-nounded
pennon.

Twenty-one per cent reported that their extracurricular experiences had
some relationship to their vocational aspirations.

The Community Aid work I gue64 had conttibuted to
me became it helped me decide.- Oh 40,a o6 made
me think about what I matty wanted to do.

Their responses indicated that one-fourth of the students were very
active in leadership roles in the organizations. Another 41% attended

regularly but were not actively involved in leadership. 'Thirty-one

percent reported increased participation in campus activities this
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third year; 19% reported the same amount, and 16Z, a decrease in either
the number of activities or the amount of time spent. Several reasons
were mentioned for not participating in activities on campus. One fifth
of the commutersibut no residentsscited the demands of work and/or
marriage.

Other reasons included the demands of study (10%), and transporta-
tion difficulties in returning to campus (7%). The latter reason was
reported only by males, both commuters and residents who had moved into
apartments. Nine per cent expressed a lack of interest.

Between work and tuvetting back and ionth,
thea.e4 juat ab4otutety no time Oa it.

This Univetoity 'matey ian't that big a pant
4 my San a4 that14 concerned. The
academic pant but the neat o it ian't.

Employment. The trend toward increased student employment continued
during their third year. Forty-five per cent of the students who remained
at SUNY/B were employed, compared with 40% during the second year, and 29%
their first year. During both second and third years 7% were considering
working or looking for a job. Similar to the first two years, more commu-
ters (62%) than residents (33%) were working (Table 3.5).

The increase in the percentage of employed students was evident in all
four groups. A noticeable change, however, occurred among the commuter
women, 69% of whom were working during their third year, compared with 44%
the second year. Of those students who were working, residents were more
likely to be employed on campus (80%) than were commuters (21%).

Ten per cent of the third year students, all commuters, worked more
than 20 hours a week. More frequently students (12%), especially commuter
women (23%), worked 11-20 hours per week.

During their second year, no students reported that working was fi-
nancially essential, but in the third year 44% of those employed (22% of
the total group) reported that they had to work in order to remain in
school. This included 28% of the commuters but only 13% of the residents.

Right now, 6imuciatty, I coutdn't be in cottege
I didn't worth. So I'm competed to work, and

I think my mantra ate 440/Ling becatthe o S woAk.
Sociatty, .there ane time!, when I think I could go
out, but I'm just too darn tiaed.

Of those who were employed during this third year, 38% reported that
it interfered in some way. However, among those not working, 66% felt that
working would interfere if they did hold jobs. Although nearly a third
(31%) of those not employed felt that working would interfere academically,
only 12% of those employed reported that it actually did so. Very few (12%)
felt that work interfered with their social life. Indeed, among those students
who were working, 44% reported that the major side benefit of working was its
social aspect,e.g.,being out among people and/or social life with co-workers.
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STUDENT EMPLOYMENTa Table 3.5

EMPLOYMENT
Of Students

RM CM' 'RW CW Total

Not Empayed 59 42 77 SI 55

Not employed 47 38 69 23 43

Not employed but seeking/considering
employment 12 4 8 8 7

Was employed but is not now 18 4 - - 6

Employed 41 58 23 69 45

1-10 hours per week 6 12 - 15 9

11-20 hours per week 12 8 8 23 12

More than 20 hours per week - 23 - 8 10

More than one job/hours variable 6 12 15 23 13

Total NUMBER: Students 17 26 13 13 69

Total NUMBER: Responses 17 26 13 13 69

a
Includes only students enrolled at SUNY/B in spring)1969.

It gives me, a chance get out and meet pup& and
make Oiends, but not on'y that, when I went to this
new job, it was a tot easier bon me to meet people.

You meet intekesting people. Wt., I know a tittte
about human ketations. You wonk with a tot o6 guys
there and some o6 them go to school, too. You go
out and do things together.

Eight-F=en percent found their work enjoyable or interesting, and
another 12; said the work was providing experience in their chosen voca-
tional field.

I work in the Physical Therapy Depaktment that's
duct I'm majoAing in. So that helps a tot. I've
.learned quite a bit there the pkacti.cat side o6
it.

Nearly a third (32%) of employed students made neutral or negative
comments about having to work.
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It'a Suss tiorc pant time, to give me a hand with
money because 1 need it.

It'a just a 11ob. It'a not intetteetwaty4timu-
tating, i4 14 what you've getting at.

The students no longer enrolled at SUNY/B were also asked about
employment. Of the eleven who had dropped out, seven were employed full-
time, two were unemployed, one, was in the Army, and one was a housewife.
Of the eight who transferred, six were still in school: five were not
employed, and one was employed part-time. Of the other two, one was
employed full-time and the other was a married woman who was not employed.

Student Participation in Decision-Making

When the students were asked how they felt about student participa-
tion in decision-making at the University, nearly half replied in general
unspecified terms; the others, in terms of specific areas of decision-
making, e.g., faculty hiring and tenure, (Table 3.6). Interestingly,
resident women (41%) discussed the areas of both faculty and curriculum
more often than the other students. More than any other group, resident
men (21%) said that students should participate in all decisions of the
University.

To clarify their answers, students were asked their opinion as to
who should have final authority and their reasons for assigning that
authority. Their responses to the first question were sorted in four
principal categories of final authority in decision-making: faculty/
administration, faculty/student (each voting), faculty/student (no vote
for student), and student. Assignment of final control to faculty/admin-
istration was coded either in that named category or in that of student
advisory role, i.e., non-voting, in which students indicated their desire
for a right to have their opinions heard, even if they were not acted
upon. Shared control, i.e., faculty/student voting roles, designates a
situation in which student opinion was not only heard but carried weight
via vote. Sometimes weights were specified for the two groups: 50-50,
90-10; the weights varied.

Responses were also classified under four specific areas of decision-
making: general or unspecified; faculty hiring and tenure; curriculum:
new courses; all decisions (Tables 3.6, 3.7).

Within the general category, 39% preferred shared control, i.e.,
students having a voting role in decisions. However, nearly as many (34%)
preferred students in non-voting advisory role.

I think I said &tat time it ahoutd be about 50-50
between atudenta and adminiitution. I don't know,
maybe Lt ahoutd be a tittte bit teaa bon .the atudenta
now, a6ten what's been going on [campus diauptiona,'69].
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DESIRED STUDENT PARTICIPATION IN
DECISION-MAKING AT THE UNIVERSITY

Table 3.6

AREA
of Students

PM CM RW CW Total

General, not limited or specified 53 48 35 56 48

Faculty: hiring, tenure decisions 21 30 41 31 30

Curriculum: new courses, requirements 5 33 41 25 27

All decisions: everything 21 1- 12 6 13

Most decisions: nearly everything 11 7 - 12 8

Social or short term decisions only 4 24 6

Policy decisions of the University - - - 6 1

Total NUMBER: Students 19 27 17 16 79

Total NUMBER: Responses 21 36 26 21 104

I think it14 a good idea that they have come 4tudent4

on the committees, even i6 they don't do any deciding.
They could tepott 6eedback to the °then 4tudent4 on
what/how the committee Seet4 and what deci4ion4 they
make. And When they could get the aeaction4 oti the
4tudent4 and they coutd tepont back to the 6acutty
- in a cycte.

The most frequently cited reasons for so assigning decision- making
authority in this category were: either faculty/administration experience
and expertise (34%), or students' involvement in the University entitled
them to a role (326). Some students (29%), however, expressed negative
reactions to student participation in this area.

The area in which the largest percentage of students (25%) was willing
to accept faculty/administration control was faculty hiring and tenure
policies. However, a similar percentage wanted to share this control with
faculty. The largest percentage of students (50%), however, felt students
should have only an advisory role; no one desired student control of this
area. The most frequently given reason (38%) for faculty control of
faculty hiring and tenure was their experience or expertise. However, some
(29%) thought the student involvement with faculty should entitle them to
a role in the matter.

Sure 4tudent4 can 4ay a tot o6 thag4 whether a
pno6e44on puts OUen the mateniat on not, but again
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Table 3.7 DECISION-MAKING: DESIRED SOURCE OF CONTROL
AND REASONS FOR DIFFERENTIATION

DECISION-MAKING

of Students within Each Area

All
General Faculty Curriculum Decisions

VES1REV CONTROL

Faculty/Administration:
final decision 12 25 5 10

Shared: Faculty/Ztudent
voting roles 39 25 48 10

Student Advisory Role:
non-voting 34 50 24 70

Students: final

decision 5 15 10
Other (miscellaneous) 16 5

Total NUMBER: Students 38 24 21 10

Total NUMBER: Responses 38 24 19a 10

REASON

Faculty experience/
expertise 34 38 5 10

Faculty involvement:
negative 5 - 5 10

Students' involvement:
entitles to role 32 29 57 40

Students' involvement:
gives advantage 3 17 10

Students' involvement:
negative 29 13 14 50

Student/faculty: two
halves of learning
process 8 - 5 -

Total NUMBER: Students 38 24 21 10

Total NUMBER: Responses 42 23
a

20a 11

allot every student replied in all three portions: what decision
area, who should have control and why.
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...the students zhoutd have a vow big "say in

who allowed Amain here and who 4houtd be gted
and who 4houtdn'.t:.

The curriculum area was the one in which the largest percentage of
students (48%) wanted voting rights in the decision-making process. The
majority (57%) reasoned that the involvement of students in the outcome
of such decisions entitled them to a role in deciding.

We have a /Light to voice an opinion and we zhoutd
be attowed to be heard and maybe in dome eases,
Like cwaicutam, we could have a voice and a vote...

I ztite think that students, bemuse they ate the
Univemity without students you don't have a
Univeuity - they 4houtd have a tot of say and
ptobabty just about equat 4ay in how thew Univert-
zity id tun.

When discussing student participation in decision-making, a majoiity
of students indicated that they felt entitled to a role.

I think students zhoutd have a day in what goes on
£n what a66ectz them that Baez on but yet I

think that the expert ience o6 the administrators
counts an aw6ut tot, too.

However, they were also aware of and critically appraising existing
student involvement in the decisions of the University.

I think it'z [ztadent paAticipation] cat night but
the thing I don't:tun about it ad atinayz zeemz
that dome minohity gets in. It'z u4uatty a vocat
minority that atway4 has the 64:Jot day.

I wowed be Got it except Got what I've seen. What
I've zeen 44 incompetence and.mayhem and tack o6

objectivism, excezzive emotion, to the point dim,
wathing through the Union I atmo4t got into a ii fight

becauze I Aquzed to zign a petition. I can't
andeutand this. It doesn't &it my concept o6 a
student. Student pant t. as I zee it, L. an
organized and objective movement where you thy to
improve, maki_thingz beam., bon yout4et6, not
eaziet but better. There's a di66ekence, a con4idet-
abte di66etence...
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CHAPTER IV

LIVING ARRANGEMENTS AND FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS

A student's living arrangement, whether the result of individual
choice or necessity, is a significant part of his total environment.
Both the specific type of arrangement and the individual's reactions to
it play an influential role in determining how he interacts with the
University and the larger community and in coloring his perceptions and
feelings toward other aspects of his life: family relationships, social
life, personal development, and academic program.

Satisfaction with Living Arrangements

In the original proportional sample, 43% of the students resided in
University housing; the other 57%)at home. By the spring of the third
year only 14% of the students, including one commuter woman who had trans-
ferred to another school, lived in residence halls; 45% lived at home;
41% had moved into their own apartments off-campus (Table 4.1).

THIRD-YEAR LIVING ARRANGEMENTS Table 4.1

of Students
PLACE OF RESIDENCE RM CM RW CW Total

University housing 5 - 59 5 14

Home - 65 6 74 45

Off-campus apartments 94 '35 35 21 41

Total NUMBER: Students

Total NUMBER: Responses

18 31 17 19 85

19 31 17 19 85

Off-Campus Apartments. The proportion of students living in their
own apartmentsi doubled from the second to the third year. The increase
was divided equally across all four groups, that is, an additional 20% of
each group had established their own households. Eight per cent of the
students were married and had their own apartments.

Generally, comments about apartment living were favorable; 42% said
specifically that they liked it. Only one student said he disliked his
arrangement (Table 4.2).

1
Off-campus apartments do not include those provided by the

University (Allenhurst).
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Table 4.2 ATTITUDE OF APARTMENT DWELLERS TOWARD THEIR LIVING ARRANGEMENT

% of Students
ATTITUDE To tala

Like it 42

Dislike it 3

SOCIAL AND PERSONAL ASPECTS 92

POSITIVE 81

More privacy/freedom/independence/responsibility 33
More active social life/parties possible 28
Have someone to talk to/social life with roommates 20
Convenient location/layout of apartment 11
Like living alone 3

NEGATIVE 11

Location makes transportation problems
Roommates are troublesome/disagreement

ACADEMIC ASPECTS

POSITIVE

Can plan own study time/better than dorms/
fewer distractions

6

6

64

50

50

NEUTRAL 17

Up to self/shouldn't or doesn't depend on
living arrangements 17

NEGATIVE 11

Sometimes hard to study/distractions 11

Total NUMBER: Students 36a

Total NUMBER: Responses 48a
Seventeen resident men, 10 commuter men, five resident women

and four commuter women. Two who lived in apartments did not give
their reactions to their living arrangement, so are not included.
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I lave it. It's just so much mote
conducive to anything I want to do.
I cook attt my own meats and it's -

I £Lve with three °thet guys now.
mane tike a homey atmosphete

than tiving on campus. You can get
away atom the academic community don
awhte.

Most students (92%) discussed social and personal aspects of apartment
living. The value of increased privacy, independence and responsibility
that came with apartment living was a frequently noted advantage (33%),
especially for men (41%). This was, however, less than half as many as
had cited this advantage in the second year (82%).

Lt's, wete, tike the old ctich4 .there's
a tot mote 6Aeedom. I think It's mote
tike you ate an adutt. Like I say, you
ate not trying to escape 15nom the woAtd,
tiving in the doAmitoAies in a sense,
that's what you're doing. I'm Living
amongst teguean people, i I may say that.
It takes a tot ma/Le nespons.ibitity.

Well, there's mote 6/Leedom in a sense
you're organizing you/s own ti6e mote.
You get to pick your roommate and the
apartment which is important. It's not
home. I don't realty consida my apart-
ment here home, but it's mote home than
tiving on campus would be. It's my
apartment and I'm nesponsibte ors hat
goes on, that song o6 thing.

))

It's just I would say that it makes me
mote independent than i6 I was tilling at
home. you're not under:. the /Lute o6
patents. You can do as you ptease and
you budget you& own time.

Another benefit, reported by 28%, but fewer than last year (59%), had
to do with an improvement in social life. Having their own apartments
made it easy to have parties or guests on the spur of the moment. It
permitted a social life that was informal, relaxed and more active than in
most other living arrangements,

particularly because cf the absence of
parents and their restrictions.

Sociatty better than on campus.
We got a place to throw a panty 44
we want to have a panty.
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You know, thene'4 4ont o6 6/Leedom.
You can have anybody oven to your
apantment any; time you want and

thene'4 Zike nothing to atop you.
you've totally xe4pon4ibte bon youx-
4et.6, 40 - No panent4 to yete. at you
04 no nute4. You know, I Like that
kind o6 6/Leedom. I think it'4 uotty
good.

It!.4 move pnivacy. Privacy 44 a big
thing. There cute thing4 to do in an
apartment that you can't do at home.
Thene'4 4omething about that. Thexe4
a .limit to what you can do with your
parents in the next /Loom.

For some (20%) another advantage was the opportunity for discussions
and friendships with apartment-mates, although a few students (6%) had
experienced problems with unco-operative co-tenants.

I band that both my noommates are

6ainty intettigent and we can have
a good di4eu44ion, which good.
Then again 4ometime4 it 4.6 a bad

thing i6 you have worth to do and
you get tied up and ,interested in

4omething Laze that.

It'4 just kind o6 getting to be a
drag, mainly becau4e I bind my /Loom-
matea night now are as ban. as bitt4,
a4 ban as paying the /Lent and the

phone and keeping the cupboaxd clean
and ju6t genenat. thing4. I bind that
they don't do .it my noommate4 trot
yews did and I'm certainly getting
tined o6 doing it.

Many students discussed the effect of apartment living on their
academic work. Indeed, the most frequently mentioned benefit (50%),
especially by men (59%), was good or improved study conditions, specifically
in contrast with dormitory facilities. This was, however, a decrease from
the previous year when 81% of the students reported that apartment living
had a positive effect on their academic work.

Academicatty. Weft, it'4 quieten.
I think it'4 mime conducive to

4tudying around the apantmemt than
it would be at Attenhumt where we
4tayed bon two yean4.
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In both years about the same percentage (17%) of students commented
that the responsibility for studying was up to the person involved and
shouldn't be dependent on living arrangements. However, in the third year
11% reported that they found many distractions which made their studying
difficult. None of the students in the second year had made negative
comments about academic aspects.

My house now i4 a thkee-Aing cactus
because we have thue cats and some
guy Living with us and somebody beings
the 'L dog and my boy6niend i4 thee

and (toommate's) boy6itiend'4 theu
and £t'4 not conducive to doing any
/Leading ot any studying ot any think-
ing at att.

Well., it's di 66 to study in
the apartment. I can't study in the
apartment 'cause it's veky disttacting.
Therm's much Less competition in oat
apartment than there was in my suite
6teshman and sophomme years , as Oft
as gnades and things...1 Like the Lack
06 it but it's atso 1 neva had much
wLU powet when Lt came to studying
when something etse wLU come up.

As housing arrangements increasingly become a matter of choice for
this group of students, apartment living seems to be the preferred mode.
Indeed, 26% of.those living elsewhere would prefer to live in an apartment.
Apartments seem to offer opportunities for, and to symbolize, the autonomy
and social freedom that young adults are seeking.

Residence Halls. The number of students living in residence halls
decreased from 20 (78%) in the second year to 12 (59%) the third year
(Table 4.3). Those remaining included over half the resident women, but
only one male resident. In addition, one former commuter woman who had
transferred to another school was living in a dormitory.

Forty-one percent of these students said specifically that they liked
it; 16% indicated that they would prefer an apartment. As these students
discussed their living arrangements, however, every one of them had some
positive comment to make about resident living.

As in previous years, the most frequently mentioned benefits of dorm
living were social and personal. For exApple, two-thirds of the students
described positive effects on their social life and interpersonal relation-
ships which :hey valued. These included friendships with other residents
as well as opportunities to meet new people through the other residents.
Other residents were described as friendly and, in some cases, as con-
stituting a warm community.
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And o6 couue sociatty it's good too,
because the g,iats know where .the panties

ate and know a tot o6 people they meet
and eveaythag the kind o6 people I'm
mote imtetested .in. meeting at this
point.

We always meet people and there ate
atways people coming up. I think
tiving in the dorms tike community
living. I 'matey think it's good.

Another advantage, mentioned by 25%, was the convenient location near
the campus facilities, especially the socially-oriented ones like Norton

. Union. Fewer students gave this response this year than the previous
year (40%).

1 tike .the convenience o6 the donor.

Besides the bast that it's 'Light on
campus, I just tike being around kids
art the time.

The only negative social/personal aspect was insufficient space and a
lack of privacy. This was reported by only 8% of the students in the third
year, compared with 30% in the second year. Perhaps those seeking more
space and privacyhave moved to apartinents.

When students described the effect of dorm life on their academic work
(75%), twice as many students reacted negatively (50%) as positively (25%).
They complained that it was too noisy and that there were too many dis-
tractions, making studying difficult. However, they appreciated the
availability of help with course work from other students. Both of these
responses increased in frequency from the previous year (35%, 10%,
respectively).

...donor's gotten to be a teat cacus tatety
of at semestet. It's yew noisy. There's
no ptivacy. You can't study in the donors
at att.

16 you have any ptobtems £n you& counw
and someone the i6 on the &toot or in
the dorm ox around the campus, you can
always ask them or ea tt them up. It's
much easiet than tiving in an apartment
oliii-campus and you can sit down and have
good discussions about dililieunt things
that were said in thus of at a tectme.

Sixteen percent of these juniors in residence halls found freshmen to
be very different from themselves and preferred to be living with upper
clasamen.
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ATTITUDE OF RESIDENTS TOWARD THEIR. LIVING ARRANGEMENT Table 4.3

ATTITUDE
of Students

Total

Like it

Would prefer an apartment

SOCIAL AND PERSONAL ASPECTS

POSITIVE

41

16

100

92

Positive effect on social life/interpersonal

relationships/social ease and skills 66

Convenient location/good facilities/small college
atmosphere 25

Happy with opportunity for social contact 8

NEUTRAL

No effect on social life
8

NEGATIVE

Not enough room/privacy
8

ACADEMIC ASPECTS
75

POSITIVE
25

Help with academic work always available 25

NEGATIVE
50

Too noisy/ too many distractions from studies 50

Total NUMBER: Students 12a

Total NUMBER: Responses 36

S

a
One resident man, 10 resident women, one commuter woman who had

transferred.

I'm diiiienent than the lineshmen. Th'Lee yeas makes a
. big diiiiekenee. I'm intenested in diiiiietent things.

It's noisy and you can't study and they've inconsidetate.
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In general, then, residence hall living reportedly enhanced social
opportunities; it was not conducive, however, to concentration on academic
activities and study.

Living at Home. During the third year 45% of the interviewees were
living at home with their parents. This number included 74% of the
original commuter women, 65% of the commuter men, and one resident woman
who had transferred to a college near her home.

Similar to the previous year, one third of these students explicitly
stated they like living at home (Table 4.4).

...it's inexpensive. I don't have any testtictions
imposed on me. So, it's 6ine.

I tike being home because you can get away and wank
by younset6. You don't have to 6eet that you atulays
have to be whit peopte and atways have to be inta-
ested and pteasant. At home you don't have to wolo.y.

When comparing their situation with other students' living arrangements,
44% of those living at home expressed a desire to try either apartment'or
dorm living. Thirty-two percent, more men (40%) than women (21%), expressed
a preference for having their own apartment and 12%, only men, for living
in the residence halls. Thus, 60% of the commuter men and 21% of the com-
muter women would move out if they could afford it financially or if they
had family approval.

I'd tathet be I suppose everybody wowed Aathek be
Living away 6AOM theit patents be on my own but
economicatty I don't think it's possibte. 'Cause I
think itwoutd be good to get out on my own. I think
I'd do a gneat cleat o6 matming.

Those (12%) who expressed their preferences for living in a residence
hall on campus felt it would enable them to become more involved in campus
activities.

...Wett, the dm] students, they'te invotved a tot
mote in campus a66aixs because they're on campus all
the time. So I imagine that:the claim situation tends
itset6 to meeting mote peopte, getting invotved in
mote activities on campus.

When students discussed the social and personal aspects of living at
home, the most frequently cited advantage was freedom from restrictions
and greater opportunity to be a part of and have friends within the non-
university community.
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ATTITUDE OF COMMUTERS TOWARD LIVING AT HOME Table 4.4

ATTITUDE
% of Students
CM CW Total

Like it 35 36 35

Dislike it 5 - 3

Would prefer own apartment 40 21 32

Would like to live on campus 20 - 12

SOCIAL AND PERSONAL ASPECTS 80 93 85

POSITIVE 88 .80 15

Not restricting/positive effect on social
life in general community 40 29 35

Financial advantages 40 21 32
Fewer worries and responsibilities/car

and housekeeping available 15 21 18
Security, assurance/always someone to

talk witb,listen to 10 6

Enjoy it, have freedom, choose to live at home 10 6

NEGATIVE 29 32 35

Hard to talk to parents/can't bring friends home 20 21 20
Few campus friendships/restricts most friend-

ships to non-university/inconvenience of
returning for activities 15 14 15

Restrictions at home: curfew, etc. 15 7 12

ACADEMIC ASPECTS 70 86 76

POSITIVE 35 36 35

Always have a place to study/fewer distractions/
do better at home 35 36 35

NEGATIVE 43 36 41

Too many distractions: chores/ siblings,
hard to study 40 29 37

Family disagreements complicate, make it hard
to study 5 7 6

Total NUMBER: Students 20 14 34a

Total NUMBER: Responses 74 41 115

a
There was one resident woman who transferred, was living at home,

but made no comments about it.
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(Cont'd.) and you& 6kiends in the neighborhood, which
the kids Living in the down have tittZe on no expekience
with. Because the campus is thein neighborhood and the
only time they have this expekience is on vacation when
they go back home.

This advantage was mentioned by more men (40%) than women (29%). Financial
advantages, the next most frequently noted benefit, were also cited by more
men (40%) than women (21%). During the second year when specifically asked
about the financial advantages of living at home, more than half had responded
affirmatively. However, during the junior year only one-third of the students
volunteered this response.

ideat. 1 don't think 1 could do wi thout 6inancia-
caise, anew 1 want to borrow, which is something that I
want to avoid. I have a ptace to steep and a ptace to eat,
which id very essentiat to my getting atdng 6inanciatty.

A few students (18%) thought not having household responsibilities,
like laundry and cooking, and having access to a car were advantageous.
Fewer women in their third year than in their second year mentioned the
security and assurance of having family members to talk to and be with
(39%, 1968; 10%, 1969). A few women (10%) emphasized that they chose to
live at home because it was the best possible choice of living arrangements
for them in that it permitted freedom and offered advantages which they
enjoyed.

I wouldn't know what to do with myset6. I can't cook. I

can't .uwn. I'd be Lost. 1 woad .starve to death and
walk around in nags...it wowed be sitty to Leave. I've
got it very wee there. I get my three meats a day and
my ctothes clean and att this stu66. It's 6antastic, but
it's not Like I'm neatty had there by them. Ws mane
on Less my own decision to stay.

I enjoyit. I beet 1 have set the 6needom I want. 16 I
chose to come up at schoot here on Live near campus, I
cowed, but I just don't cake to.

(my 6athek) just goo around Like that and it kind
Livens things up when I get kind o6 in the dumps and
everything. We're very close.

Not all students reacted favorably to living at home, although only
one specifically said he disliked it.

The most common (20%) disadvantage of a non-academic nature was the
difficulty of discussing things with their parents, especially events on
campus. Students also felt socially restricted in that they did not feel
free to invite friends to come home with them because it tended to disturb
the household or because their parents disapproved of their friends.
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I $And that they /Lead in the papas what happens
up hem. and tett me about them which a tot os times,
we just get into big anguments because the papas
exaggerate a tot ol6 things and they don't - they
aren't too liond o cattege kids.

1 can't talk to them about acct and things Like that
because they don't understand. I can't xeatey expect
them to because it's taken me two and a hat6 years ol6
cottege...to Leann these things.

...but I did Live by myseti, I woutd SeeL keen to
toting people back. I don't biting 6tiends to my house
because / /maize that my parents and my ptiends woutdn't
get along together. So I don't bning people home.

Another disadvantage, reported by 15%, was the difficulty of returning
for campus events and socializing and developing friendships with fellow
students who were on campus.

I come km in the manning. Study` until pur o' clock
an lax 04 whatever it happens to be and then I go home
and study 04 a couple mane hams. That's it. That's
my whole L.ise. 16 I could get away linom the house and
get on campus, / might go oven and play some pool 04
get out and do a tittte sociatizing - which Lo actuatty
impossibte tight.about now.

A few students (12%), especially men (15%), felt at a disadvantage
because of parental restrictions and curfews.

It limits it, because my mother believes that once you
come home in the evening you shoutd not go back up to
school On any aingte /mason untess possibly On a
veAy imporztant papa that you have to go the tibnany
So once I go home I usuatty stay.

The effect of living at home on students' academic activities was
mixed. Over a third (37%), more men (40%) than women (29%), reported
that it was difficult to study while living with their families. This is
a decrease from the 47% who so reported last year. Noisy activities of
other family members, especially siblings, distracted them; chores and
family members made demands on students' time; television, the refrigera-
tor or neighborhood friends tempted students from their books. For a few
others (6%), family disagreements disrupted their studying.

A Lot as times it's hand because the TV vs always going
and my 4Lstert always on the phone and things tike that.
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...I'd say it cuts down on my staying time because I
go home and there's a tot o6 distractions. It's de64n-
itety not a schoot atmosphere. Them's always somebody
Aushing in on the dog 44 banking oasomethimg tike that.

like hertz, be6oae an houitty on a teat ox something .Pike
that, everybody .16 judtaittim down and studying. That's
the thing to do, so you mote on .teas go along and do U.
Whom at home be6oae an houtty of a teat, my Dad says,
"Hey, come helm. I've got a tittte job Lot you," of
something Like that.

However, nearly as vany students (35%) reported that home offered a
good place to study, on with fewer distractions than if they were living
with roommates in an apartment or dorm. This advantage had been mentioned
during the second year by the same percentage of students.

I think that it helps me to study, it paovides a much
mote aesttiut atmosphme, I thinh, than a tot o6 the
giAtA Lind here that ate tiving on campus. Ws pretty
diiiicutt Lot them sometimes.

I Lived in the dorm of in an apartment with one o6
the °ther gints maybe I wouldn't be as at/cat as I am
with mysetli because them wowed be a tot o6 people around...
so I think tiving at home does aid my academic education.

In general, although many students made positive comments about living
at home, and a third specifically said they liked the arrangement, nearly
half (44%). said they would prefer some other arrangement.

Summary. Most students made positive comments about the social and
personal benefits occuring from their particular living arrangement. The
students living in University housing made the fewest negative comments
about the social/personal aspects.

For academic pursuits, resident hall living seemed least conducive;
apartment living, most conducive. Students living at home were about
equally divided in their opinion of the positive or negative effects that
arrangement had on their study activities.

As a means of achieving independence, apartments were the preferred
mode of living, not only by those already in them but also by some of those
with other living arrangements.

Change in Family Relationship

The problem of establishing an independent identity while maintaining
a workable family relationship, is a challenging one for young people.
Apparently changes in family relationships occur most frequently during
the first two years (63%, 1967; 76%, 1968; 58%, 1969). By the third
year, only,a few more students were reporting changes in their relationships
than were reporting no changes (Table 4.5). Descriptions of these
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CHANGE IN FAMILY RELATIONSHIP
Table 4.5

10111.311e.

FAMILY RELATIONSHIP
of Students

RM CM RW CW Total

CHANGE 68 45 81 50 58

NO CHANGE
32 55 19 50 42

Relationship unspecified 11 32 19 39 26Relationship still good 21 23 - 11 15

COMMENTS

POSITIVE
79 58 100 44 57

More independent/more mature, less
dependent/don't just accept their
views/close, but more independent 63 22 37 39 54More respect, mutual understanding 32 16 63 11 39Parents are accepting my independence,
treat me like an adult 37 23 50 17 30Now appreciate parents as individuals
with own problems

5 10 13 17 11Improved relationship after crisis:
moving out, marriage, etc. 11 10 19 10

NEGATIVE
37 48 13 56 48

Not as close, drifting apart /problem
communicating 16 19 17 14Avoiding conflict, each going own
way/don't see them much 11 19 13 X: 14Parents insist on retaining parent-
child roles/it's their house 5 13 - 22 11Don't get along, mt.ch friction/little
or no communication going on 16 6 - 17 6Physical and emotional separation 5 6 - 11 6Physi:al separation, but when
together old friction and conflict
re-emerges

11 6 4

Total NUMBER: Students 19 31 16 18 84
Total NUMBER: Responses 60 84 64 50 258
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relationships and changes in them were similar to those reported previously.
More than half of the students (54%), most frequently resident men

(63%) and least frequently commuter men (22%), said that they were now more
independent and mature.

...I kind o6 want to be independent 6/tom them
and I am ad much az I can be. Which I think
.L6 good bon me.

Residents, particularly women (63%), reported increased mutual respect
and understanding which, they felt, led to improved communication.

I don't know why it happened, but she rend me
with mote kezpect. I'm 4tite het &Led and she
Loves me ad het chied, but she tooks at me
di(Aekentty now.

...I beet I can tan. to them bttek now than be6ote,
and I kee that my opinion id pekhapz hetd much highek
than even be6ote...I think that they zee that I'm growing
up and peA.haps they teaeize that my opinion iz an adult
opinion now. It'z not an adotescent's opinion. I 6eee
that that`z the /mason and I think that'z the same way
they p.a. That'z why the communication has improved.

Residents, again women (50%) in particular, noted their parents'
acknowledgement and acceptance of the independence of their children.
Parents were recognizing their children's prerogative to make their own
decisicns and to hold their own ideas. They now treated students as
adults.

...I think they ake ztakting to kezpect me ad a pekzon
and it's very impoAtant. ...they're beginning to tizten
to what I have to say. And they'll atgue but I teatey
think they red peen me Got it.

It's just that I think they can tete I'm going to be
Leaving putty zoon and I know I'm going to be Leaving.
I have my own ideas now.

It'4 more on an qua basis than it was be6ote. Thein
attitude towatd me much di.66etent. It's more tike
an otdet adult to a younger adult. It'z just dibiekent.

Few commuter women (17%) reported parental acceptance of adult status.
In fact they had the largest percentage (22%) reporting parental insis-
tence on maintaining the parent-child relationship. No resident women
mentioned this parental restriction. It would seem that commuter women
found it difficult to establish their independence.
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Sometimes I Seel that they don't zee me ass being
atmort 21. They ztite zee me as that ti ttte kid,
and I neatize thatitsz hand bon them to accept
the 6act that I'm 9/town up now, but they pick on
me bon the zittiezt thingz ztitt, and 1 /Sect tike
I have my own &6e to Live and itlz not theiA4
anymore. Maybe it was theinz when / was younger,
and I'm gad that they ztitt maintain as much
intenezt az they do, but I think I woad Wze to
get out and tic!' tiving on my own dot awhile.

A few students in each group had come to see and appreciate their
parents as individuals with problems of their own. Still others des-
cribed a different change - that of improvement after a crisis. These
crises included violent disagreements, moving into an apartment, or
marrying against parental wishes.

The bast that they know that they have no contitot
overt my ti6e anymore made thingz heatthiet. So now
we can meet a6 my Sather goers back to meet his
gaand6atket as 6tiendz. We ate ctoze beraaie
there much past tied up togethen.

We mete de6initely going through hatd .times ...We
just had di6Senent phitozophies and I jurt couedn't
take it. And now were ctozen than we've been. I

guezz you have to go thtough a cA,i44.4 - OA we went
thtough a CA4.44:h zituation when I coutan't netate at
ait to them eithen my paaeszt6 on my zLstenz...and
now it'z betters than it'z been.

As might be expected,
ments. In fact, almost as
occurred (57%).

A few students (14%),
their families as drifting
other.

all the changes that occurred were not improve-
many negative changes (48%) as positive changes

but no resident women, described themselves and
apart, having problems communicating with each

I'm maturing a £L tee mote and my .ideas ate a tat
di6lienent now than what they we've when I was at home
and white my patentz' ideaz ztitt have not changed
that dnazticatty. So I beet sort o6 a panting between
us.

I'm couatty busy and v t gets tort 4omewheu atang the
tine. Maybe I don't both it ca Ling them OA I don't
neatty have time on weekendz.

Others (14%)were avoiding conflict by having less interaction. This
reduction Jim dissension or friction was not necessarily accompanied
by better understanding; instead, by leading increasingly separate lives,
they could ignore a less than satisfactory relationship.
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It is interesting to note that the only negative comments made by resident
women (13%) fell into this category.

So Ws a tittte bit beam. It's gotten to the point
where 1 .ignore them and they .ignore me, mou on tell
- which id the way I rather ph.e6eh U than aAguing.

This yeah compared to Last yeah, I just minty, as ban
as weekdays go, I just steep at home but the /tea o6
the time I'm heft.

A few students (6%), reported real conflict and lack of communication
between themselves and their families.

16 I even see them it's because I put 6oAth the e66ortt...
I guess my dad -is Atilt mad. because I te6t, but I couldn't
Rive the way they wanted me to Live. I think atzo to an
extent they'he...o66ended that I've done as good as I have.
They didn't think. I'd make it at ate, that I cooed natty
go out on my own and make suppohtmysee6 and eveny-
thing.

A continuing source of arguments between parents and students was
"generation gap" differences. Students described themselves as instinc-
tively defending aspects of their own generation from parental criticism.

I had to tatk to my 6atheh about drugs. I ended up
defending them even though I'm not a drug us en at att.

...my mother can head something in the welt about U.B.,
and shett say something and it wont o6 makes me mad
'cause I 6eet she doesn't understand U because shett
criticize it...Even i6 somebody etse my own age were to
day what she says it wouldn't bother me az much, but

hen and I 6eet she's not doing U Ao much 'cauhe
she doesn't understand it, WA just she Imes to chiti-
cize the hippies and the stu66 Ube this, She just
seems to be going along with everybody etse in their
chi lids o6 it.

Compared with the previous year, nearly twice as many students main-
tained that no change had occurred in their relationship with their family
during the third year (24%, 1968; 42%, 1969). As in both previous years,
the largest group reporting no change was commuter men (58%). However,
unlike the previous year (18%), half of commuter women also described
their family relationship as unchanged the third year.

In summary, almost as many students reported no change in their family
relationships as reported changes. Of those reporting changes, they were
almost equally divided between positive and negative comments.

Typically, students reporting positive changes described themselves as
more independent; family relations were increasingly based on mutual respect,
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and parents acknowledged their children's adult status. Negative changes
resulted from conflicts and led to various degrees of physical and/or
emotional separation.
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CHAPTER V

CHANGES IN ATTITUDES

One of the primary purposes of this interview project is to describe
the types as well as patterns of change in students, to ascertain when
these modifications occur, and to discover whether men and women or resi-
dents and commuters experience similar or diverse changes. The students'
own descriptions of these changes and their perceptions of the factors
which provide the impetus for change furnish a foundation for evaluating
the effect of the various aspects of the total University experience.
They also call attention to the factors outside the University community
that play a role in modifying student behavior and attitudes.

The investigation of attitudinal changes proceeded from the general
to the specific. The topic was introduced by a general query, "Have your
values changed since the last interview?" It was hoped that this general
approach would avoid circumscribing the range of responses and would allow
students to bring up any and all issues of importance to them before begin-
ning to explore specific pre-selected topics, i.e., people, sex, religion,
drugs, smoking and drinking. If a student's response to the general ques-
tion did not include the pre-selected topics, then specific follow-up
questions were asked. The wording of these questions was such that it was
possible for a student to answer simply yes or no to the change portion;
he was not asked to comment or explain his attitudes unless he wished to
do so and felt comfortable discussing the matter.

The term values, rather than attitudes, was used in the initial
question since it had been found to elicit comments on the desired topics,
however, the responses are more appropriately, and hereafter, designated
attitudes.

A major difficulty in tracing attitude change is remembering when
the change took place. In order to diminish this difficulty, the recall
period was limited to a year; students were asked about modifications in
their attitudes since their previous :nterview. The response, "no change,"
then, does not necessarily imply that there had been no change in the
student's attitude in a pa?ticular area; an attitude may have changed
during high school or the -Irst two years of college without further mod-
ifications the third year. The latter changes are reported in the first
and second year interview studies.

Another difficulty is the problem of distinguishing between changes
in attitude and changes in behavior, especially since students frequently
responded simply in terms of their own behavior. In the tables, the major
categories, Change/No Change, reflect the attitudinal changes; the sub-
categories include both attitudinal and behavioral changes.

In addition it should be kept in mind that students reporting changes
in attitudes do not always mean an overall change or a complete reversal
in their attitudes. Often some aspects of an attitude were modified while
others remained constant. The emphasis in this chapter, however, is on the
changes the students reported.
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Even though the extekiot values might have
changed, when I Wiz to you and .4 you compare
Rant year's notes to this - it seems tike a
Range change, but Lt's actuatty not. The
same Ondamentat things stite dkive me - gnding
secukity, tkying to gnd some ptace where I can
Oa stung. I've been:took-big bon. that 60r a
tong time. That's why my values have changed.

General Changes in Attitudes

Almost all third-year students (95%) responded to the query about
whether their general values had changed during the preceding year.
Therefore, unlike the previous year, Table 5.1 is not simply the "catch-
all" collection of responses which did not fit into the preselected
areas of interest, but is, rather, the report of student responses to
the general question of how they perceived their values the third year.
Responses ranged from a brief yes or no to explanations of new values
and the experiences which brought about the modifications. Several
answers were so convoluted that it was not possible to determine whether
the students were reporting change or no change.

Fewer than half (43%) the third-year students, compared with 54%
in the second-year, perceived general changes in their values. As in
the previous year, this group included more residents (56%) than com-
muters (36%). About a fourth of the students, especially resident men
(35%), stated only that their attitudes had changed and did not ela-
borate.

Quite a bit...1 guess my ideas and values
about evekything changed.

For those who explained their changes, the most frequently describ-
ed (12%) direction of change was a move toward greater tolerance and
broadened perspective of viewing people and issues. A similar percen-
tage so responded in the second year. A few students (6%), mainly
residents, commented that their attitudes were undergoing continuing
change, especially as they meet new and different kinds of people.
Students in both of these categories considered themselves to be not only
more aware of the diverse range of opinions and viewpoints but also more
respectful and accepting of values other than their own.

I think maybe I've become a tittee bit
more tibekat about things than I was
be6ote. It's hind o6 hand to say because
values 44 such a geneltat tam.

I'm more open -to suggestions. I can see a
Rot o6 things that I didn't zee beioke. I'm
more sensitive to things. They're degnitety
changed...on a tot o6 thi.ng4.
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GENERAL CHANGES IN ATTITUDES Table 5.1

ATTITUDES
% of Students

RIM' CM RW CW Total

CHANGE

Yes (unexplained)
More tolerant, broad- minded /less

restrictive/leave to individual

59

35

37

20

53

23

31

21

43

24

decision 12 13 17 5 12
New values reflect own thoughtsldecisions,

priority of values 6 13 6 - 7
Continuing change/meeting many new

people changes ideas 12 3 12 5 6
More aware of variations, shades of

difference/undergoing change/more
sensitive 6 - 6 5 3

Now judge others/realize it's necessary
to take a stand; society requires
guidelines 12 - - - 2

NO CHANGE 35 53 35 63 49

Not aware of change/don't know 29 37 29 31 32
No real change but values more intensified,

more articulated:definite 23 13 17 31 20
No change (unexplained) 16 10 8

CHANGE INDETERMINATE 6 10 12 10 10

Total NUMBER: Students 17 30 17 19 63

Total NUMBER: Responses 23 40 24 23 110

A few students gave responses suggesting a concern for self-understand-
ing and for developing their own value systems. They sought to discover
those things that were important to them, to explore their own reactions to
various issues, and to become motivated by self-determined values rather
than those of others. A very few (3%), no commuter men, were becoming
more aware and sensitive to the variations and ambiguities within situa-
tions and felt themselves to be in the process of changing, as they saw
fewer black and white and more grey areas. Others (7%), no commuter women,
considered that the awareness, introspection and examination of their
attitudes had resulted in a change either in discarding some and adopting
new ones or in coming back to those originally held but now confirmed by
their own decisions. Sometimes only the priority of values had been
rearranged. Though these students appear to have given responses similar
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to the no--

`

change group who had more thoroughly articulated their attitudes,
the change-group students felt that some actual changes in attitudes had
occurred for them, whereas the other students did not.

I suppose they'Ae moxe, in a sense, my vatues.
When I came up hete I didn't Wet, I'd Plat
become conscious of mysee6 as a pemon and
most o6 my values were my pakents' on 6Aiends'.

Rather than saying you have to heel this way
about this becawe that's the way the main-
Atteam thinks... 16 / bt nd 4omething that
suits me, iine. That's my thing. Ws just
matters as I go along and Leann about things .

I just sofa o6 estabtish certain values.

I couldn't say how value4 do change, fast
that I notice mote and I'm mane o6 mote. I

don't take 6ace value.

Two resident men reported that the change for them was in drawing away
from a position of leaving attitudes to Individual decision. They had come
to realize that guidelines are sometimes necessary for the sake of the in-
dividual and for society.

I mean, you can catty .individualism and liteedom
ob the individual to exttemek, which in out
society sometimes becomes just not eating one
way on the °then what a pens on does...just to
say that anybody can do what they want ma/tatty
id like saying that you don't cate about them

enough to even my to change things.

Although a variety of changes were discussed by the respondents, the
influences contributing to these diverse modifications were essentially
the same. The most frequently cited influence was social, i.e., exposure
to different attitudes and values by being in contact with an increasing
variety of people. Another factor was personal: the normal maturing
process and the assimilation and evaluation of their experiences. The
third influence was academic: various courses, classroom discussions,
readings and faculty members.

...not just...getting olden but mote expeAience
and school, where you're thrown into a matuxe
o6 a lot mote people and that has a tot to do
with Zt too.
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Nearly half (49%) of the juniors reported little or no change in
their attitudes. This figure represents 57% of the commuters but only
35% of the residents. As previously, commuter women (63%) were the
group most likely to report their attitudes unchanged. Similar to last
year (37%), one-third of the students (32%), said that they were not
aware of any changes since the previous interview. A fifth (20%) of the
students, especially commuter women (31%), reported that there was no
actual change in attitudes but that those they previously held had
become more fully articulated or intensified. Instead of simply accept-
ing them from authoritative sources, like parents, school or church, the
students had thoughtfully considered them and were now satisfied that
these attitudes represented their own convictions as well. The percentage
of students so respondihg this year (20%) increased noticeably over the
second year (8%). Generally this personal definition of attitudes was
attributed to increasing age and experience.

I think they ane just about the same as they
we/Le teat yeat, anyway, except now I know
exactty why 1 6eet that way, and itwasn't
this unquestioning thing just 'cause Mommy
says you do this, you do it. Now I know why.

Specific Changes

People. Nearly two-thirds (63%) of the students reported some change
in their attitudes toward people during their third year (Table 5.2), a
slight decrease from the previous year (72%). Among those who changed,
some students (16%) described only limited or very minor changes, perhapsonly a strengthening of previous attitudes. Men (22%) were far more likely
than women (6%) to so describe their attitudes.

I don't tike 4matt people. They disaiminate
against somebody because o6 4omething tike...
thein Imeigion 04 /Lace 04 ethnic backoound 04
something, but I think I've atways belt tike
that. It's just that it's stnongeA now than
be6o4e.

I stand up 6o4 my night4 just tike I expect
anyone et4e to, but 14-tat ftespect most
people My vatues haven't changed that much.

Of all the changes reported, the most frequent trend (28%) in all
four groups was, as last year, toward a more accepting and tolerant posi-tion. In general, these respondents saw themselves as more understanding
and responsive to a greatef variety of people as well as to different
beliefs and opinions. Outward characteristics and first impressions had
less influence on students' initial interactions. Also,some of these
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Table 5.2 ATTITUDE TOWARD PEOPLE

ATTITUDE
% of Students

RM CM RW CW Total

CHANGE 68 51 59 66 63

More tolerant of people and opinions/
less prejudiced/believe in individual
&Ace/don't like to judge others 32 23 40 22 28

Judgement easier/criteria different 21 13 20 22 18
More aware of people/more realistic

about them 16 13 6 5 11
More critical/less trustful of others 5 6 13 22 11
Value people more/people are important/

seeks enjoy experience with people of
different races and faiths 5 13 7 17 11

Now can distinguish self or individual
from general environment and
organizational mass 10 6 5

Increasingly at ease with people
because of more social experience 10 - 11 5

Against hypocrisy and prejudice/
value honesty 5 5 3

Other: specific experiences with people 5 16 6 16 12

VERY LITTLE CHANGE 21 22 13 16

NO CHANGE 31 42 40 31 36

No change (unexplained) 21 29 33 22 26

Tolerant, accepting of people and
opinions /believe in individual freedom
of choice/don't like to judge others 16 6 7 5 9

Against hypocrisy/ value honesty 10 - 5 4

People are important/generally good - 6 - - 2

Know how to assess and judge people - 3 - - 1
Aim is to be friendly, avoid enemies - 3 - - 1
Am at ease socially 5 - - - 1

Total NUMBER: Students 19 31 15 18 83

Total NUMBER: Responses 51 81 42 47 221

students had come to dislike judging other people, feeling that people
should be free to exercise individual choice without criticism.
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...you accept people bon' what they are and you
tike them bon what they aim. And you don't
took at everyone and want them to be just tike
you because you au not going to 6ind

I think this yean I'm tiztening 'none. I'm
undenztanding what .they've daing,and that
some o6 these peopte neatly believe in what
they axe doing and I can value that ideas...
I can tespect a pemon bon kis ideas. No
matten how nadicae on how bad they cute, I can
stitt te6pect them i6 he neatty believes in
kis ideas.

But now I'm abte to accept evetyone 612,t what
they au...I've broadened my scope and things
and I can see di66etent things in di66etent
people and di66etent quatLties and you have .to
kind o6 oventook the bad. I could matey teat
apart modt o6 my 6Aiend6, Evetyone has a 6taw
and so do I, but i6 you want to get along in
this waxed, you'll just have to took bon the
good.

What's necessmity night bon somebody else
may not be night ban me and it's up to each
individuat to decide what's night bon them
and tive accondingty as 6ax as they don't
hunt on invade on somebody else's n,ightz.

Other students (18%) thought they had improved their ability to judge
people and altered their criteria for assessing people. This was the second
most frequent modificatf--.

I guess with education, with expetience in
tiving with people and wotking with pup&
and being with peopte in class you - I have
6onmed di66etent wete, maybe not di66etent
otitetia, but mote ctitetia in judging a
petson in some ways, ...but now I have bound
that I have been Zoohing at my 6Aiend6 in a
tittee di66etent peAspective and judgZng them
maybe mote dnazticatty on maybe tess dtasticatty
in cettain points, and just tnying to gain mane
6nom a netationzhip with 6niend6 than I have
been in the past.

Last year I had associated with quite a sew
hippies, I don't know what constitutes a neat
hippie on hippie-tyve and I thought that they
went all tight. But now I took back thete's
something wtqng there that I don't matey approve
o6 the way I did be6one.
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Still-others felt that, through increased awareness and experience,
they had become: more realistic about people (11%); some, through unpleas-
ant experiences, had become more critical and less trusting (11%). Men
(14%) were more likely than women (6%) to describe their attitudes as
"realistic "; women (18%) were more apt than men (6%) to describe their
attitude as "less trusting".

I guess my opinions o6 mankind, in geneA4wehe /Lathe&
high and tathet naive and /Lathe& /Lose-caeoted...Let's
say, I have a mote teatistie appAaisat.

I don't trust as many people now as I think I have
ttusted in the past. I've seen toommates do things to
me - vety we td things. I'm alitaid o6 ttusting,
because I put too much ttast in another person and
con6ide cettain things with them, I'm alitaid that I
witt. be banned by it,AW be hunt by it...I know it's
soAt o6 going to an extkeMe o6 not trusting anyone.
But I don't lied. as 4alie now, ttusting many people.

In the second year 16%, more men than women, saia they cared about
or valued people more than previously. Fewer students (11%), more commu-
ters (14%) than residents (6%) reps ted this the third year. They empha-
sized the importance of people and told of actively seeking experiences
and interactions, particularly with those who differed in race or religion.
They perceived these interactions to be not only interesting but also a
valuable learning experience.

I realty dig people. I think tkiz iz whexe everything
comes Wm and th24 4.4 the maniliestation oi6 tilie in
it's greatest

A few others commented that they had gained social experience and
now felt more at ease in dealing with people; others had more and more
come to dislike hypocrisy and to value honesty. There were a few men
(8%) who reported that they had become capable of distinguishing between
individuals and the system, in which they function.

I think I've grown mote at ease with people, which iz
pretty impoAtant in that you can tat/a to them about
what strikes you as insigniiiicant things, without making
it seem that you ate being siel.y of something

I Like peopte that ate honest...I Like to know that they're
being as honest with me as I hope I am with them.

I think, I'm teatizing things about the goveAnment, this
past yeat...I think the main thing, individuab ate bar
used by cotpotations and .labor unions and government arc
evetything, 40 I sympathize with them sometimesthe
peopte
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(cont'd.) that make up these unionz and
coAponationz and govanmentz, 40 you can hate
zome 06 them and tike the °them.

These various modifications in attitudes about people usually were
an outcome of the respondent's contacts with other people, such as meeting
different types of people, working with others, living with them, specific
close relationships or just talking to people. In the third year similar
percentages of commuters (61%) and residents (63%) reported attitudinal
change, unlike the previous year when more residents reported modifications.

Those students who had not changed their attitudes about people (36%),
especially commuter men (42%) and resident women (40%), usually did not
describe their attitudes. Those who did elaborate used categories fairly
similar to students who had changed. For example, a few (9%) reported that
they had always been tolerant and accepting of other people and opinions.
A major difference was an absence of comments about being "realistic" or
not trusting people.

I tike the same type o thing in a peAzon now
az I did Last years and that'd ju4.t bazie honesty
of zomethi.ng. I zeem to 6ind it mote now than
I used to. My vatuez towatds people haven't
changed. 1 ztitt took OA the same things and 1
kind oi think I &tit/ give the same type 06 imptes-
sions that I atways did.

Religion. Changes in attitude about religion continued to occur at
about the same rate in the junior year as in the sophomore year. In both
years, slightly more than half of the students reported their attitude had
changed since the previous year. There were many who were questioning or
doubting their former beliefs, and there were many critical comments about
organized religion and its rules and observances. The problem of establish-
ing their own religious beliefs was important to many of these students.

Twenty-nine per cent, especially resident men (42%), described their
religious faith as being more individualized or personal in nature rather
than being part of an organized religion or church (Table 5.3). The number
so responding had doubled from the previous year.

I think that the Chunch ,itzet6 haz pethapz
become tesz impoktant to me. Not the conceptz
o the ChuAch but just the Chunch as an
in I think haz become tesz impontant.
I can't day that 1I don't think my 6aith haz
weakened a great cleat, but I think that I've
come to view that az mote 06 an individwat
thing than I did beiolLe, too. Maybe it's Just
my incteasing awatenezz o myzet6 az an indivi-
duae inztead o6 az atwayz a member .015 a group.
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Table 5.3 ATTITUDE TOWARD RELIGION

ATTITUDE
X of Students

RM CM RW CW Total

CHANGE

Have own religious beliefs, not
organized religion/humanistic

faith/important to have faith
in something/acknowledge control-

53 41 38 66 51

ling force in the universe 42 26 25 22 29
Changing, questioning/seeking own

beliefs 21 23 25 44 28
Now critical of: dogma, church,

hypocrisy 15 13 - 28 14
Less religious/no longer observe

tradition, religion, 26 6 12 5 12
More religious/regaining faith/

more meaningful 10 10 - 11 8
Doubt existence of God/intolerant

of blind faith 10 3 6 5
Other 5 6 3

NO CHANGE 47 53 62 33 49

No change (unexplained) 21 32 31 22 25
Never was religious/not important

to me 21 20 18 5 17
Belief continues/never questioned

or doubted - 10 11 11 8

Belief in religion should be left up
to individual choice/individual
is entitled to whatever belief he
wants 5 10 6 22 11

Total NUMBER: Students 19 30 16 18 83

Total NUMBER: Responses 37 59 25 33 154

TVs kind hand to put into wouls. I don't
betieve what a tot os people attnibute to Him -

tile gte and bnimustone ate the4e things that
they 4ay ant sin4 and things tike that. I've
got my own conception Him. It's a very pemonat
point...
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My6n eshman and sophomone years therm WA
nothing therm, but my junior yea.t I think
*them IA some sont o6 6aith conamg ruck
which has nothing to do with the tnaditionat
concepts o6 God on c6 our oAganized type o6
netigions. But I have developed some 6aLth
in man's spite-twat asperts, which 1.4 a change
I think. Therm .1.6 something &Wing the void
now and whe..e will end up, I don't know.
I doubt £6 I'll be assimilated back into the
organized religion, but I do have some
spiv:tact betie66 in a sense.

Other students (28Z), again a larger percentage than the previous
year (16%), responded in a somewhat related way. They described them-
selves as questioning formerly accepted or childhood beliefs, usually
in an effort to define their own beliefs and to achieve a personal
faith that would be best for them.

Well, I believe i.n God in a way now, because
it's hand not to, but I mean, He's a di.66eitent
kind o6 God than the one my paitents pnobabl4
believe in. I nevelt neatly was that icon away.
It's just, I nevated against it 'cause ery
pa/Lents believe i.n U. It was liolteed on me
since childhood and now I'm just sont o6 going
back. o6 my own 6nee wile, I guess.

...sinc.e I've been hem., U'6 handen to accept
an on 6a.ith. anymore. Possibly the 6act
that you're made to think about things mons.
you just nevefc accept anything. you just boat
o6 have the attitude don't accept anything
you hear. I don't know. you just sont o6 leann
that and use bon evenything that happens to
you, including neligion.

I think I've changed a tittle bit. I 6ese that
I won't take anything bon granted on as much bon
granted and believe tizi.ngs just because somebody
says it'6 true. I believe them because what I
6eet is true, not because o6 what somebody else
6ay6.

Similar to the previous year, another group of students (12%) reported
that they were less religious, no longer interested in the formal obser-
vances aad traditluns of organized religion. For example, they attended
services less frequently and felt that such observances were not essential
to maintaining their faith. They felt less obliged to follow all the tra-
ditions and freer to reject certain church-imposed rules or obligations.
Others (14%), no resident women but 28% of the commuter women, showed
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stronger opposition to organized religion by criticizing specific aspects
Of organized religion to which they took exception. Frequently there
were objections to the churches' unwillingness to change and, in some
cases, coercion. Reproach also centered on the hypocrisy of those who
followed the prescribed religious behavior without manifesting their
beliefs in their lives.

Somehow I heel etoset to my religion without
having to pehiokm some of the-evityday cudtom6

not eubtoms, the things that chatuce.teitisticatey
an done. I don't have to go to savices a.LL the
time on I don't have to do. some o6 the Ohm th.;:ngs
that you might do .16 you were ca.tted very tetigious

I stilt go to church but I'm sort o6 apathetic
about it. not as .involved, ...I betieve Lit God
and ate that but I guess it's the conventional
things about netigion. The samunents and going to
con6ession and ate that othen. stu66 just .isn't

as impottant to me as was.

I've always been wondezing what night we have to
say about the poor guy that wonships the cow. We
call him pagan on something tike that and it makes
me wondet. Why out tetigion condemns his tetigion...
I don't heel that tetigion, a6 it £4 today, .O /matey
tetigion. I heel it's just a Peopte go to church
on E.asten. Sun t 66o show o thew new clothes and
that that's 6eee teligion

doesn't paAticutaxty appeal to me at
att. It bothens me. Especiatty Judeo-Chnistian
tetigions they're vey oast. 16 you ask me,
they're veity condescending Especiatly I've slanted
to see in histoty...the church has /matey been a
honnibte institation and it's /matey botheted me.

In this third year very few (8%), compared t 16% last year, reported
that they had become more religious and felt even more firmly assured of
their original beliefs. After comparing or testing their faith these few
now found their religion even more meaningful to them.

...they've gotten much sttongeit as I say, it's
ixtensiiied. As iak a6 my peksonat convictions
about God, they're very at/Long.

Welt, seang that I'm not going with a gitt o6
my own fLeti.gion, I'm tiujing to get he to convent
to my fLetigion so I have to be more up on my tetigion
.now, and it's bought it to 6ocua. We go to seitvices
every week and maybe I'm more religious.
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Some of the students gave reasons to account for the modifications
in their religious attitudes. The most frequently cited was social:
specific relationships, discussions of the subject, and be: .g with differ-
ent kinds of people whose views on the subject were different from theirs;
Other explanations included course work, readings, class discussions and
specific personal incidents as well as simply maturing.

The other half of the students, of course, reported no change in their
religious attitudes during the third year. Half of these simply stated
that their attitude was, unchanged without explaining further. Those who
did explain their lack of change (25%) reported that religion had never
been important to them (17%) or that their beliefs continued without
question or doubt (8%). As in the previous year, no resident men responded
in the latter category.

That hasn't changed 64om any yeah. I don't know,
I don't Lee the need Son [religion]

I don't want to o66end anybody, but th.14 is what
I believe and that'd that.

I'd day they're at to about the acme, too. I'm a
6ainey good Cathotic, but nothing 4peetaeutat...
I never wad anything speatacutax.

A few students (11%), especially commuter women (22%), irrespective
of whether or not their own attitudes toward religion had changed, said
that they felt religion should be a matter of individual choice and
neither imposed nor criticized by others. This included some students who
rejected it for themselves but saw that there was value in it for others.

I 6eee that people 4houtd be allowed to believe
whatever they want. 16 they want .to believe in
a God that'd Line.

Sex. Students' attitudes toward sex are more likely to change between
the first and second year than between the second and third year. Three-
fourths of the juniors, compared with 56% of the sophomores and 69% of the
freshmen reported no change in these attitudes since the previous interview
(Table 5.4). Commuter men were most likely (85%), resident men least likely
(52%), to have maintained the same attitude from sophomore to junior year.

I don't think viz even change on that scone.

It'd Atize the dame a6 it used to be a4 San a4
I know, to moee6 anyhow. I 6eee 4ex i4 4auted.
I mean I woad never invaeve moee6 in -sex
indi4c/Linasuttelyw4th anyone.
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Table 5.4 ATTITUDE TOWARD SEX

ATTITUDE

% of Students
RM GM RW' CW

CHANGING OR CHANGED

NO CHANGE

No change (unexplained)

47

52

26

14

lgi

53

19

75

62

22

78

44

COMMENTS

Tolerant of actions of others/liberal/
entirely up to the individuals
involved 26 14 37 33

Depends on depth of relationship/mean-
ingful if right person 10 3 11

Against promiscuity/faced with problem
of conflicting standards 5 3 5

Special personal relationship
. established 16 - -
Other 5 14

Total NUMBER: Students 19 28 15 18

Total NUMBER: _Responses 32 37 43 27

Total

24

.74

47

26

6

3

3
5

80

1 139

Nearly half of the juniors, more frequently resident women (62%) and
least frequently resident men (26%), gave no explanatory comment about
their unchanged attitudes toward sex. They seemed to regard it as a
closed subject -.they had established their values and felt no desire to
discuss it. The percentage of third-year students so responding was
greater than in the previous year (33%), and the increase was reflected
in every group except commuter women.

Resident men (47%) were more than twice as likely to report their
attitudes toward' sex as changed or changing than the other groups (18%).

I can't actuatty say they haim changed but I think
they're in the pucess changing...1 don't comidek
sex on anything about it Like a toy do mach anymore as
I did. It seems to be - I think 1 appreciate the whote
idea it mote. That's the onty way it'4 changed. You
gnaw up about it. When you wexe a kid, Lt was just kicks
and 4tu66 tike that. Now it seems to be mote de .Lour,

the whote idea o6



Some students elaborated their responses about changes in their
attitudes. Most frequently (26%) they mentioned their liberal or toler-
ant attitudes.. They felt that decisions_ regarding sexual behavior should
be left up to the individual involved. The percentage of women (38%) so
responding exceeded that of men (20%).

You zee a totmoke and I think you begin to accept
moke. .Pkobafity thing4 that I woutd have keatty
powned upon when I iikzt came here, I'd 4titt known
upon it but accept bettek than I would then...az I
zee mote you 6iguke thi4 i4 the way .it .ca and you
can't change-it. I-think-you tend to accept it,
accept thingz as they come. It takes a white to
get u4ed to.

I betieve that the Lawn on the -books Ahmed not be
there becau6e .inhibiting human activity that
keateyi4n't detkimemtat to anyone. Homo4exuat4
and Labium being pko4ecuted; to me, a gita64

injo4tice. Any kind o6 zexuat intetcoukze other
than the pkeletibed intekcowt4e being againat the
taw i4 at4o a 0.044 injuatice. It'd the body
44 you hate the body, thin you're going to hate
zex no matter what way you do it and the Lawn have
come out hate, I think, and ztupidity no
knowledge about what zex iz. I Oa very open
about other peopte'z zexuat behaviok.

Others qualified their attitudes in different ways. For example,
some could accept behavior in others that they themselves would not
engage in.- Others felt that the depth of involvement of the couple was
very important, that sex without love or a stable relationship had little
or no meaning for them. A few considered promiscuity degrading and
inimical to a truly meaningful experience.

So it'z a double 4tandakd betueen what I'll 6okgive
everybody doing and what I'.et accept in me doing.

But I've come to keatize that zex a beauti6ut thing.
It neatly iz. And it'z the 4oxt o6 thing that thekez
no point in necezzakity waiting. But a4 tong a4 two
people are in. Love at leant son the moment - then it',6
a thing that zhoutd be enjoyed and not pat o66 on a book
4hee6. But I do be.&eve it'z the zott o6 thing that
4hootdn't be pkomacuousty used.

The changes in attitude were most frequently (30%) attributed to
increased experience and knowledge about people or to specific personal
experiences. Sixteen per cent of the resident men attributed their change
in attitude to having established a special relationship with someone.
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Last yeaA I was Aunning around, just going out with a
tot o6 giAts and now I'm just going out wi-th one gi4.
Wete, that's changed. A yeah ago I wowed have thought,
"Welt, I couldn't tie myset6 down to one gite," but I
sort o6 have and my idea id '- I wouldn't have sex with
anyone else other than het night now. I heel a more
intimacy involved rather than 6nee Love.

Drugs. More students' attitudes tcyard drugs changed between the
first and second year (58%) than between the second and third year (36%).
Whereas previously all groups changed with about equal frequency, in the
third year more resident men (57%) but few commuter men (17%) changed.
In the third year resident women (50%) were somewhat more likely than
commuter women (39%) to have changed (Table 5.5).

Similar to the first two years, the changes were usually in the
direction of a more favorable or tolerant attitude and only occasionally
toward a more negative one. This finding contrasts with the generally
unfavorable views of those whose attitudes had not changed.

About a fifth of the students (21%) repOrted they had a more tolerant
attitude toward drugs and users of drugs. Contrary to last year when
more resident women than others gave this response, this year it was most
frequently commuter women (33%) who so responded. Students seemed to feel-
that the use of drugs ought to be a personal matter, an individual decision.
They were les3 likely to be critical of others' attitudes or habits. How-
ever, many added that this new, more liberal attitude applied more to
others than to themselves.

I'd say it's changed recently, because the way I used
to 6eet is that I didn't want to know a pennon it he
took drugs that's t t u t y how I 6ett and I'd say this
yeah i,t's changed quite a bit; I don't hold £t against
anybody now 6or doing it. 16 they want to they can,
but it doesn't bother me at att. So in that /aspect
it's changed. I've become much more tolerant toward
something Like that.

I know where I stand and how Lan I't.e go and things tike
that, but...with other people, Is think it's up to them.
It's that ti 6e and they do what they want.

Others (17%), especially resident men (31%) but no commuter women,
reported being more interested in and curious about drugs in general, even
to the point of considering trying some if offered the opportunity. They

were apt to compare drugs favorably to alcohol and suggested that there
might be some beneficial aspects to drug use, for instance, as a facilita-
tor of certain emotional or mystical experiences.

Let's say outside o6 the pleasurable e66eas which
they arouse, -dune's something that's supposed to be mind-
expanding and the /Lutes consciousness and stu66 like
this which I 6ind interesting, but I don't find it vent'
relevant to my present 4ituation.
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ATTITUDE TOWARD DRUGS Table 5.5

ATTITUDE
% of Students

RM CM RW CW Total

CHANGED

More tolerant/up to the individual/no

57 17 50 39 36

longer condemn 21 13 25 33 21

Interested in trying/curious 31 16 19 17

More aware now because drugs more
widely used/increasing
experience 15 16 12 16 15

Positive comments regarding marijuana 21 10 6 16 13

Laws: should be changed/cause problems/
less for enforcement than previously 15 10 12 5 11

Have some sympathy for the drug user 5 3 - 16 6

Against LSD, "speed" or addicting drugs 15 - 12 - 6

More against/adverse effects and cost
to society noted - 6 - 5 3

Other 21 3 6 5 8

NO CHANGE

Against drugs/addicting drugs

frightening/still condemn drug

42 70 50 61 56

use/wouldn't use 37 43 37 44 40

Tolerant of others /always wen-minded 15 26 12 16 19

Can't see need/not interested 16 17 19 16 17

No change (unexplained) 5 16 31 22 18

CHANGE INDETERMINATE 13 5 7

Total NUMBER: Students 19 30 16 18 83

Total NUMBER: Responses 45 68 31 43 186
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Yeah, I think as Lan a4 pot woutd be consideted,
the 4ituation ivas ptosented tome where pot .i4 avaitabte
and I'm in the mood, I coutdn't bee anything wAong with
it except tegat impticatan4 and that.

I think they should atcohot and tegatize.
marijuana.. We'd be a tot batten obi.

_About 15% of the third-year students, fewer than the previous year
(24%), said that they had become more aware of drugs and their use and
were, therefore, basing their opinions on increased knowledge and aware-
ness of the issue. A few (6%), especially commuter women (16%), had,
through their increased awareness of the issues, come to feel sympathy
for drug users which they had not felt prior to this year.

I became mote awake of it and mote accepting of
which I don't know whether it KVA good of bad. I

didn't use my4eti, but I coutd 4ee why people
used it.

Wett, very Oankty, 4ince I 4eea tot of my itZend4,
who I wasn't awake were .involved in that ate now. I

thought that you ju4t took maAifuuna once that you'd
be hooked on it iot good, but I don't think it'4
way. But there's 4o many people using Lt that I know.
I think maybe I'm a titteemoite tibeAat in my outlook
toward it.

Similar to the previous year, 13% of the students, including about a
fifth of the resident men, made favorable comments about marijuana, often
in comparison to hard or addicting drugs. To them its use was acceptable
mainly because they regard it as harmless, not addictive nor leading to the
use of harder drugs.

I don't think that people have a 'fight to use
hetoin of LSD and that, but they want to
smoke pot, it'4 somebody' 6 bu4ine44 and nobody
etoe'4.

Sometimes t ese comments on the comparative harmlessness of marijuana also
included men ion of the legal penalties involved. Similar to last year,
11% made refe ences to the lawi governing drug use. The most frequent
opinion was tha the laws should be modified or relaxed so that penalties,
specifically tho e pertaining to marijuana, would be made less severe.

I have not yet tead any Atat authority on
e "dance that smoking marijuana can teatty
hwut you, damage. you. But iti4 Atae against
the taw and the penattie& ate Aidicutou4 trot
something thi6, .becatae .isn't even
proved bad iot you. And some people - 6ot just
having it in their po44e44ion they get jaited
Got iiive years of something and 4omekind
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(Cont'd.) stupid 6ine Give thousand datans.
And pat bon having it in pun possession. And I
think the worth ahoutd be concentitated on changing
the taw.

Rom what I've "Head, ...no one is /matey cute 06
hanm6ut eaects o6 pot. However, the one thing
is stem that you can get ousted ii you u.6e
That's the one known hatm6ut e66ect and I'm just
wondeting about the way the .Caws are set up becauae
it's something that'd bad but it'4 something that
you're not aurae 06. Mound the countny they've
put 225,000 people in fait bon it. Now in the
dame peiriod o6 time, the name year, I betieve
350,000 people have died o6 Calth044.6 o6 the Liven
caused by aecohot. I:m just wondering why they
are petsecuting the youth 06 the nation bon some-
thing that they're not aurae o6 when, at the came
time, they're so6t-peddling the atcohot business,
which is proven to be 40 much.06 a heatth hazard
with 8 mittion atcohotic4. Maybe it's 'cause they
get a tot o6 tax money 6nom atcohot. ...I'm not
coming out bon prohibition on anything ..eike that,
but I just .!.ee the inconsistency invotved - o6

how they go about both these things o6 a proven
evil and a supposed evit.

One male resident's opinion was that that keeping drugs illegal
helped to protect many people from their potentially harmful effects.

Well., as tong as they're ittegae an have a bad
auta, I imagine that a tot Owen kids witt go
newt them. 16 they're tegae it's an invitation
that everyone ought to get into it and tty it.
But I think that a tot o6 people would neatl y
have toubte i6 they got into dugs. Onty some-
one who neatty is nihitistic about his own ti6e,
woutd cote to break the taw in doing amphetamines
on batbituates. But those kind o6 people are
going to do it anyway, but at teast this witt
keep the people who wouldn't get into it, out
616 it.

There were also a few who had developed a more negative reaction
to drugs either to specific drugs like LSD, "speed," or addicting drugs
(14% of the residents, no commuters), or to the misuse of drugs and the
potentially harmful effects on general society (6% of the commuters, no
residents).

I don't go son methadAine, speed. It's a dangerous
chug. People do dangenou4 things. People have been
known to kat people, and they 6teak out.
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16 any change, mote ztungty against drug
abuse and by that I mean uang a dug, Got
.instance, that either wasn't ptezmibed 6ot
you of using a dug Got a Aide eliliect -
That you want it Lot the Aide et515ect. Wett,
you use a dug to get high, Got inztance,
perhaps that's a Aide eliliect o b whatitiz
used Got thetapeuttcatty.

1 think I may be even mote against them. 1

wouldn't mind zo much other people uAing
them not going to bothet me, but as
W4 been bound many times the case, the use
o6 dtugz can Lead to addiction and then a
person becomez a menace to society. Then that
iz a66ecting me. I may be zpending my tax
dottau - thiz goes back to my cad pocket-
book - I don't want.to spend my money on
taking cane o6 peopte tike thiz who ate a
menace to me.

The greatest contributing factor to the change of student attitudes
toward drugs was the social influence i.e., conversations and discussions
with other people and increasing knowledge of and contact with drug users.
Written information from various sources, classroom discussions and attend-
ance at the Drug Conference in spe.ng 1969 also contributed to student
information and, therefore, to possible attitude change toward drugs.

Among those students reporting no change in attitude, the prevailing
attitude toward drugs was a negative one (40%). This was similar to the
previous years. They regarded the use of drugs unfavorably, explaining
that no one should use them, that for their part they could see no use
or purpose for drugs, and that they themselves were not interested or
would not use drugs. They perceived drugs as a mechanism of escape, a way
to avoid facing personal or societal difficulties, and, therefore, without
redeeming qualities as an aid to problem solving.

But I think moAtty they have negative aspects -

that you can get hooked on them, become dependent
on them, the whote cycte teadA to chime, etc.

1 don't paAticutatty carte .to peace myset6 in
conttot o6 anything other than mysetii, which is
what qu'Ite doing with many &raga.

1 Atitt think that in moat cases, peopte who ue
the dAugA - art the peopte I have known have used
&raga with hew exceptions - use them as matches
and to escape the woad o6 teatity...And I don't
think that's an anAweA. They've Just got to 15ace
Lt and they just don't even &Ice it and as a
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(Cont'd.) consequence, they don't mature. They
don't develop. They just don't do anything.
They just alt therm and they stagnate more on
teas and it's just not an answe.k.

A number of students (19%), particularly commuter men (26%), said
they had always been tolerant of others and did not feel they could
criticize drug users. Last year only 6% of the students whose attitudes
were unchanged said it was a matter of individual choice.

I don't use dugs. I know a Ow people that do
and I 6eet i4 they want to, sane I don't intend
to my and change them. I don't see any /mason
to change them. That's what they want to do. I

lime as tong as - When people do things, as tong
as they don't harm someone else, badly, whether
physicatty on mentatty of something, you shouldn't
realty mut/ about, too much what they're doing...
Everyone should have the night to make theit own
decisions...

I said itwas a petsonat decision...It's like the
same thing with attohot. They had prohibition
taws and things, and it didn't work because you
can't tett peopte what to do with themselves. I

don't believe in Aegutations on things tike that.

Some (18%), more women (26%) than men (12%), simply reported their
attitudes toward drugs as unchanged without adding any comments or
explanations. In addition,.the responses of a few commuters were so
mixed is to make it impossible to determine whether or not some change
had occurred.

Smoking. Most of the students, slightly more than previously,
maintained that their attitude toward cigarette smoking had not changed
since the last interview (71%11968; 80%,1969) (Table 5.6). Nearly a
fifth (19%) of those reporting no change did not make any further comments.

The prevailing attitude among those who expressed their opinions was
negative, even among those who did smoke. Similar to last year, resident
men and commuter women were most likely to have a critical attitude toward
smoking or smokers; negative comments were least frequent among commuter
men.

tike the taste ol6 tobacco, but knowing exactly what it's
going to do to me makes me Seel guilty. Also it's vety
good TV campaigning. I think they're vent' inguentiat,
because I know that with each cigarette I'm adding mote
pollutants into my body that I neatly don't need. / have
enough ptobtems. So I want to stop smoking. I think I'm
going to vent' shortly. But also there's the Attorney
Genetat's Aepoitt stating ye/Ey cteatty that up to a cettain
age the body can teptace the tissues damaged. So I Sett
I have a tittte bit tonger to stop and think.
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Table 5.6 ATTITUDE TOWARD SMOKING

ATTITUDE

X of Students
RM CM RW CW Total

CHANGE :7 7 13 24 14

NO CHANGE 78 90 75 71 80

CHANGE INDETERMINATE 5 3 13 6 6

COMMENTS

Critical of smoking 55 10 37 53 36

Should be left to individual choice 16 20 13 29 23

Total NUMBER: Students 18 30 16 17 81

Total NUMBER: Responses 30 40 22 31 123

A majority did not smoke and felt there was no reason or need for it.
They cited the health hazard as well as the expense involved.

I can't bee the wort.thwhiteneA4 in Amoking. It'A a

waste o6 money. Kitts your health. I was thinking
ol6 Amoking a pipe at one time, but that was only to

Atop me 6kom biting my iingeAnai24. But I decided
6ingeitnaitA weite cheapen.

Wett I don't smoke and the teaAon I don'tAmoke - I
Alit/. think ol6 it ad being unheatthy. / had smoked
at one time and I enjoy ptaying opottA and I jaAt
gnd it hindem my capability o6 ptaying ApontA.

A number of students said that their attitude had always been one
of tolerance, that the decision to smoke was one of individual choice.
Commuters were more likely to give this response than residents (23%
vs. 11%).

I 6eet that that's a peuon'A own deddsion. 16 they

want to smoke .that'd gne. To me, I Seen I don't
tike the way it tookA. I don't cake to see somebody
- a peloon waking down the Atneet with a cigarette
hanging out o6 thea mouth but othet than that and
eigaitztte:Amoke buming my eyed, I neatly don't cake
one way at the ()ther whether a person Amokea on not.
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Drinking. As in the first two years, the prevalent attitude toward
drinking was positive. Generally students held a favorable and tolerant
position in the third year, too.

Half of the students (56%) indicated whether or not there was a change
in their attitude (Table 5.7). Forty-one percent, especially resident
women (60*, reported no change in attitude. Forty percent of those report-
ing-no change made no further comments. Only 15%, compared with 35% the
previous year, reported a change in attitude.

The most frequent comment (40%), similar to last year, was approval
of social drinking, with an emphasis on the need for moderation or criti-
cism of drinking to excess. Commuter women, of all groups, most frequently
'60%) gave this response.

I'ttgo out dAinking with the WA-and att that. I

don't think o6 a6 Aeatty a tekAibte thing tis it'a
ju6t4ociat and you keep it in hand.

I've a t u m. y 4 sett that dAinking to an excess waa
Aidieutou6 because you've making a soot o6 youmet6
and hutting you& heatth ambdi,Ins Pat pati4h.

Others (25%) said they really enjoyed drinking even to occasionally
getting "high." This group included commuter men most frequently (35%),
resident women least frequently by (7%).

&linking move on £e44 an outtet son not taking
dope I enjoy dAinking when I'm out wWt a group.
I don't dkink to 6okget on because I have any
inhibitions on anything tike that. I dAink becau6e
I enjoy it.

...event' ao Wen I'LL go out...and we'll &Link a bit,
but not to exce.64. Not.to neat exams, whets I waz
ju.6t completely out o6 my mind, but whence I Wad
pteasantty high.

Also similar to last year was the percentage of students (20%) expres-
sing their feeling about leaving the use of alcohol to individual choice.
No one would try to dissuade anyone as they might have in regard to smok-
ing.

A few students (13%), particularly resident men (26%), commented that
drinking was less important this third year than it had been earlier for
them.

Last yealt. I didn't ciAink at ate. It wa6 aomething I
KU I had gone thnough the .loot year on lino, a
eaupte yeanA in high achoot, and the &eut yealt. in
eateege &Linking .14 the big aociat thing. I became
vent' down on dAinking and do I didn't drink anything,
pekiod. 14014 the only thing that'a changed neatly ZS
I enjoy wine,
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Table 5.7 ATTITUDE TOWARD DRINKING

ATTITUDE
of Students

RM CM RW CW Total

CHANGE 21 25 6 15

NO CHANGE 21 46 60 39 41

CHANGE INDETERMINATE 58 27 40 55 44

COMMENTS

Social drinking okay/okay in moderation 26 35 40 60 40
Enjoy drinking/relaxing/occasionally high 26 35 7 23 25
Individual choice 21 18 27 17 20
Alcohol less important aspect of social

life 26 14 - 6 13
Alcohol worse than drugs, tobacco 5 7 - 11 6

Don't enjoy drinking, effects of alcohol 10 - 7 6 5

Total NUMBER: Students 19 28 15 18 80

Total NUMBER: Responses 28 47 21 29 125

...in youx 6keahman yeah, you have to. make Wend:6,
you have to impkea4 them, you tali to entek a peek
group and (kinking and getting drunk .L6 the thing to
do in yoa& peat/man yeah, that'd attitia. When
you get olden and you teach my age, there'd othek
thing.6 mote impoktant. I mean you'ke accepted by
your group and they can take you on what you ake.
Beioke you have to puve youkaet6.

A few students compared feelings about the use of alcohol, smoking
or the use of drugs.

xeatty weixd. 16 an atcohotic.goeA out and
Aida himetic into an obtivion and he goeA to a
hoapLtat, a ho4pitat won't accept him. They Look
at the guy and go, "It'A youeiautt. You'ne the
one that got youxaet6 thia way." But Acme guy
Amoke6 two packs o6 eigartettea a day and he WA
Lung &meet - the ateohotic can go die in a gutter
bon art they cake, the guy that Amokea two pack4
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(Coat' d.) cigarettes a day and he gets tong meek, they
admit him immediatety but they doastgo to him, "Why Les
your:. 6autt. You zincked two packs o6 eigakette4 a day and
we're going to toss you oat. They give him a bed and
take eau o6 him. I heel smoking £6 Just as bad as atcohot.
I think it'4 just treated di66ekemt socially, 'cause 4o
many people do it maybe.

You& whole L.L6e is spent sea/whine 6o4 happiness...
drugs and alcoholism, I would suppose, au a 6olim o6
suicide. you just don't want to put up with [the search
6o4 happiness ] anymore.

There were alio a few students (11%) who were negative about the use
of alcohol and either disliked it or criticized it's effects.

I drank Less now than I did lost yeah. I don't tike
it. I do it because 12'4 sociatly acceptable and
that's the thing to do when you go any peace. I have
one and say, "Gee that was good," and all the time
I think it was terrible.

My attitude towards Ainking 4:4 that bun 6o4 about
the 6iAst 25 r but aiten that you get ve'uj s ilk,
very tilted and... you just 6eet temibte untie you've
able to tall asleep. It has too many bad aide e66eet4.

Reaction to Attitude Changes

After the students had been given. an opportunity to discuss specific

as well as general attitudes, they were asked how they felt about the changes,
if any, that had occurred. Of the whole group, 65% reacted positively to
the changes. Of all the groups, this was the feeling of resident men most
frequently (77%) but commuter men least frequently (55%) (Table 5.8).

Weft, I think they're good. I think mast .o6 the
change& that I have expeAieneed have made me more
awake that people Lead thebttives di66ekentty
than I Lead my ti6e and I think that awareness £6
good.

The most frequent reaction (38%), especially among men (44%), was the
feeling that the changes were an improvement; they were pleased about
having made them. Another fourth of the students (23%) felt even more
strongly about the beneficial effects of the changes. A third of the
resident men and 37% of commuter women were very pleased with their new
attitudes, although very few (7%) commuter men reacted so positively.
These students felt that the attitude change reflected their increased
maturity and personal growth and that they were better people for having
made the changes. They indicated that the unquestioned acceptance of
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Table 5.8 REACTION TO CHANGES IN ATTITUDES

REACTION TO CHANGE
of Students

RM CM RW CW Total

CHANGE

POSITIVE 77 55 61 68 65

Very pleased /more mature /less
conflict 33 7 23 37 23

Pleased: change is an improvement 44 44 23 31 38
End of a phase: now more settled

values 4 15 4

NEUTRAL: OK (without elaboration) 11 11 15 - 9

MIXED: negative and positive comments 6 14 8 12 11

NO CHANGE 6 18 15 19 14

Total NUMBER: Students 18 27 13 16 74

Total NUMBER: Responses 18 27 13 16 74

previously acquired values was less satisfying than the introspection and
evaluation they had undergone which represented growth as a person, even
if the values and attitudes emerged about the same as in the beginning.

I think they've made me MOAR. 06 a pennon, move o6 a
weld- Hounded pennon and I enjoy...the new me as
compaxed to what I used to be.

I tike them 0,1. the dimple 'cursor' that I've decided to
make the change. They haven't been 6oxced upon me.
I'm the one who weighed both 4ide6 and came up with the
conetuzion. I'm the one who took stock o6 the situation
and I made the changed becauoe I wanted to...

pubabty 4e/wed to aiminate 4ome o 6 the in4ecuAity
on whateva the unbatance in my t4e...peopte's
phito4ophy o6 ti 6e and things tike that change 40 that
they'tt have the teot amount o6 unbatance and disonda
in that ti6e do I gue.64 my change in vatueo has hetped
me eliminate 4ome o6 the unbatance.

A few students, but no commuter women, didn't express much feeling
about their attitude changes. They appeared to have a neutral reaction.
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They'ke not neatly that set to begin with. I'm
wiXting t4 have them change they do.

A few others had some negative reactions to their attitude changes. ho
reactions were completely negative however; each student had some posi-
tive comment as well.

I'm not sane 'right now about a tot ob stutili, so.
it's Like I'm in between things...I gripe because...
a tot ob stu66 I'm unSukelabout, I'm sort ob hatli
way in between.

There were also those students who had not experienced any changes
(14%), more commuters (19%) than residents (10%). They, too, reacted
favorably to the maintenance of their values.

Ule.U, I'm gad they haven't changed. I wouldn't
want those values to change because I thought they
wete good in the Pot p&tce. They were what I
neatly believed in andA think itwoued have caused
me a. tot ob distAtzs they had changed;

It doesn't dztultb me that they haven't changed nutty
because 1 guess these weke the sot oi the values I
was brought up with and what I believe in. And the
cattege situation exposes you to a tot of dqiekent
maces and dilgenent people and it's a good experience
to get somebody else's viewpoint on something, and that
Hind o6 makes you think about out own impussions, but
.agek th,i4 experience o6 being exposed t4 other people's
ideas and values, 1 stitt betieve in the ideas that 1
was brought up w4th. And, so by being exposed to them,
it's made me awake o othex peopte's values but Zt
hasn't neatly changed my own.

Summary

When asked if their values had changed since the previous year,
studentsreported that they did not perceive gross changes. For all
students, the most frequent comment was that their values, whether
perceived as the same or different, reflected their own thinking and
convictions, as distinct from unquestioned acceptance of those of
some authority figure. These self-determined values were regarded as a
by-product of increased introspection, experience, and maturity and
were generally a source of satisfaction to the students.

On the preselected topics, a majority of the students had modified
their attitudes in two of the six areas: people and religion. Similar
to the previous year, they reported becoming more tolerant and accepting
of people and increasingly able to judge people, being at ease with
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people and being more aware and realistic in their appraisals of others.
A few of the students, especially men, reported very little change this

year; their attitudes were apparently fairly settled by the third year.
Also similar to the second year, students continued to be concerned

about their personal religious beliefs. Some reported having evolved a
personal faith, as distinguished from "organized religionis others were
questioning traditional religious organizations and customs, seeking to
define their own beliefs. Commuter women were most likely to be question-
ing; resident men had, more than other groups, apparently established
their religious values.

Concerning the drug issue, about one third of the students reported
modifying their attitudes in the third year, fewer than the previous year.
Similar to the second year, however, there was a marked difference between
the attitudes that remained unchanged and those that had been altered.
The majority of students who maintained their earlier attitudes were quite
negative about drug usage; they viewed drugs as harmful, as a mechanism
of escape which served no useful purpose. Conversely, changes in attitudes
toward drugs were generally in a more tolerant direction, particularly
withirespect to marijuana as contrasted with LSD or the "hard drugs".
Many of these students had learned more about drugs - through their
friends and through the Drug Conference in the spring of their third year.

Sex, smoking and drinking seemed to be areas in which students had
already established their attitudes and were acting accordingly. Those
who did comment on their attitudes toward sex were fairly liberal.
Generally they felt-that it was up to the individuals involved to decide
what was appropriate behavior. Smoking was viewed negatively by most
students, including those who themselves smoked. Drinking in moderation
was viewed favorably.

Most students were hesitantlif not absolutely unwilling5to impose
their own views on others. Individual freedom of choice in all areas was
an important value to them, although a few recognized that this value
could be abused. The only possible exception to an absence of criticism
of others was that some students would try to discourage their friends from
cigarette smoking because of its knoWn harmful effects. However, student
unwillingness to condemn or criticize the behavior of others did not
necessarily mean that they condoned that behavior nor that they themselves
would engage in it. In general, students seemed to feel that. prohibitions
by moral and/or legal codes did not influence behavior. The failure of
Prohibition was frequently cited as an example of why drug laws would not
prove to be effective either.
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CHAPTER VI

PURPOSES,VALUED EXPERIENCES AND CONCERNS

To understand students' varying reactions to the University
experience, it is important to know what students perceive as the purpose
of their college education. Additional insight can be obtained from
their discussion of their most valued experiences at the University as
well as their current concerns.

Purposes of a College Education

An interesting reversal occurred between the second and third year
in students' ideas about the purpose of a-college education (Table 6.1).
Whereas 48% of the sophomores had reported they maintained their initial
ideas about the purpose, only 22% of the juniors reported no change.
Indeed, nearly two-thirds of the juniors (68%) reported they had
acquired new purposes, either supplementing the original ones or substi-
tuting some new ones for discarded ones.

When I gut came hue I just was coming hete
to get marks and go .to school. I didn't know
anything about what a cottege education was,
teatty. I don't think you do untie you 44.t
back and took at it. The education neatty
isn't in the ctassuom...It's mostly what you
get outside it. The people you Live with and
people you meet.

When I 6itst came, I RUA saying I'm going to
have to took OA something that 4:4 going to
give me a background 40 I can go out and get
a job. But I Old when I get here that most
ob the people helm aken't hete bon the purpose.
I mean it's just tike a building btock...When
I 6inst came I was looking bon something 6unc-
tionat, but I soon neatized I probably outdn't
get that km.

I'd say I had misconceptions be6one I came but
I don't remember what they wexe...i6 they werte

ms conceptions at all on i6 they were just the
things you would see in a mote e4 on on TV, and
you think that's what cottege is att about.
As you go ,through it, you bind that there is a
lot oti new things you never thought about...I
didn't know about a lot ob the things that I see
now. It's just that they ane new, they're
, interesting .
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Table 6.1 PURPOSE OF A COLLEGE EDUCATION

PURPOSE
of Students

RM CM RW CW Total

CHANGE 68 62 73 68 66

Change 58 39 66 39 48

7.,artial change 10 23 7 29 1.8

PO CHANGE . 26 22 20 17 22

NOT ASKED ABOUT CHANGE 5 16 7 17 12

VOCATIONAL 63 66 40 44 54

Vocational preparation, usually in a
specific field/preparation for
graduate school 50 49 27 44 45

Need degree to achieve or maintain
status, get someplace/material
benefits/money value 26 26 13 5 16

SELF DEVELOPMENT 47 26 67 44 42

To become a whole person,well- rounded/

broaden perspectives/develop new
interests 40 22 46 33 34

Develop independence, maturity/establish
identity 15 6 27 5 12

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT 26 19 27 33 25

To learn/gain knowledge education 25 10 20 11 19

Intellectual satisfaction/enjoy
intellectual stimulation - 10 6 22 8

AVOIDANCE OF ALTERNATIVES 15 9 19 11 13

Just want it, don't know why/parents
see it as security 5 3 13 11 7

Avoid' the draft 10 6 - - 4

Better than working/not interested in
degree or success - - 6 5 2

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT - 3 13 5 5

Meet people, learn from interaction with
them - 3 13 5 5

OTHER 10 10 6 5 8

Total NUMBER: Students 19 31 15 18 83

Total NUMBER: Responses 56 76 45 55 232
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Students who mentioned more than one purpose sometimes discussed
their relative importance; others did not. No attempt,is made in the
following discussion to distinguish between primary and/or secondary
purposes.

I think the primary purpose just to open you
up to Au what'd akound you in a di66ekent way
than you can with high school, becauAe WA a
comptedtety di66ekent atmoAphete. weer, the 4econd-
aAy purpose woued be like going into a careen, but
I don't think it'd the primary purpose.

Weee, one thing £6 to pupa/Le me 4o I can go to
graduate 4choot and the kind o6 careen that I want
and the other thing id not do much to do with, books,
just learn about youmee6 and other people and how
they think. JuAt - It ktnd of (Leto you& mind grow
up in the way you took at things .

I think Lt's had two Aea4on4. The PAAt one 4A
AtAtetty academic broaden my academic pempectiveA,
make me a bettain6ortmed person, supply me with an
education I tack. I gue6A that'd kind o6 standard.
But I think the cottege expeAtence ad a whole has
helped me to grow up.

Not all students were satisfied that their objectives were being met.
A few had become disillusioned and expressed discontent with what they
were encountering.

In4tead o6 the idea o6 coming to cattege to learn,
the idea o6 going to cottege 44 to get your ticket to
grad 4choot...And I don't think the two are compatible.
In dome they can be, but WA a lot eadiet to separate
the two and choo4 e the lowex goat - what I con4idek the
Lower goat - ju4t going to get pada.

I Atitt think I'm AuppoAedty hertz to learn how to think.
That wad the baAic thing, but I have a 6eeling that now
WA tanned into more o6 Pat learning a pkopAdion and
not do much learning how to think. I think eveAything
44 4oAt o6 geared towaAd ju4t learning a pAo064ion.

I don't know. I really don't know...although I'm hexe
- and I'd sound too hypocAiticat by saying I'd Aathet not
be helm - but I'd rather be doing Aomething e.tse because
I don't pantLcutakty Au that what I'm learning 4.6
going to help me.

The rank order of students' purposes in attending college in the
third year differed from that in the second year. In both years, vocational
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purposes were cited most frequently. However, the second- and third-
ranked purposes in the sophomore year, i.e., intellectual development and
personal growth respectively, were reversed in, the junior year. The order
of the fourth and fifth purposes in the previous year, i.e., social develop-
ment and avoidance of alternatives, was also reversed this year.

Vocational Obiectives. Nearly as many students as last year, more
men (64%) than women (42%), responded in terms of vocational values (54%).
These values included vocational preparation and the future social status
and economic rewards anticipated from obtaining a college degree.

In the third year the single most frequently reported purpose was
vocational preparation (45%). Some (38%) sought the baccalaureate degree
as an end, certifying occupational competence. Others (7%) viewed it as
the means required for access to their chosen field in graduate or pro-
fessional school. The latter students saw undergraduate studies as an
initial step to be fulfilled en route to their actual goal. This was
true of resident men (15%) more than of any other group. Commuters (45%)
were more likely than residents (29%) to emphasize the occupational
preparation afforded by the baccalaureate degree itself.

All groups, except resident women, showed an increase in the number
expressing their purpose for college attendance as vocational preparation.
In the junior year, vocational preparation had become the single most
frequently given purpose for a college education. As they approach the
final stage of their undergraduate education,. students apparently come
to realize the value to themselves of the vocational preparation offered at
SUNY/B.

Ate thi4 coliege 44 bon, a4 '04 a4 I can 4ee,
L6 getting an occupation, getting a job.

Ju4t that I want to be a bu4ine44 teachek and
the only way I can be a btairla4 teacher A.4 to
go thnough the OWL yeam. So, that'4 the only
tea4on I'm 'matey helm.

Behme it wa4 coun4e6 which I'm nevelt going to
u4e...But now I'm getting into my 006e44ionat
COWAQA and I ju4t Love them. I 6eee now I
have a pultpo4e.

In comparison with the previous year (39%), fewer respondents (16%)
answered in terms of the material aspect of vocational expectations i.e.,
material gains, financial security and social status in the future. Usually
their primary interests were focused on attaining a more interesting and
rewarding job, rewarding in opportunities both for advancement and remuner-
ation. To them, a college diploma represented the means to get ahead
vocationally, to make something of themselves, to ensure a more comfortable
life than might have been theirs without a college degree. This point of

view was more commonly held by men (26%) than women (9%).
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I'm very teati4tic about Although it's nice
and it'a verty .ideal to say, "you've at cortege to

lean and expand you& mind," but you've got to
get down to teatitie4. I'm at cattege to get a
bettet job, to be bettet gnanc,iatty, and I
don't want to dig ditches, in othek wads.

I stilt think it's .important So& eveAybody to get
an education because the way the woad id changing
now - the Aapid change in technology and evekythilig.
16 a pemon doesn't have an education, he'4 not
going to advance very 6at in the woad a4 &LA a4 a
job pe4, a4 tak as money - I 4uppo4e money £6 Aeatty
an impoAtant thing.

The Aeason I'm hene £6 to get the money when I get
out.

Self - Development. Of all groups (42%), resident women most frequently
(67%) and commuter men least frequently (26%) referred to self-development
as a purpose of a college education.

Residents more often (43%) than commuters (28%) felt that college
offered them the opportunity to become a whole person, a well-rounded
individual with a broader perspective and an increased interest in life.
They felt that the exposure to the many diverse activities and people on
campus facilitated the development of numerous and different interests,
which enhanced their development as individuals. Each year the number of
students so responding has increased (11%, 1966; 27%, 1968; 34%, 1V69),
as they have come to realize that college, as a total'experience, offers
more than they had originally perceived it could.

It kind 1)6 tibmates you, buadens you& .interest. I can't
/matey 4ay that what I'm leaning today id going to be
appttcabte to what I't.e be doing lfok the /cut olf my tilfe.
PAobabty. I don't think do. But, - I think it does
make you a mou intetuting peAdon. I mean, it gives you
mou intete4t4. It also gives you a dibfetent outtook on
eilfe. I think 1 t'4 veny vatuabte in that 4en4e.

I think to 4ee thing4 d4615mentty than when I came up heAc.
To buaden my outlook on thing4, to get an education. To
meet people - I Seel it'4 to !wand out a peAson and to give
you all the extAa things you wouldn't Leann noAmatty on
your own. It's atmast Leading you by the hand into all the
othek &Leto.

For a number of respondents (12%), about the same as the previous
year, college was a place where they could mature, be on their own, learn
to make their own decisions, and develop self-confidence. This aspect was
mentioned more by residents (21%), especially women (27%), than commuters.
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This seemed to be an important purpose for resident women during both the

second (21%) and third years; yet in both years it was perceived as an

end by only three commuters. Perhaps this aspect should be viewed'as a

more obvious concomitant purpose for those who "go away to college" rather

than a universal goal.

I'm Learning to think on my own a tittle bit and
Leann how to act on my own and be my own peason.

To Bind out exactly who I am, wheat I'm going, what
I'm doing, what.I want out od tide - and .it's po44ibte
to bee these thimga .through my activities on campus,
not only in sehoot wog, but extra-cumicutak acts e6
- opening up neut inteaests, speaking with peopte and
aeeing how they go about theft business and what .they
want to do, speaking with teachers on adults. I rind

I Look at things in a diddeaent Light.

Intellectual Development. Learning for its own sake, the intellectual
stimulation with a concomitant de-emphasis on grades or the degree, pert ae

motivated fewer students the third year (25%) than the second year MP.
"To learn, to be exposed to many fields" had been the single most

frequently mentioned purpose the second year (45%). It decreased in fre-

quency the third year (19%) among all groups, but especially among commu-
ter women (72%, 1968; 11%, 1969).

A sense of personal satisfaction and enjoyment of intellectual
stimulation motivated a few third-year students (8%), especially commuter
women (22%).

I Love coLLege. I think I've dinatty 'Leached the
point where I go to cta44e4 and I negi4ten don
Wu/0C6 because I neatly want to team about them.
Well, cause I'm histoay, wade Ptom being an hiotakian,
that :malty has no pnacticat apptieation. It's just

that I majored in historty 'cause I Love it. So I

think that's why I go to school, too.

I took at it as a teaming expeaience and the reason
I want to go to school so I can take these ate/Leh-
tag couases.

I think theae's a tot od value in it, what do you eatt
- teatning-wise, 'cause 1 tike to team. WA keatty

opened my_mind up, I'LL give it that much...

Avoidance of Alternatives. The purpose of a few students (13%) in
attending college was to avoid a less desirable alternative. For example,

a few men (8%) were attending college to avoid military service, and a
few women (6%) regarded attendance here as preferrable to working for a
living.
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PubabLy the only he440n why I'm in 4choot 14
becauthe the dug - a vent' pkacticat 'moon
why I'm here.

A few Students, more women (12%) than men (4%), said they just
wanted a college educationfthey didn't know why they were here, or that
their parents saw it as security. Thia acceptance of society's expec-
tations rather than any motivation of their own was reported by only 73
in the third year, a decrease from the 212 who so responded as freshen.
It would seem that students gradually discover reasons for attending
college as they experience it.

I don't put a veky high vague on cottege education
becau4e I don't have any ptam 6ok when 1 teave
cottege. pubabty Pat get an otdinany job.
I'm not too intekeated in the degkee, but at the
Game time it4okt o6 o66ek4 what my paxent4 age
a4 a kind o 4ecuki.ty, to have the degree in thi4
coup Ay.

Social Development. Unlike last year when social aspects of their
university experience were an important purpose for 22% of the Students,
only a few juniors (5%), indicated that the purpose of college was to
meet, learn from,and better understand other people. However, for one
resident woman it was the only reason for college attendance.

To summarize the differences between the second and third years in
the perceived purposes of a college education, one may look not only at
the change in rank order of the major categories, but also at the changing
frequency of specifiC purposes. Vocational preparation continued to be a
primary purpose. Intellectual growth and personal development were reported
with similar frequency the second year but with disparate frequency the
third year - the intellectual purposes declining substantially.

Nearly half of the juniors, compared with fewer than one-fourth of the
sophomores, reported that their purposes had changed. This comparison of
the rank order of purposes helps delineate the direction of the changes.

Experiences of Most Value

When asked to describe what was of most value to them in their college
experience, interviewees answered primari:y in terms of personal rather
than academic or intellectual attainments (Table 6.2). Their responses
were similar to those given the previous year, although the percentages in
and, thus, the rank order of the categories differed in many instances.
To some extent, they were related to their perceptions of the purpose of
a college education. It appears that, for some students, the purpose
in attending col]-43e are being at least partially satisfied.
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Table 6.2 EXPERIENCES OF MOST VALUE

of Students
EXPERIENCES RM CH RW Cii Total

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 61 39 Si SO 54

Opportunity for independence/being and
living on my own/self-responsibility/
fewer restrictions 28 7 53 13 21

Better understanding of self/more sure
of self/unsatisfactory experiences
bring self-evaluation/now set own
goals 6 19 33 19 19

Broadenel perspectives and interests 17 10 7 25 16

How foim awn opinions/crystallize
philosophy of life 17 6 13 - 9

INTERPERSONAL EXPERIENCES 39 39 33 15 4E

Friendships, personal relationships
formed 28 13 33 38 25

Opportunity to meet many new people 11 13 7 50 19
More at ease socially/more outgoing 5 13 - 13 9

Better understanding of people 5 3 - 13 5

Experience; in social or professional
organizations 5 3 7 - 4

DISCOVERY OF DIFFERENCES 33 26 27 19 26

Opportunity to discuss differing
points of view 22 16 - 13 14

Non-academic campus activities 5 10 13 19 11
New and different experiences 11 3 7 19 9
Total university experience/the

whole experience 5 9 13 - 7

INTELLECTUAL EXPERIENCES 22 30 20 13 22

Learning in and out of class 11 16 7 13 h
More aware/improved critical thinking 5 10 7 6

Inspiration of faculty, scholars 5 7 7 6, 6

OTHER 5 13 7 6 7

NOTHING 3 - 1

Total NUMBER: Students 18 31 15 16 80

Total NUMBER: Responses 35 57 33 38 163
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Personal Development. The principal differences apparent in the
third-year description of valued experiences, as compared with previous
responses of these students, was the slight increase of students who
responded in terms of personal development (46%, 1968; 54%, 1969),
and a decrease in those who responded in terms of intellectual develop-
ment (33%, 1968; 22%, 1969). Personal growth experiences included
increased personal independence and responsibility for their own lives,
better understanding of themselves through self-evaluation, general
broadening of interests and development of their own goals, opinions and
philosophies of life. Of all groups, resident women most frequently
(87%) and commuter men least frequently (39%) valued these experiences.
Commuter women were the only group in which fewer students than the
previous year so responded (61%, 1968; 50%, 1969).

About the same number of residents (39%) as the previous year,
again more women (53%) than men (28%), referred to opportunities for
independence. However, even fewer commuters (11%) than last year (21%)
mentioned these among their most valued experiences. Commuters more
frequently referred to having to take personal responsibility for their
academic work while residents more often discussed their independence
in terms of their family relationships. A few residents, especially
women (20%), were specific in citing their experiences of living in an
apartment and being responsible for themselves and their own needs as
being of most value to them.

Oh I 6ind that tilling on my own has accelerated
my sense o6 Aeaponsibitity OA myse4 and that,
£n tuAn, has Wowed me to matime Ostek....
Eventually you iind that you'ke 'witty detekmLning
your own tip.. Whyte is you do -it, it gets done,
and ii not, -it doesn't. So that gkadumely has
changed my whole outlook on evekything.

I guess it was thinking on my own. Thinking ion
me, me doing the thinking.

Freedom in the school, the tact that I'm a Aesident
student...basicatty because I don't think I could
have been expeAimenting and tried this hared i6 I
had been tilling at home under my parents' wing.

In contrast with last year when the independence category contained
at least three times as many responses as did the other categories of
personal development, in the third year self-understanding and broadened-
self and interests were mentioned almost as frequently (19% and 16%, res-
pectively) as independence (21%).

Of all groups, resident women most frequently (33%) and resident
men least frequently (6%) felt they had moved toward increased self-
understanding and more realistic self-evaluation during the preceding year.
They had learned more about themselves and their personalities and had
come to a clearer understanding of their own abilities, desires, goals,
etc. They now felt their self-appraisals were more realistic.
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Because of increasing confidence in their self - evaluation, they felt more
capable of developing their own opinions and working toward goald they
were defining for themselves. They were aware of themselves as unique
individuals and were increasing in self-confidence as they came to know
themselves better. Several students learned more about their limitations
and/or strengths from having endured disquieting experiences, such as
failing a course or dropping out of school and returning.

When I 6Ltat came helm, I had a very tackadaisicat
attitude. I didn't Atatty cane i6 I was going to
stay here on not and I got myseti att kinds o6
tAoubte. I wad on [academic] pubation...Then I
decided I wad going to stay here and I neatly
started working towards things, and this last
semester I ended up on the Dean's List. So it
taught me to kind o6 hang on and you want to
get somewheAes, go - realty put some e66oAt into it.
It taught me I have more set6-con6idence in myset6,
let's put itthatway. I ieeti6 I Aeatty set my
mind to doing something, I cowed do it.

I 6eet tike I'm a neat pennon Aathet than just one o6
the group and because I can negate to other people and
be accepted by them as an individuat, I've came to
neatize move things about myseti. Going back to some-

thing I said beione, I just 6eee moire o6 a pennon and
that's just meeting peopte, being with people.

I could 6inatty aigAm myset6, betieve myset6,
stanch bon my own tilie style, without tying to copy
somebody else's and that's the most valuable thing
that has happened to me since I've been hertz.

Another group of students (16%), especially women commuters (25%),
reported that they most valued intellectual- experiences which had broadened
their perspectives and widened their interests.

A few students described specific employment or course projects that
had given them opportunities to take on responsibility in ways which had
not been available to them previously.

The most value? Welt, this liberal attitude that
I've taken, I think. I've just opened up mom.. I

can see 'none. I can 'Lead into things now. I don't
betieve every/thing I hear and I have to (nd it out
bon myset6.

I think working bon the pno6eason was one thing. It's

pAobabty the biggest thing. It's just the kind o6
expetience wheice you have a pAobtem and you go out and
do it. You do AeheaAch and work out things. This

kind o6 stu66. Maybe this stoma was 'none conducive
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(Cont'd.) to that kind o6 thing. I wa4 teatty on my own.
It wa4 my own idea and I went out and Looked up the
Ae4eanch in the jounnat4 and did what I cowed on it and
that wa4 the bigge4t thing.

A few others (9%), particularly residents (15%) but no commuter women,
cited that aspect of their personal development which had, by the third year,
enabled them to form their own opinions and to have crystallized their
philosophy of life into a coherent whole.

New .ideas, 1 gue44. Jot my geneut philosophy - my
values have teatty,Aeatty changed. I've 4 een them
evolve becau4e I wa4 vetcy .interested in them. It W44
mote o,S a conaciou4 puce44 thanpubabty take!, place
in mot people because kind o6 my peuonat
phitoophy towaxd4

Interpersonal Experiences. Although again almost half (45%) of the
respondents found their relationships with other people to be among their
most valued experiences, this apparent stability is misleading. There was
a noticeable increase in the percentage of commuter women who were especially
appreciative of this aspect of their University experience (56%, 1968; 75%,
1969) while the percentage of other groups decreased (44%, 1968; 38%, 1969).
This increase can be at least partially explained by the commuter women's
stress on the benefit of having been provided an opportunity to meet many
new people.1 Apparently they regarded the university setting as a chance
to widen their range of acquaintances and social life which has otherwise
been restricted by their living at home.

I think jot the expoute. The expouu to ate di66enent
kind's o,S people who au intete4ted in ate'di66ekent kind's
o6 things . Just being one o6 twenty-two thcoand people
...I'd say up to the time I got hence I Led a mat 4hetteted

'matey, and jot the 6act meeting and being at
a univeuLty whence there ate ate kind4 o,S di.66etent people

that's done me a tot o,S good. You jwst neatize that
peopte au ate di66etent.

The taking with di66etent people and getting to know
di.66enent people. You meet a tot o6 intete4ting people...
You get a tot o,S di66etent viewpoints. You get to see
what other peopte think and Aut. And 4ometime4 they
have an inguence on you. 16 they have 4omething that
you might have been thinking deep down in your mind, you
teatty couldn't say c and 4omebody comets Aight out and
4ay4 i t dot you. You /matey tune in and you know what
they're taking about and it'4 40mething you 'matey
betLeve but you jwst haven't been able to 4ay Lt. And
you teau a tot o6 thing4 Otom di66eAent peopte...but
the people that you a44ociate we they seem to have 40
much to o66et. I wa4 atway4 very quiet and kind o,S
withditawn and I gue,44 that between tot yeax and th,bs

1
See "University Environment and Student Maturity:" pp. 36-42.
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(Cont'd.) yeak I've aont ob come out ob it to a
centain extent and I'Ve ma a tat ob people, ate
dibbenent kind!), and Just likam tacking to them you

teann an clique tot.

For juniors, the single most frequently cited experience of most value
had to do with specific personal relationships and friendships which had
been developed while at the University (13%, 1968; 25X, 1969). The per-
centage of women reporting the formation of friendships as a most valuable
experience jumped from 11% in 1968 to 35% in 1969. Further, a few students
referred to a special heterosexual relationship as the single most valued

experience.

Pkobabty the good Wends that I've made. 'Cause

I can make pcienda quite eaaity, but 1 think good
Wen& ane quite had to make and I think the
sevens good iptienda that I've made up heke i4
worth - worth the whote liouk years .

Weft, has to be ketation4hip with the gikt I'm
going out with. I have been going out with, hen
about a yeah and a hat6, two yew now atmo4.t. That
tends to be moat meaning6ut and vatuabte thing to
me at phebent.

Friendships continued to be of considerable importance to some resident
men (31%, 1968; 28%, 1969) but were mentioned by only two commuter men.
This difference may in part be explained by the opportunity for residents
to develop relationships through their involvement in the dorms or in
campus activities. The friendships of commuter men were less dependent
on interactions on campus; they were, therefore, less likely to be so
involved.1

Pkobabty the kida that I've Lived with. I've Lived
with a varied variety o b noommatea. WA about the
beat way I can deacitibe it. Therte'a att dibienent
netigioaa and att dili6enent kinda ob kida Pcom diiiiertent
backgkound4. Thene'a a tot ob dacus4ion4, totka, come
tight tam and come serious ones, but juat the - You
get thein .ideas and you teakn to appreciate what they
think. You teann to tiaten to them. And you can atop
and Listen to a tot ob thing!, that go around about the
Univeuity and they can mold .you a Li ttte bit, but I
think the teas vague to me 4,4 the people 1 save with.
The cto4e liAienda that I have.

Learning how to deal with and understand people also seemed to be a
valuable experience, although very few had stated this as a purpose of a
college education. Becoming more socially adept (9%) and gaining a better
understanding of how and why people act as they do (5%) were also mentioned,
as were the experiences and relationships in a social or professional
fraternal organization (4%).
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Discovery of Differences. In the third year considerably fewer
students (42%, 1968; 26%, 1969) reported that the discovery of differen-
ces through opportunities to discuss differing points of view afforded by
the university environment, non-academic experiencespor new and different
experiences was important for them. Much of this change is attributable
to the sharp decrease in the number of resident women who gave this response
this year (63%, 1968; 27%, 1969). Resident men responded nearly as fre-
quently as before (38%, 1968; 33%, 1969), especially citing the opportunity
to discuss issues with people who had differing points of view (22%).
Commuters (15%) also referred to this aspect of their university experience,
but no residenc woman mentioned it, although nearly a third had done so the
previous year.'

I think thi6 £6 good to zee how other people
think instead of just your Littte clique that
you go around Lath. See how other people think.
I think it's helped me.

A few students (11%), especially women (16%) most valued their non-
academic experiences at SUNY/B. A few others (7%) did not differentiate
among experiences but simply cited the total university experience*as
valuable for them. This is a decrease in the number giving such a, general
response and continues a trend; each succeeding year students have been
increasingly specific about what has been valuable to them at SUNY/B.

Wett, I de6initety wouldn't zay it Wah ctaszeis.
I'd juat zay it was the the that happened
outside o6 ctaszes, meeting people and getting
into new things that you otdina/Eity wouldn't
have contact with. Just teakning to cope with
the z.titesz.

I think just the genekat atmosphere here. The
ideas being thrown around.

Intellectual Experiences. Intellectual experiences also were of most
value to fewer students than previously (33%, 1968; 22%, 1969). Commuter
men continued to be the group most likely to cite these as valuable. The
frequency of their response was much more similar to that of the other groups,
the third year, however. Whereas, more than half of them so responded last
year (52%), compared with 25% of the other groups, less than a third did so
this year (30%), compared with 18% of the others. Commuter women also gave
fewer responses in this area the third year (33%, 1968; 13%, 1969).
Residents, however, responded with the same frequency (20%) as they had the
previous year.

CeAtainty the academic ti6e has been [o6 most vague]
az OA as what I've learned and the 000640/14 I've
met.

1
See "University Environment and Student Maturity," pp. 36-42.



In addition to the general learning described as valuable by the
students, the improvement of some specific skills involved in critical
thinking, e.g., the ability to appraise information, was seen as a
valuable outcome of academic experiences. A very few students (6%)
also spoke of the value they had derived from their study under noted
scholars and faculty members here at SUNY/B.

Ptobabty teaming t4 think on a highen tevet.
When given a ptobtgm on a discu4.6ion, to be
able to nee both 45ide.6. Not just think o6 one
way a4 bing 'tue on being iatae, but to took
at the viem of ahem and anatyze them and
combine them with pun own view6 and make a
pkopek decision on conctuAion - what you think

wonthwhite.

Weft, I thi.nk the atmookeite here hetpa a tot
and the 6acutty, on the whole, vent' good.

I think my advison has helped me a tot. I

give him a tot of ckedit. Theke6 been Acme
good teachem that have changed my ideas about
thimg4.

Finally there were those few students (7%) who gave idiosyncratic
answers, as well as one male commuter who said nothing had been of value
to him during his university experience.

My can. When I get Otatkated, I get in it
and Leave. 1 don't know what I'd - I think
I'd go mad I uan trapped here.

Concerns

While many of the students' concerns were the same as those mentioned
during their second year, others were mentioned for the first time or were
described with a different emphasis. Academic and personal areas of concern
continued to be mentioned most frequently; however, concerns about futute
choices were less frequent. In the third year, financial concerns were much
more frequent, warranting separate treatment (Table 6.3).

Academic. Academic concerns continued to be a source of worry for a
majority of the students (55%), although for fewer than in the second year
(65%). Men mentioned them much less frequently than previously (72%, 1968;
50%, 1969). Women, on the other hand, especially commuter women (63%),
reported academic concerns slightly more frequently than they did last year
(56%, 1968; 61%, 1969).

More than a fourth of the students, especially women commuters (37%),
were concerned with their marks and averages, but the emphasis this year
was different. Although a few were still concerned with achieving passing
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CONCERNS
Table 6.3

CONCERNS
% of Students

RM CM RW CW Total

ACADEMIC 47 52 59 63 55

Marks, maintaining an average 26 27 18 37 27
Getting through, staying in school 10 21 41 21 23
Classwork2 papers due 5 14 12 10 11
Summer school/registration next semester 5 3 - 10 5

Choice of major/meeting requirements - - 6 10 3

PERSONAL 68 38 41 58 50

SELF

Self-evaluation/personal problems 10 14 18 '10 13
Philosophy of life/living a happy life/

enjoying and benefiting from college 10 7 - 5 5

OTHERS

General interpersonal relationships/
social skills 10 14 12 21 15

Friend lover relationshipvproblems 31 10 6 10 13
Family relationships/problems 10 7 12 21 12
Heterosexual ties/love and marriage 16 6 16 8

FUTURE 31 27 29 21 27

General future choices 26 17 29 10 20
Post graduate choices/department or

school acceptance 16 14 6 16 13
Draft 21 24 - 13

SOCIAL 37 14 18 10 19

General social and political concerns 21 7 18 5 13
Desire to help solve social problems 5 7 12 5 7

FINANCIAL - 27 12 26 18

Money desired/needed - 21 6 10 11
Employment desired/needed - 10 6 16 8

IMMEDIATE 16 3 29 10 14

Ride to NYC /weekend plans/ other 16 3 29 5 12
Dieting 5 - - 5 2

OTHER 16 7 12 8

Total NUMBER: Students 19 29 17 19 84

Total NUMBER: Responses 52 69 46 48 215
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grades, the more common concern now was obtaining an average high enough to
insure acceptance to graduate or professional school. For these students
the need for high academic achievement was a constant preoccupation.

Worthing on my papen4. Hoping Lou. mastty A'4.
Get my index high enough .to make Phi. Beta Kappa
and ju4t have a way eteax .to go .to gnaduate
4choot - 4:4 I want .to go - and get money Lou.
going.

Wett, as Lax as Achoot 14 concaned, I'm a
tittte move womied now about getting good pada
- I'm not 4uxe how it KWAkA with a gnaduate
Aehoot and att that what youx average has to be,
but I know WA impontant.

Others (23%), especially resident women (41%), were concerned in a
more general way with "getting through school." There were few who still
felt insecure about their intellectual abilities to "make it" here if they
put forth appropriate efforts. Therefore; in the third year, the comments
about concern with "getting through school" and staying in school, although
in words similar to previous years, seemed to refer to the endurance or
staying power of the student, rather than ability.

I'm concerned with getting .through Achoot and getting
an education. That '4 move on te44 my main thing.

Getting through Achodt ma my and jut being abte to
4uppont my4e45 and my wilie and just getting thxough
Aehoot. That'L about att I think. about, '.eat y.
Mainly.

A few students listed their immediate academic activities, like
writing a paper, finishing the semester's work, or registration for summer
school or the fall semester which was dependent on their current semester
results.

Right now? Getting though IiinatA and out ob helm.

Personal. Almost as many students cited personal concerns (50%) as
cited academic ones (55%).. Although the percentage reporting problems in
personal areas was similar to last year, there were changes within the
four groups. Both resident men and commuter women mentioned concerns in
this area much more frequently than last year (RH: 44%, 1968; 68%, 1969;
CW: 39%, 1968; 58%, 1969). The percentage of resident women so responding
decreased to less than half the previous level (89%, 1968; 41%, 1969).
Only among commuter men was there a similar percentage responding in both
years (39%, 1968; 38%, 1969).

Dissatisfaction with personal attributes and concern over personal

problems were less frequently mentioned than in the second year, although
there were still a few students wrestling with them (20%, 1968; 13%, 1969).
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Wett, Got one thing, bteaking out o6 my own tite
o14 shett km and getting out. It's sort ol6 hand.
I can't Old the key.

This idea o6 mitt I have the stungthto do what I
want .to do? -kind o6 eoncenA4 me now - ptobahty move
than anything else. Some things I've brought into
pew at certain times and this ,L6 one o6 them. I've
been asked to do home things that I want to do and
I've tanned them down, I can utionatize and bay that
they were imptacticat, which they wene, but in teatity
I 44U2 wanted to do and I didn't do it. So now
I'm questioning - do I have the 4tungth to do what I
teatty want to do -when the utionat time comes aitound.
So this then has brought that into 6ocu4 and that's one
o6 my concekna.

A few students (5%) expressed concern about developing a philosophy
of life or leading a good and happy life either in' general or during the
college years. In the second year, resident women (28%), more than any
other group, had said they were concerned about getting the most from
their college experience; however, none of them so responded this year.

I guess you can just AUM it up by I'm just kind o6
concerned with living. I don't want to just vegetate.
I think you can put excitement into even the most
meager activity...

The problem of relating to others was more frequently of concern in
the third year than in the second year. An increase was observed in all
groups in the number who expressed concern about family relationships.
This concern was frequently for their newly formed or expanding nuclear
families.

Fiut o6 att there's my 6amity and my 6iancee-to-be and
my education but I think my ptimany concern tight now
ate .the people that are cto4e to me.

Oh Pat becoming a 6athet in a month. I Oa tike I
Ott 10 years ago waiting Got Christmas . Evaything
seems to be centeked /Light around the biAth o6 the
child. That's the big thing now.

About the same number of students (15%) as last year expressed concern
over general interpersonal relationships and social skills, although
this number included more commuters (10%, 1968; 17%, 1969) and fewer
residents (21%, 1968; 11%, 1969) this year.

Getting along with pLiends, getting to see people,
trying to imp/Love my abititie4 and getting atong
with people.
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In the third year, responses concerned both specific and general
heterosexual relationships. A few students (8%), but no male commuters,
said they were hoping to develop a close heterosexual relationship.

Wett, I've been search. ng OA the giAt ot5
my dkeam4 Like eveybody et4e, which I think
ih veky important and I wi4h it would happen
atteady.

Finding pubabty the peuon to marry, but I
wouldn't want to marry him night now anyway,
4o /meaty I don't want to 64nd him immediatety
bv.lawse thek04 a tot I woutd tike to do beLone
I get makkied.'

Those students who had established close relationships and were concerned
about them (13%) included nearly a third (31%) of the resident men. It
was this concern about their girlfriends that accounted for the great
increase in the number of resident men in this category the third year.

Having zomething happen with thi4 giAt that I
buke up with, beeau4e I didn't want to break up
with het.

I've been going with thin giAt OA a tong time,
Live years, and you get in kind oL Like a groove.
Not that I don't tike it, but in a 4eme, I don't.
I Like it and I don't tike That'd what I'm
4taAting to keatize and 12'4 getting clown to the
time whe.'te I have to 4tay with that on go my own
way. Utz not an easything. Thati4 why I'm
trying to make up my mind 4o I don't make a mi4take
and that i4 one o6 my major concelua.

Future. Unlike last year-when over half of the students, especially
resident men, indicated concern about their future, only 27% of the
students did so their third year. This decrease may reflect the location
of the question in the interview. In the second year interview, it was
asked approximately midway through the interview. This year, however,
it followed directly after questions about the student's future plans
and goals. Perhaps in a discussion of goals and possible future activi-
ties some of what might generally be termed "concerns" about the future
had already been expressed, and only those students who were concerned
enough to reiterate their worry actually showed up as respondents in this
problem area. It would be incorrect to infer from this decrease that
students were significantly less concerned with their future than they
were previously. Indeed, throughout the junior interviews it appears
that some students were distressed to discover that more decisions must
be made, now that they neared the end of their undergraduate study. They
must consider again what options are open to them and decide what steps
to take next.
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Considerations of their future in general worried one-fifth of the
students, especially residents (28%). Work? further study? what next?
was on the minds of these students.

My concekna now are what the heck I want to do
next yea& - wheke I want to go aster next yeak,
make up my mind i0A.4ulte.

I 6uppase my chiei concern i6 exactly what I'm
going .to be doing 6o& grad achoot, what 6ietd
I'm going in Son, and whethe& I witt be going to
grad achoot as soon as 1 graduate, on, whethen I
witt be coding because I only have a yeah .test
and I do have to know what I'm doing when I get
out.

Right now tAying to decide what I want to do GA
my to mak what I want to do and what is plate-
ticatty pmsibte and what tegatty pouibte
at60 as San as the dug. Those three thing6.

Those students who knew what they wanted to do were concerned with
whether they could accomplish it (13%). Would they gain acceptance to
the graduate school of their choice? What would they do if not?

My concerns putty much are ditected at getting
2.0:0 Dental Schoot. That's putty much it. That's
number one on the Vat and number two doesn't even
come ease. I don't even know what it

Nearly a quarter of the men found the possibility of being drafted
a factor of uncertainty difficult to cope with in making future plans.
Some had plans for coordinating it with their future activities. Others
who hoped to avoid military service were disturbed by the difficulty of
how to do so.

The tAoubte 14 that the dta6t has algected my tiiie
4o much in a 4eme that it'4 hand to say I have
other concerns.

Welt, (a) staying out o6 the Anmy 6ort..a4 tong as
pmibte on maybe until they change the 60tem.
(b) Wett, that pkobabty ia my major, concern bucau6e

i6 I can stay out o6 the Army, i6 I'm not obtiated
in acme way to spend two years o6 my ti6e in a certain
way o6 ti 6e - 16 I can accomptiah that, then I can do
anything et6e that I want.

Social. About a fifth of the students, a few more than last year,
expressed their concern over various contemporary political and social
issues. Resident men were more likely (37%) than any other students (14%)
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to express these social concerns. Commuter men were the only ones to

give this response less frequently than previously (23%, ]968; 14%, 1969).

A few students mentioned their desire to be involved with helping to
solve social problems.

I'm concerned about the way people axe trying
to get things done through the use oi violence
when they keep yeabig,"Peace, peace, peace in
VianamfandAight away here they have viotence,
trying to knock down Thema and take overt Hayes
Hatt. I'm concerned that tha id my genekation
that people are yeting at. The majoAity - well,
night now maybe a slim majoaity - do not ague
with the way the4e peopte go about it, even though
they may ague with theia ideas, 04.4ome o4 thew
ideas.

I'm also concerned with AeioAm6 in the government
and .inner -city and urban problems and working towaads
change and that. I don't know, it'4 just the kind
o4 thing I'm very concerned about. But I just Seel
.ekke a vent' small pat oi it. So many peopte au
concerned and wheae could you go and what could you
do inom .there. I think it'4 Sine to wonuj about it,
but vent' 4ow people could do anything and get any-
thing accompti4hed.

Financial. In the second year, financial concerns were few enough
to be included under immediate concerns. This year, however, financial
worries were expressed by 18% of the students, including more than a
quarter of the commuters (26%) but no resident men.

Oh, things Like money. Having enough money 40
maybe I can enjoy myset6.

Saving enough money to be able to be with someone.
That's the only thing that I really wow about.

Get a job Son the summer, that's my main unman
night now.

Similar to both previous years, a few students (14%) talked about
immediate concerns or needs, for example: transportation for a trip,
vacation or weekend plans, or losing weight. This year more residents
than commuters, especially women residents (29%), reported concerns of
a short-term nature.

My concern now id what'll I do with my cat tOMOAAOW

40 I can go away Son the vacation. I just don't
- I don't think ahead as much as I used to. From

experience, I know things will work out. Probably
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(Coat' d.) a very di&Aent way, but Ainga
work out.

My coneVut4 - Y guels4 they're /cat Zatte ones.
Things Uke tAyi.ng to diet.

To summarize, although academic concerns continued to be those most
frequently cited by students, they were fewer than in second year as well
as somewhat different because of the emphasis on high academic achievement
rather than survival. Personal concerns continued to be as frequent as
in the second year and were now as frequent as academic ones. They were
reported by more resident men but fewer resident women. Social concerns
showed a slight increase as did financial concerns, the former mainly
among residents, the latter mostly among commuters. Immediate concerns
remained at the same level. Interestingly, the pattern of decrease in the
number having no concerns continued, so that in the third year every student
cited some concern (72, 1967; 1%, 1968; 0, 1969).
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CHAPTER VII

SELF AND GOALS

All questions of the interview were directed toward eliciting students'
personal reactions to various areas of the University experience - academic
experiences, living arrangements and social activities. The most personal
part of the interview was that in which the students described themselves,
their feelings about themselves, their hopes about the kind of people they
would like to be and the goals they would like to achieve. For many stu-
dents, this part of the interview was difficult. However, these responses
provide important insights which can help the University to be more
responsive to the needs and goals of the students.

5,31f-Description

Juniors were asked how they would describe themselves, i.e., what
qualities or characteristics they perceived in themselves. This request
was a challenging one for them. Although a similar question had been asked
in the previous interview, there were still complaints of its difficulty.
Only three students, however, were actually unable to describe themselves
somehow.

I kemembek when we talked about this tast yeah
and I've been thinking about it even since.
Who am 1 and what am I doing? it's 'matey come
up a Lot. And it's bunny because I never used
.to think was important .to know who you ate...
&it I think that it's impohtant now because,
now I think that i4 you undekstand youhseti .to a
cehtain extent, you can understand how othek
peopte act and why they act .the way they do. So
I've /matey sort ob thied to took into it very
deepey. I don't know '1.4 I've come any cease&
than I did Last yeas,.

I hate this question...I don't have any answers -
I don'.t know whence .to begin.../'ve never!. heard
anybody describe me. I have no idea...1 don't
know. I don'.t took at mysetii that much, I guess..
matey don't know. I can't answeh that question.

The students who did describe themselves produced a variety of adjectives
and phrases. To facilitate a coherent presentation of data, the responses are
organized into three categories: Seti-oltiented, Other-oniented and Achieve
ment- oriented.

Seti-ohiented responses are those which characterize the individual's
attitudes and feelings about himself, i.e., his disposition (personal outlook
and feelings) and his ethics (moral outlook and characteristics) as well as
those which referred to his development (past and present growth and changes).
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Other-oti.ented responses describe the individual's feelings, behavior
and attitudes in relation to others. "Others" might be individuals, small

groups or the community.
The third category of responses, Achievement-oftiented, includes

characteristics which are related to intellectual or personal success.
Overall, students' descriptions were, in order of frequency: Seti-

oniented (12 %), Other-atiented (62%), and Achievement - oriented (29%)

(Table 7.1). Although the rank order was similar to that in the second
year, noticeable fluctuations in the groups' percentages were evident
within the categories.

Of the four groups, resident women were most likely (87%) and commuter
women least likely (58%) to describe themselves in Sett-ociented terms.
For resident women the percentage so responding was similar to the
previous year, but for the other groups it was less common, particularly
among women commuters (95%, 1968; 58%, 1969).

This year, resident women were most likely to describe their disposi-
tions as even-tempered, relaxed, patient, happy (41%) or as moody, insecure,
disorganized (41%). These categories were used by the other groups much
less frequently (15%).

Right now I'm very happy. Things au going
velLy we-et, I'm vent' happy with myset6 as a
peAson...

I've become gene/atty move even tempered
and at times, I have a 'don't-eau! attitude
on things-wilt-woluz-out attitude.

I'm a bit stubboicn at times and with a
tvaibte tempeA at times.

Nearly one-fifth of the students (19%), particularly resident men and
commuter women (26%.each), described themselves as self-confident, level-
headed, realistic.

I've got setti-coniiidence I haven't had
begone. I lieet that i6 I set my mind to
doing something, I cooed do it.

I my and stay as Aationat as passihte in
most situations.

I tend to accept things a6 they ate. I

think I'm much mom neatistic than some
peopte.

Juniors are faced with many decisions as they contemplate the comple-
tion of undergraduate study and plan for the future. However, fewer
than previously said they were either confused, insecure (9%) or depressed,
hopeless, unstable (12%).
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Ad a pennon who knows where I'm going in tiie, I
Seel .lost, and I'm sure untie graduate schools
axe alt picked out, I won't be anymore stable
than I am now. But that's that. Untit I- Sind out
exactly what cateek I want, ot untie I know who
I'm going to maxxy or something tike that.

A mess. I'm vent' con6used. Vag ambiguous,
ambivatent...I think that con6u4ed would be the
best word, really, because them axe no absolutes
anymore, Aeatty, kn my LL e. There's no good and
theke's no bad.

In both years, more commuters (R,6%, C:18%, 1968) described their sense
of humor, enjoyment of life and optimistic outlook; but in third year no
residents at all cited such characteristics. This year having a liberal out-
look became an exclusively male self-description (7%). Similar to second
year, a few students (7%) described themselves as normal, average or typical.

Similar to last year, about one-fifth of the students described them-
selves in terms of ethics, all in positive terms: honest, conscientious.
However, unlike the previous year when slightly more women (27%) than men (21%)
so responded, this year more men, especially resident men (31%), used these
words in describing themselves.

I tAy to be honest with myset6 and with other people.
I tit,' to 5e honest in an intexview tike this. I

don't try to give you a tot o6 bull ot anything: I

tAy not .to be a hypoctite, because, as I said, that's
my biggest hangup. It turns me Aight o616 I zee
somebody tike that.

Some students (38%), fewer than previously (46%), described themselves
in developmental terms, i.e., references to growth or lack of it. Developing
as a person or improving in particular ways, e.g., becoming more aware or
more outgoing, was included in the self-descriptions of 15% of the students,
least often, commuter men (7%). Only half as many juniors (13%) as sophomores
(25Z) described themselves as maturing - a change still in process. A few
others described themselves as being mature or having matured, i.e., they felt
that the process of development was completed.

I think I'm becoming more (4 a poison as a Suet,
bettex-xounded poison that can be tacked to as a
person and not as a child. Sevexat peopte who haven't
seen me in about a yea/ ot so, I saw tast weekend and
they said to me, "You've teatty changed."

Stitt g/wwLng up. Not Wig gum up yet. I don't Seel
I witt be untie I Leave the UniveAsity. And I think a
couple ol6 years in the seAvice wilt be good because
I haven't been in the woad that muck, soAt o6 inside
the UniveAsity and at home, so I Seel that getting out
witt help out.
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Table 7.1 SELF-DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

% of Students
RM CM RW CW Total

SELF-ORTFNTED

DISPOSITION

Relaxed/patient, even-tempered/

73 73 87 58 72

quiet/content, happy 21 20 41 10 22

Disorganized/hot-tempered, impatient/
insecure/moody, too sensitive or
intense 15 15 41 10 20

Self-confident, secure/organized
level-headed/realist 26 16 12 26 19

Depressed, unhappy/dull, hopeless/
unstable 21 10 12 5 12

Confused/mixed up/insecure 5 10 12 10 9

Normal/average/typical 5 6 6 10 7

Good sense of humor/enjoy life/
optimist/intuitive - 10 - 15 7

Liberal outlook 10 3 - - 4

ETHICS

Honest/conscientious, dependable/
religious 31 23 17 20 23

DEVELOPMENT

Developing as a person/improving
(in specific ways) 21 7 17 21 15

Maturing/changing 10 13 17 10 13

Mature/matured 5 13 12 5 9

Immature /less of a person - 6 10 3

Same 6 1

OTHER-ORIENTED

FEELINGS, ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOR

63 63 62 58 62

Relate well, outgoing/affectionate/
understanding/considerate,
unselfish 58 23 25 31 33
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SELF-DESCRIPTION (Continued) Table 7.1

DESCRIPTION
% of Students

RM CM RW CW Total

OTHER-ORIENTED (Cont'd.)

FEELINGS, ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOR

Nice guy/interesting/easy to
get along with/sincere 21 23 29 15 21

Tolerant, open-minded 15 6 23 21 15
Independent/self-sufficient 5 3 12 10 7

Demanding/hard to get along with - 10 6 10 7

Inconsiderate/unkind/self-centered - 3 12 5 5

Closed-minded/individualist/set
in own ways 3 - 10 4

Shy awkward socially/afraid to relate
to others - 6 - - 2

INVOLVEMENT WITH FAMILY AND COMMUNITY

Family-oriented 15 - 12 10 9
Socially concerned - 10 - 5 3

ACHIEVEMENT-ORIENTED

PERSONAL

Ambitious/have goals/determined/

26 26 19 47 29

active 15 16 6 31 18
Lazy/lack goals/procrastinatinating 10 3 12 5 7

INTELLECTUAL

Intellectual/a thinker/verbally
proficient 21 6 - 20 12

OTHER 10 3 17 10 9

Other/physical description 10 3 6 5 6
Can't describe self - 12 5 3

Total NUMBER: Students 19 30 17 19 85

Total NUMBER: Responses 62 96 60 74 292
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I think...I've matuned some. I have a move neatistic

view of tiie, but I don't /matey know.

I guess I int that I've 'Leached about the gnat point
of my devetopment, anyway. I don't think I'm going to
be changing that much anymote.

However, in this third year, there were also three women who described
themselves as.immature or less of a unique person than they had been

previously.

I Wt. tike I've .Lost I was a chauctert and I was

p
h

utty unique when I came to college and now I'm just
ub"teaug .

Other -ohiented responses were given by almost two-thirds of the
juniors. Unlike last year when more commuters than residents so responded,
this year the percentages among the groups were fairly equal. Descriptions
of feelings, behavior and attitudes in relation to others were usually
positive. A third of these juniors, especially resident men (58%),
described themselves as relating well, being outgoing, affectionate,
understanding, considerate. Another fifth of the students described them-
selves as nice guys/easy to get along with. Unlike the second year (18%),

only a very few felt they were shy (5%) or inconsiderate and self-centered
(4%).

...I'm a piendty guy. Quite compatihte, easy
to get along with.

I think I'm a putty nice guy. I my to be a
nice guy. I don't want to hunt anyone-physicatty
on mentally on whatever. I tAy to be ittiend4 with
everyone, Pat about.

A few students (15%), especially women (22%), but only 6% of the
commuter men described themselves as tolerant and open-minded. The
percentage of women so describing themselves had increased from (8%) in
the second year.

I think I've gotten a tittte .tes4 dogmatic in my

opinions. I wilt accept some one else's mom.. Wett,
that's paAtty Pat .learning to Rive with peopte. You
have to Rive with the Oeopte aU you. You can't just
get mad at them and .leave.

Similar to last year, few students (12%), described themselves in
relation to family or community. Although in the second year this kind
of response was given primarily by women, this year both mtn and women
responded with similar frequency.



I've alway4 been proud to be pant my liathet's
- my liathere4 geneAat liamity, and I Atitt. am.

I think I'm amwassionate, welt, maybe 4e.naitive to
446ehing as liar as that goes. I Aeatty lime motivated
to get out therm and do something sot the worad. I don't
know why but I just - I Aeatty want to do something and
it doesn't have to be earth AhatteAing on make the
headti.nea, but just lime as though I've accomptiAhed
Aometkimg.

Commuter women more frequently (47%) than the others (24%), gave
Aehievement-oniented self-descriptions. They were the only group to give
such responses more frequently this year than last (22%). Indeed, notice-
able decreases were evident in the percentage of students giving these
responses in other groups (RM: 67%, 1968; 26%, 1969; CM: 38% and 26%;
RW: 42% and 19%). Commuter women saw themselves as ambitious, determined,
active and goal-directed (31%) as well as intellectual and verbally pro-
ficient (20%). As many resident men gave this latter self-description,
but few commuter men (6%) and, unlike last year (26%), no resident women
did. Very few (7%), mostly residents, said they were lazy, procrastinating
and/or lacking in goals.

Weet, I think I'm putty outgoing and 4eAious in a
Lot ways. I've got a tot de6inite plans and
ambitions.

I'm a much mote Aationae thinker than even behm..e

Lacking in motivation, baAicalty Lazy, 6Austtated...
I'm happy .too, though, which is a temibte contAadic-
tion. I lieet tike I'm wasting mysseeli, but I am

moetli in other:. ways, 4o. 1 just know that
I can do evaything I'm doing now and also do a tot
reading and get a tot teatning in and I think, "Heke
I am in eottege and what am I doing with my mind?" I

eel tike I'm wasting moetli in cortege, of thiA cortege.
I know now, it was wrong OA me, but I never wowed have
known unte44 I wad here.

Self-Regard

In addition to a self-description, students were asked how they felt
about themselves. Some (55%) were also asked if there had been a change
in their attitude toward themselves. Three-fourths of the latter group
replied that a change had occurred. The rest described the way they felt
about themseles without distinguishing whether or not this was a change
for them.

In general (86%) the students felt good about themselves (Table 7.2).
A majority (52%), women commuters most frequently (66%), were very satis-
fied with themselves as persons.
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Table 7.2 SELF-REGARD

% of Students
SELF-REGARD RM CM RW CW Total

Positive: satisfied with self 58 48 44 66 52

Generally positive: aware of need for
improvement 21 40 44 28 34

Negative in some respects 11 11 6 5 7

Other: mixed or neutral 11 - 6 6 6

Total NUMBER: Students 19 27 16 18 80

Total NUMBER: Responses 19 27 16 18 80

Not exactty 6et6-6atiqied but I'm happy and
com6oAtabte where I am now. I don't 1Seet uneasy
being me. I'm not putting anything on on anything.
I'm kind olS netaxed. I beet good being me, I guess .

Another group (34%), resident women and commuter men especially, were
fairly satisfied but felt the need for some specific improvement or
general continued development.

...Att 'bight, except 6ometime6 I wi6h I wasn't
40 moody and didn't get 40 nenvou6.

Sometimes I don't tike moet6. It depends. 85 pet
cent o6 the time, I tike my6e4, the ()then 15 pen
cent, I don't know. I have to wait and 6ee. rhino
are 6titt devetoping...I'm 6titt. changing. I think
you keep changing a4 you go atong, 40 that the 15
pen cent - you know, it ian't etean, you know -
it'4 4o/a o 6 vacittating. But the other 85 pen cent
i6 6 ire.

A few students (7%) were generally dissatisfied with themselves at the
time the question was asked.

How do I 6eet about my4et6? I don't know. Sont
di6appointed. I'm not - Its6 hand to 6ay degnitety
what it LS, but I'm not 6atiqied with myzet6, I gue64
you cowed bay. I can't bay exactty what to change t4
make it better. - to make my6e4 better.
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A few other students (6%), but no commuter men, were unclear or
uncertain as to how they regarded themselves.

I don't know. I suppose kind o neuttat. I zee
my Oats and I also see some good points.

Desired Future-Self

Responses to the.question, "What kind of a person would you like to
b'e in eight years?" followed a pattern similar to that of the self-
description question and were classified within the same three categories.

Kind, Aezpected, inteteigent, calm, someone who's
toyed would hetp...1'd tike to be happy. I

think that's impoAtant.

Overall, students' future-self descriptions were in order of fre-
quency, Sets - oriented (64%), Others - oriented (50%), and Achievement-oriented
(257) (Table 7.3). While the rank order was similar to last year, the
percentage responding in Setli-oAiented terms increased (54%, 1968; 64%,
1969) while those responding in Achievement- oriented terms decreased
(357, 1968; 25%, 1969).

In the third year the most common Set6-0Aiented descriptors were
those having to do with strength of character and convictions. Twice
as many students as previously hoped to be courageous, self-controlled,
sure of themselves and independent thinkers (117, 1968; 27%, 1969). On
the other and, fewer said they wanted to be responsible, dependable,
honest, or moral (24%, 1968; 11%, 1969). Although almost a third of
resident women had described themselves in these latter terms the previous
year, none did so this year.

I wowed tike to be zet6-assured, know move about the
woad and its people. I would tike to be mote in
conttot o6 my emotions.

I'd tike to have wilt-power

I'd tike to be honest and bon dmight and, well, be
able to took around and not have to be ashamed os
anything.

I jurt hope that I at least have enough o6 a sense
o6 Aezponsibitity to get .the things done that I have
to get done on time...And that I'm not 40 conliused
that in 8 yeam I hope I know whence I'm going on
that I'm at Least hat6way .thence...

When students were describing either their present or future selves,
they expressed desires to achieve maturity and to continue to develop.
More women (30%) than men (19%) listed such future goals. A few other
students (13%), more residents (20%) than commuters (87), said that they
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Table 7.3 DESIRED CHARACTERISTICS: EIGHT YEARS HENCE

DESIRED CHARACTERISTICS
X of Students

RM CM RW CW Total

SELF-ORIENTED

ETHICS

Courageous/sure of self and judgment/

63 62 56 72 64

independent thinker/self-controlled 26 34 25 17 27

Responsible, dependable/honest/
honorable/moral 10 14 - 17 11

DEVELOPMENT

Mature/continued development/
personally more developed 20 17 31 28 23

Fulfilled/good life/at peace with
self/proper' 20 10 19 5 .13

DISPOSITION

Organized/positive outlook/satisfied/
carefree/active/happy 26 17 25 33 24

OTHER-ORIENTED 41 41 56 55 50

FEELINGS, ATTITUDES, AND BEHAVIOR

Able to relate, communicate well/
socially at ease/friendly/well-
liked/loved 16 24 31 33 26

Understanding/kind, considerate/
unselfish 16 21 19 22 19

Respected/extroverted, exciting person /
dynamic 21 6 11 9

Open-minded/tolerant/broad-minded 5 3 12 5 6

Sense of humor /sensitive 5 3 5 4

ACHIEVEMENT-ORIENTED 32 35 31 22 25

INTELLECTUAL

Aware/up with events/open to new
ideas/intelligent/read and study
a lot/knowledgeable/curious and

intellectually alive/articulate 16 14 25 17 17

(Continued on next page.)
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DESIRED CHARACTERISTICS: EIGHT YEARS HENCE (Coned.) Table 7.3

DESIRED CHARACTERISTICS
of Students

BM CM RW CW Total

ACHIEVEMENT-ORIENTED (Cont'd.)

PERSONAL

Major decisions made/settled in life 16 17 12 11 15
Successful/successful competitior/

leader 16 3 6 - 5

SAME 5 17 - 5 10

OTHER/DON'T KNOW 16 10 - 11 10

Total NUMBER: Students 19 29 16 18 82

Total NUMBER: Responses 55 72 50 56 233

hoped to be fulfilled, to have a good life and to be at peace with them-
selves.

Eight years 4nom now I hope to be a tittte bit more
maturte and teau c tittte bit mote about tilie by
that time

I think I'd Aeattl! Like to be at peace with my6et6...
be at peace with my own aspinations, feet I've

4uZ4itted whatever pkomi4e I had in whatever 4ietd I

decide was my c.Itting.

Whereas, in the second year students emphasized their desire to be
calm and happy (29%)sin the third year very few did. Instead, one fourth
of the juniorssespecially commuter women (33%)10hoped to be organized, active,
satisfied, happy, and have a positive outlook.

I don't want to be such a go- getter that I'm going
to .lose same of my othet peopectives, but I don't
want to be so easygoing that I'm not going to
acompash what I want.

I'd Like to be mane senene than I am now.

Other - oriented descriptions were given by slightly more women (56%)
than men (44%). They aspired to be able to relate to others, to be
socially at ease, and to be well-liked or loved; these desires were
expressed by more women (32%) than men (21%).
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I neatty woutd tike to zee a tot o people, talk to
di66ekent people and lean Sum them. I think I've
gotao much to team Sum people, that I Seel Like
I'm wasting time when I'm not meeting people

I think I'd tike to be a warmer pek4on...I'm not
aociatty outgoing; that I'd tike to have.'

About a fifth (19%) of the students wanted to be understanding,
considerate or unselfish.

Be able to get along with people and be kind to people,
even 4:6 they do hula you, 'cause I know as you get
olden you get hander and you're not as patient with
people as you'd tike to be and I think I can see myset6
changing a tittte

Fewer students than last year (23%, 1968; 9%, 1969), again more
resident men (21%), than others (5%) expressed their desire to be
respected, extroverted, and exciting.

Be consideute and Scutt and to be xespected and the
only way you can be respected i you xespect
youmee6, you.' le pnobabty be xespec,ted by others

In the third year fewer students responded in terms of Achievement-
oxiented characteristics (35%, 1968; 25%, 1969); men's responses were
similar in frequency to the previous year. The decrease was due, then,
to a sharp decrease, from 47% to 22%, in the commuter women's responses.

About the same number as in the second year (17%) hoped to be
keeping up with events, reading a lot, knowledgeable, open and articulate.

I'd tike to be sate educating myset6. I'd tike
to mad, just 'Lead, and Azad, and mad, and live.

I'd tike to keep an eye open Son things that I am
stilt intexested in and to puxsue them. Perhaps
maybe get back in potitics...Pnobabty I'd atilt tike
to be taking COUA4e6 in school that I'm keatty
intexested in at my own leis wee.

A few students (15%) wanted to have made their major decisions and to
be settled in life eight years hence.

...about eight years inom now I woad tike to have
settted down, pxobabty have two kids by then and be
able 6inanciatty .to suppoxt a 6amity. To be in a
<society, to be accepted ad pant o6 society, not to
be a misgt.

Resident men (16%) also aspired to be a success or a leader.
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The onty quality I'd tike to have eight yearn 6kom
now be neatly independent. I think that's become
a tittte bit .important to me now - having Aecutity -

not 40 much 15kom other peopte but within my4et6...
and be 6inanciatty wed o615, be 4ecune I guess .

I'd tike to have a po4ition £n 4ociety - I Siguke, the
way I took at 4t i4 that I can do more things in a po4i-
tion power than I can do in a position ot5 kebettion
- a poAition againAt the powers. 16 we .het the non-
committed type pemon, who's Pat thinking ol5 himAet6
gain powek in society, 1 think we are Just going to
have the came pkobtem6 that we have bon the tot
hundred yearn . ThiA att sounds veAy egotiAticat - but
1 think maybe 1 coact do something it5 I had a position
o6 authokity. So that's maybe what I'm dedicating
moetli to.

As in both previous years, a few students (10%), primarily commuter
men (17%), wanted to be the same in eight years as they are now. However,
whereas in the second year this group had included over a fifth of the
resident women (21%), no resident women so responded this year.

7 think 8 yearn room now i6 I'm the way 1 am night
now, it would be great 'cauAe 1 want to stay young
alt my til5e - young in 4pihit I suppose.

I'd tike to have the dame [chakactekatic4] 1 have
now. I'd tike to my to pek6ect theAe a att.& more.
I'd tike to be abte to do maAtty what I want to do.

As before, a few students (10%), but fewer commuter men than last year
and no resident women, were unsure about what qualities they would like
to have in eight years or gave responses which were uncodable.

1 kemembek being asked that question and I came up
with ate them things . And night now I don't think
1 can come up with very much o6 anything, becau4e 1
think / keatize night now that 1 don't exactty know
what type o6 a pennon I want to be...I'd jaat tike
to Live bon a Ow more yeak4...be6ake I even came
t4 a point ol5 deciding what type o6 a pennon I want
to be. It might be a very pooh way o6 tooking at it,
but I'd pkeSek to just kind oS expekience things and
then choose, 'cause 1 neatly don't think I've
expekienced enough things to choose exactty what
kind o6 a pennon I'd tike to be.
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Desired Future Activities

General. The students were asked not only what kind of persons
they would like to be in eight years, but also what they would like to
be doing then. Responses were organized into categories similar to
those in reporting the kind of person students expected to be.

Achievement - oriented goals predominated slightly more this year than last
(87%, 1968; 94%, 1969). A noticeable increase in such responses occurred
among resident women (63X, 1968; 93%, 1969), making their percentage
similar to those of the other groups (Table 7.4).

Career aspects of achievement were important expectations for two-
thirds of the students, particularly resident men (72%) and commuter
women (75%). A majority of the students (51%), especially resident men
72%), hoped to be involved in a job that was rewarding and enjoyable.

I'd tike to have a job that I can u4e my education
and whateveitintettigence I have and - not neces4a/Gity
a white cottat job but a chattenging job, a gnanciatty
Aewakding job.

I'd tike to, I 4uppube to be in a zonate bu4ine44 by
mysetii, have 4omething ion moeti that I can nun and I
can 4oitt ol5 take cake o15. Some-thing I can take ptide
in, maybe buitd it up likom a 4matt company - not into
4ome.thing bJg but 4ometking that I can bay, "Weft, thi4
1.6 mine."

Commuter women more frequently (44%) than resident women (33%) aspired to
be working eight years hence, even when they referred to marriage and/or
children in their plans.

Personal aspects of Achievement were mentioned by almost half of the
students, more residents (55%) than commuters (36%). They hoped to have
an active an interesting life - participating in sports, traveling, doing
and enjoying new things. Of all the groups, commuter men least frequently
(32%) reported these aspirations. In both years only a few men (3%)
mentioned their military obligation.

I'd tike to be doing what I'tt be enjoying eight
yeau inom now.

I'd tike to be Living Lath about tiiiity peopte on some
tittte i4tand o156 ob Graeae and Living in a commune.
What I expect to be doing in eight yeaA4 litom now,I'tt
pubc6:)ty 4titt be around the Univemity, eithet a4 a
student on 0 a teacheit-- I'm not 4une which and happily
ma/I./tied.

Wett, I'd tike to tAavet. I tike traveling, meeting
peopte, doing dili6ment things , not the same thing4
ate the time.
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DESIRED ACTIVITIES: EIGHT YEARS HENCE Table 7.4

ACTIVITY
X of Students

RH CM RW CW Total

ACHIEVEMENT-ORIENTED

CAREER
Rewarding job/enjoyable, interesting

work/on the way to successful

94 96 93 94 94

career 72 52 33 44 51
Working/working away from home/

working before, during, after
marriage and/or children 8 20 44 16

PERSONAL
Interesting, enjoyable life/culturally

active/many activities/sports,
physical activity/do new things/do
what I want to be doing/
self-fulfilled/experiencing a lot 50 32 53 44 43

Through with or avoid military 5 4 3

EDUCATION
Have degree/advanced study/continue

education in general, now or after
family started/learning new things 17 12 40 6 17

ECONOMIC

Well-off/comfortable/rich/have money/
security/own property: real:per-
sonal 11 40 7 17

OTHER-ORIENTED 55 56 80 87 67

INVOLVEMENT WITH FAMILY & COMMUNITY
Married and raising a family/be good

spouse, parent /enjoying family life 22 28 60 38 35
Involved in politics/the community/

with others/serve community/work
with children's groups 22 12 13 13 15

BEHAVIOR TOWARD OTHERS
Involved with others of similar

interests/have friends/be like
someone (e.g., mother) 11 20 20 38 22

OTHER/DON'T KNOW 11 16 7 6 11

Total NUMBER: Students 18 25 15 16 74

Total NUMBER: Responses 45 69 28 37 179
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We.U, I'd Like to attend I Love attending concet4s.
I occusionatty attend a battet. 1 mean, keeping up

with changing cuttuxe.

Educational aspects of achievement, e.g., continuing education in
some form, were more important to resident women (40%) than to any other
group (12%).

16 I'm not teaching, Pit be st,itt going to schoot on
something. I'm convinced, being here, this is kind o6
where it's happening, in a way on at teast where you
teatn about what's happening. So eight yeats 6tom now
I'te bate have to be in contact with education.

There were also a few (17%), primarily commuter men (40%) but no
commuter women, who mentioned materialistic aspects of achievement, e.g.,

being well-off, having property. This had increased' again, as in the

second year (7%, 1967; 14%, 1968).

I'd Like to have a good job and be abte to enjoy the
hobbies that I have and have a nice home. Not anything
exticaotdinalui, have a nice cat. Not just the mateiciat
things, but no Sinanciat wovties.

Although two thirds of the students, especially women, mentioned
0theft-oftiented activities, this was less than the percentages in the
previous year (83%). Thirty-five per cent of the students,
particularly resident women (60%), wanted to be married, raising a family
and enjoying family life.1 The group anticipating family involvement
included more women (48%) than men.(25%). Involvement in community
activities was desired by both sexes, but was particularly mentioned by
resident men (22%).

I'd tike to be in a position wherte 1 could teatty show
my kindness and humaniAftowatds peopte. Eithet, say
in some kind o6 teaching gtoup ot something tike ghetto
wo'th oh something wheke I coutd teatty show that I cate
about othet peopte and theist. plight.

I atways want to be awate o6 things and active in things
that ake going on in the community atound me. Not just
4it back - get mattied and have a ,amity and just sit
back and just -five that kind o6 ti6e that's shettefted nom
everything etse.

I hope to be 4ett.ted in what I'tt be doing, basicatty, 6ot
the test o6 my ti6e. And I hope that whatevek it id, it's
going to mean something to society, 'Lacey. I have this
honest desiAe to do something othek than just be a Social
Security numbest.

1See pp.144-45 for additional information on marriage and family plans.
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About a fifth of the students (22%), especially commuter women (38%),
hoped to be involved with other people of similar interests and to have
many friends.

I stitt want to be with the academic the
intettectuat cxowd. I enjoy being with people
who diocia6 things, intettectuat thinget.

...having tots o6 Wends and being a Wend to
tots o6 people.

A few others wished to emulate a particular person or type of person
whom they considered a model to guide their future behavior.

There were also a few (11%), more men (14%) than women (6%), who were
either unsure of what their eight year goals were or whose responses were
uncodable.

I /matey can't say cause I'm .wont o6 dia6timg now
and I don't neatly know whence I want to go. Wett,
what I'd tike to be. I'd tike to be I'd tike to
have a com6oAtabte timing. I'd tike to have a job
that would neatly inteice6t me. I'd tike to be
mamied wet maybe not.

Career, Marriage and Family Goals. Plans for career, marriage and
family were tabulated separately from)as well as together with the
general listing of future activities. Alsopa record was kept of which
of the three topics the student mentioned first. Men clearly reflected
cultural expectations. For most men (77%), career was mentioned first;
the remaining men mentioned marriage first (Table 7.5). No men mentioned
parenthood first. In contrast, 30% of the women, few commuter women (13%),
listed career first. For 60% of the commuter women, marriage was the
first-mentioned activity. Over a quarter of all the women (27%) mentioned
motherhood first.

Most of the students (87%) indicated that they planned a career,
although a few were vague about what it might involve (Table 7.6). Only
13% omitted any mention of paid employment when speaking of their future.
This group included only one male but 28% of the women.

Fitst o6 all I'd Like to be in a tine o6 work 4zat
I enjoy. It has Limited secuxity, but enjoyment and
zetii-kospect.

And I want to be teaching, degnitety. Teaching ,Z6 a
pftliasion wheu I can Once my chiednen &each 6iAst
gude I can go out and Atitt teach, because they'tt be
in school, too. And I just Love it.

It depends i6 I have a caltee& 04 I'm marl/tied. I hope
to have a calteen. be60.e. I think that I would Seel that
I've missed something i6 I just went 6kom cottege into
mamiage.
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Table 7.5 FIRST-MENTIONED GOAL

FIRST-MENTIONED GOAL
% of Students

RM CM RW CW Total

CAREER 78 76 44 13 57

MARRIAGE 22 24 28 60 32

PARENTHOOD - - 28 27 12

Total NUMBER: Students 18 25 15 18 76

Total NUMBER: Responses 18 25 15 18 76

Table 7.6 EIGHT YEAR GOALS: CAREER, MARRIAGE, FAMILY

% of Students
CAREER, MARRIAGE, FAMILY RM CM RW CW Total

CAREER 100 96 73 72 87

Definite mention of career 89 92 60 72 80

Career mentioned vaguely 11 4 13 - 7

Career not mentioned as goal - 4 27 28 13

Marriage 83 76 80 78 79

Definite mention of marriage 67 56 73 67 64

Marriage as deferred goal 17 20 7 11 14

Marriage not mentioned as goal 17 24 20 22 18

Already married 5 8 27 11 12

PARENTHOOD 44 52 93 56 59

Definite mention of parenthood 33 44 80 44 49

Children mentioned as deferred goal 11 4 13 11 9

No intention of parenthood 4 - - 1

Children not mentioned 56 50 7 44 40

Total NUMBER: Students 18 25 15 18 76

Total NUMBER: Responses 54 54 49 47 204

But, I think that every individuae 4homed try to.devetop
114.4 own capabitities begone trying to make a tilie with
zomeone eerie.
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Similar to the second year, 64% of the third-year students expected
to be married eight years after the interview. Men (18%) more than women
(9%) expected to defer matrimony to more than eight years in the future.

I hope to be mamied. That's the main thing.

I don't know i6 1 want to be mattied 04 not. It met
depends on i6 1 6ind a woman 1 want to bat in Love
with. 16 1 don't, then I can tive cn entinety di66etent
ti 6e than i6 I do. But, be6one 1 wanted to get maloied
and now 1 think I can £Lve without L.

1 don't know whether Ifte get matnied 04 what. Right
now 1 6eee tike that's the 6aAthest thing 64om my mind,
'cause I think it inten6ekes too much with everything
etse.

Parenthood was a stated goal of more than half of the students, but
it seemed to be most important to resident women, 80% of whom anticipated
becoming mothers by that time. An additional 13% of these women expected
to defer childbearing until later than that. Only 7% of the resident
women did not mention plans for family, as contrasted with 44% of the
commuter women and 53% of the men. Last year 69% of women commuters
expected to have a family in nine years. Since 55% of the men did not even
mention parenthood as a stated goal, it might be inferred that fatherhood
is a less salient feature ofmen's perception of their future, than is
motherhood for women.

...mostty getting mankied, having &lied/Len. I enjoy
them 40 much, 1 might as weft have a sew o6 my own.

1 shoutd have my 6amity complete by then. 1 stitt
hope to be a housoyi6e. 1 hope to be a good mother
and a good wi6e and to have a happy 6amity.

1 think naising a 6amtity. In 8 yea.'& l'tt be what
atmost 30 years old, so I think I'd tike to have
chadten and raise them to be kind kids, genenouz,
and not 4et6ish tike some o my cotainz ate, and I
hope they can get along with peopte.

Interim Activities. For the first time students were asked what they
would like to do for the period between the interview and eight years
hence. These responses were overwhelmingly Achievement-oniented (90%)
(Table 7.7). The emphasis for eight-year achievement was on career goals;
the interim emphasis was on educational activities, primarily completing
the academic preparation required for the career activities they antici-
pated.

Sixty percent of the students, resident women most frequently (79%)
and commuter women least frequently (39%), described educational activities.
Most frequently (35%), students expected to be working toward an advanced
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Table 7.7 DESIRED ACTIVITIES: BETWEEN NOW AND EIGHT YEARS

ACTIVITY
% of Students

RM CM RW CW Total

ACHIEVEMENT-ORIENTED

EDUCATION

Advanced study
Complete baccalaureate degree
Continue educatirn in general/after

family or other interruption

PERSONAL

Work toward goals/goals :cided/
settling on right direction,

89

55

39

11.

5

50

89

68

36

18

14

57

79

79

50

7

21

14

100

39

17

11

11

33

90

60

35

13

41

goals/settled normal life 33 21 7 28 23
Get through or avoid military 28 36 7 5 22

CAREER

Work before or after marriage and/
or children/work away from home/
working 11 11 28 39 20

ECONOMIC

Have money,house - 14 7 5 9

SELF-ORIENTED 33 32 43 39 36

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Be involved in many activities/sports,
physical activities/do new things/
doing what I want to be doing/self-
fulfilled/experiencing a lot/
sexually active 33 32 43 39 36

OTHER-ORIENTED 22 7 28 22 18

INVOLVEMENT WITH FAMILY & COMMUNITY 17 7 29 22 17

Getting married/married and raising
a family 11 7 22 17 13

Service to community/to children of
community 5' 7 5 4

BEHAVIOR TOWARD OTHERS

Involved with others of similar
interests 5 - 1

OTHER/SAME 17 3 11 8

Total NUMBER: Students 18 28 14 18 78

Total NUMBER: Responses 38 66 33 44 181
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degree. This group included half the resident women and over a third (37%)
of all the men but only 17% of commuter women. A few (13%) mentioned
completing work for the baccalaureate degree; others (13%) mentioned con-
tinuing their general education or continuing after some interruption, like
childbearing.

16 I do settee on 4ociotogy, which is at least the thing
that's most pubabte ...lite pnobabty be going to school
bon the next eight yeau on six yeau, anyway.

Fox the next £ew - 6ott/t, 6ive, six-years, 1 expect to be
going to 4choot. I'd tike to go bon a Masteu. A6tet
that 1 6igu/te i6 1 want to cop out Wm society a &ate
more, I can go and my bon a Ph.D. and i6 I decide then
that theke's too much 1 need 6/tom society and I'm going
to have to become some sont o6 a toss and become pant o6
society to some degree, then I 6igune I coutd go to taw
4choot on 4ometki.ng tike that.

In another part of the interview students were specifically asked if
they planned advanced study. At that time nearly two-thirds of them (81%
of the residents, 50% of the commuters) indicated they were considering
it; only 35% mentioned it in relation to their intermin plans. The
discrepancy might be accounted for by noting that the former question was
specific, whereas the latter was general, eliciting a broad range of
anticipated activities. Both sets of answers reveal that resident women
are most apt to plan further study, and commuter women least apt to.
Generally residents seemed to have greater aspirationsifor advanced study.

Of those students considering continued education, 45% had come to
this decision since beginning college. The most frequently cited (43%)
reason for further study was that it was required for their vocational
goal, e.g., dentist, professor, teacher. In addition 18% said their deci-
sion had been prompted by a realization that there was so much more to
learn than they had previously thought. Others (14%) said they needed to
have more time to decide their vocational goal and were utilizing graduate
study as a means of postponing their decision.

Perhaps the biggest thing woo the 6eeting that 1
hadn't learned enough...I'm hoping that graduate
4choot i4 a tittte bit di.66e/tent and that you would

tutu more in terms o6 things you wanted to, because
you would have a choice o6 perhaps, what count e4
you wanted to take. Puthap4 nattow it down more.

Other Achievement-oniented responses included personal or career
activities similar to eight year goals. Twenty-three percent, including
one third of resident men, were concerned with deciding and working toward
their goals, both eight-year and general. A third of the men and two
women mentioned military service.
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GAaduating. Scott o6 6inding myset6 neatly. Finding
out what's neatty me and getting more out o6 cottege
than I have ao Sax. A6 Sax az the dait goez l'it
wait tat that comez. The way I 6eet about it i4,
you have an obligation, neatly, to youit count Ay and
i6 you're phy4icatty 6.it and abte to, I think you
should serve youit countAy. It's &catty a zmatt ptice
to pay Son Wedom, I think.

Ptanning my dikection, putting out the one thread
that's gonna Lead me where I have to go.

Weft, 1 degnitety want to get out o6 the dug
somehow without having to Leave the country which I
de6inite2y thought o6. I'm working on it but I don't
know how zucce4z6ut I'tt be.

One fifth of the students, particularly women (34%) wanted to be
working in the interim.

Some of the students (36%), especially resident women (43%) spoke
of Set6-oxiented activities - those which relate to personal satisfaction
or growth. They hoped to be involiTed in new things, things which would
be self-fulfilling and which would contribute to an active, interesting
life.

They say your teenage tip. you should enjoy it.
16 that'z what'z happening, I'm going downhL& 6hom
now on. So I'm going to my to do the things 1 should
have done pom 13 to 20 £nom now, etom 21 to 30...
I don't know. WA tough to come up with an anzwex.
Sexual Aetationzhipz, going to dacotheque4, tuvetting,
taking moaez. Theze axe the thingz that I didn't have
that much handty at alt be6one - duking my teenz. I

think 21 to 30 could be the befit yeam o6 your ti6e,
because you're young enough to do thing4 and you're
4titt old enough that you're allowed to do. you're
teztAicted by certain age timit4 tilt 21 and now you
can do them. I mean it'4 tegat to do them, I 4houtd
404.

Between now and then I think I'd like to tuvet an
alqut tot. I want to worth and I'd just tike to
expeAience a4 much as I can.

A few of the students (18%), very few commuter men (7%), expected
to participate in Otheh-oriented activities during the next eight years,
principally those having to do with establishing their own family (13%).

A look at the total picture of students' expectations for their
next eight years shows that they generally aspired to the achievement of

advanced degrees, an active and interesting personal life, and commence-
ment of rewarding and enjoyable careers.
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Summary

A common theme of personal and/or social development was apparent in
these students' descriptions of both their present and desired future-selves.
This same theme was reflected throughout much of the interview including
students' most valuable experiences, their concerns, and their purposes for
attending college, all of which emphasized the importance attached to
personal/social development. Achievement in career, educational and
personal areas was the major thrust of their intended future activities.

Careet-goals and personal development also emerged as the most frequently
stated purposes for college attendance. In general students seemed to
perceive their university experiences as facilitating both these general
goals.
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POSTSCRIPT

At the end of the interview students were asked, "Have you any
other comments you would like to make about your University experience
so far, or about differences between this year and last?" Nearly three-
fourths (72%) of the students had comments to make.

Over a third, especially resident women (46%), used this opportunity
to refer to their increased maturity and personal development over the
last three years (Table 8.1). Two residents felt that their development
had not been as much as it should have been, but most students felt that
their experiences had contributed to, or accelerated, their personal
development and maturity.

I can see a neat change in myzetli night now. EspecZatty
SAom when I was a Sushman. I was so young then in mom
ways than just age.

The only thing I'm Aeatty happy about is me, expanding
mysetS and seeing things a tot dilgekent than coming
up here as a naive Sneshman. That's, I think, the main
conttibution that the schoot's given to me. I'm neat
happy Son it.

I know there are dililiekences...but I don't Sat tike a
dqtiekent person, but I know I took at things diiiiiekentty.
I think it's just maturing and being here. I can see
mysetS as a Sushman 'tanning up and down the hatt, because
the Wahmen stall do that and I say, "Oh, wait titt they've
sophomous and juniors and teL them zee how Aidicutous it
ib," but it i4 panto being a liteshman and it's a tot oS
Sun, but I wouldn't think oS doing things tike that anymore.
And you just get into a groove and you do things the way
you'lLe used to it now. You don't jump out and nun and do
eveAything, but you get to see the things that you want
to zee.

It's alt been a tot oS Sun. I'd do it again, the exact
someway I think because it taught me a tot and tkis is
where I grew up. It's Ulm my second home.

Other students, (25%) discussed specific events which had occurred
during their junior year. Men, especially resident men (27%), were more
likely to comment on current campus events than were women. References
were made to the disruption of University routine, including teach-ins,
and student demands for changes.
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Table 8.1 ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

TOPICS

% of Students
RM CM RW CW Total

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT/MATURITY

References to beneficial effects of

college years
References to insufficient development 9 . - 8 3

36 33 46 33 38

27 33 38 33 35

COMMENTS/QUESTIONS ABOUT INTERVIEW STUDY

ITSELF

SPECIFIC THIRD-YEAR REFERENCES

Current events: teach-ins/student
demands/radical, activist types/

55

27

29

16

15

31

20

33

29

25

changes 27 12 3 14

Increased academict.social involvement
this year/enjoyed this year especially - 4 8 33 11

FUTURE 9 34 23 14 23

Uncertainty, anxiety about, decisions,
goals 9 21 15 7 15

Immediate future plans 13 8 7 8

CRITICISMS OF SOCIETY OR EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM 22 8 7 8

OTHER 13 5

Total NUMZER: Students 11 24 13 15 63

Total NUMBER: Responses 16 33 15 15 79

Yeah, I think the onty thing, ha4 to do with, vent'
cukkent events and that's with the diA4ent on campu4
and evekything and I think it'd the gneatest thing
that's evert happened....a4 a AeAutt, the teachers are
changing. They neatty are. going to be a Aadicat
upheavat in the At/Lactate ob the college, I think ...

..It wait veky vent' good.

For women commuters (33%) particularly, it was their increased personal
involvement and enjoyment, either academic or social, that was emphasized
in their comments about their third year.
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I guess the biggest dibiekence between Chia yeat
and the °then two yeaka ia that I'm becoming move
.involved in the wavekaity. 1 was MAW' the
typicat apathetic .student beSone, because I didn't
neatty cake. These Ow kaacat groups who wowed
spout obi and everything, I'd always think they're
wrong. They're just being radical. And, 1 gums
that's the biggeat change, I've just teemed to
&sten.

It's just that my junior yean, was /Lesley two
diliSekent atokiea. Last yeah was so pteaauxe-
6Ltted-and 1 thought 1 was nutty at the point
where I'd break, where I cautdn't hack the worth
anymore, but aster this year, I atilt see there's
wonk to be done, but now I've taken on a baa.i4

that Lt's enjoyable which it nutty won't
becaus e .east yeah there were de4nitety coumea
which I diataed immemety but th,i4 yeah Lt's
nutty college tike cottege should be, which I

don't think should be &Wed with pkeasukea and
anxietita tike salt yeas deSinitety waA.

A third topic was the future. As they approached graduation, a few
students, especially male commuters (21%), said they felt anxiety and
uncertainty as they faced the necessity of making decisions about their
goals. Residents blamed their impending graduation for forcing them to
make decisions they did rJt feel ready for or want to have to make.
Commuters, on the other hand, felt that they should be ready to make such
decisions and if they exerted themselves sufficiently they could come to
necessary decisions.

Indecision on uncertainty, whatever you want to catt
Lt. I haven't /matey Sound moetS yet, I guess.

A number commented on their plans for the immediate future including
summer activities, marriage, applying for readmission to SUNY/B or
January graduation.

A few others, especially resident men (22%), had criticisms of society
or their education, and three spoke of personal problems.

Over a fourth of the students (29%) commented on or asked questions
about the interview or project. Some were curious about the mechanics of
the study, including who would receive the reports; others made positive
comments about the interviews and found them a valuable experience.

1 think those que4tion4 you asked me do a pretty good
job they make you tatk about thing's oven and oven
again. They make you talk about the way you've changed
and the way the Univekaity has aSSected you and the way
evekytking has aSSected you in the past yean, and the
whose point 44 that you just keatize that you've changed...
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(Cont'd.) on that you've changing. They make you just

. Sect it and you know it. I never thought I wowed aeatize
the change. I (limp wondered what peopte meant when they
aaid you gam up on you're pawing up. But now it'a
&piny. You just Oct it and you can Aeatize it.

Students seemed to feel that the third year at SUNY/B was of
particular significance because of their increased awareness of the
potentialities of the college experience, enthusiasm toward their
academic experiences, and recognition of their personal growth.



3UNMARY

This report, part of the Biography of a Class, research project, is the
fourth of a series based on interview data. It presents students' reactions
to their third year of University experience, their opinions about the
University environment, involvement in University life, attitudes toward
faculty and course work, changes in specific attitudes, their self-
descriptions, concerns, motivations and future goals. The sample on which
this report was based consisted of all but thirteen students in the initial
group of 100 randomly selected from the 1894 Freshmen who entered SUNY/B in
September, 1966. Of the 87 interviewed for this report, eleven had withdrawn
from school (vs. 7 in 1968) and seven had tramferred elsewhere (vs. 5 in
1968). Those who could not be reached for interviews included two male resi-
dents, four male commuters, five resident women and two commuter women.

This report is based on responses of students during the second semester
of the 1968-69 academic year. Open-ended questions were used to permit
maximum flexibility in student response.

By the third year every student was committed to a specific major. The
number of students in Social Sciences and Administration had increased again
so as to include nearly half of the students. This faculty was the most
frequent choice of all groups except commuter women who most frequently chose
majors in Arts and Letters.

Most students, especially women, had not changed their major during the
year although a few were considering a change. Two-thirds of the students,
especially commuters were pleased with their choice, including some who were
really enthusiastic. About a third of residents were not satisfied with
their choice of major, but, curiously enough, few resident men and no resident
women indicated that they were considering a change.

Most students reported that their third year courses were different from
those of their first two years. These differences were usually identified
with the change-over from general courses to coursework in their major. Their
"upper-level" courses were described as smaller, more interesting, less
general and having increased professorial interaction and personalization.
Although most students also found the work harder or more demanding, they
usually found that it was also more interesting, and they seemed to enjoy
the increasing challenge. On the contrary, almost a quarter of the students,
especially resident men, reported finding the work easier than before, and a
few described it as the same level of difficulty.

Most students reported that there was academic competition at the
University. Some of these students, especially commuters, found the competi-
tion to be stimulating and regarded it as a criterion of a good university.
Resident men generally reported being more aware of competition than previously.
One observation was that there was increased competition among majors - none
of whom wanted to settle for a "C". About a third of the students deplored
the pressures of competition and constant emphasis on grades and curves which
they felt were counter-productive to learning. Some students said that
although there was academic competition here, they had learned to ignore it
and felt it was up to the indivAual to decide whether or not he wanted to
compete.
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Again, students were generally positive in their attitude toward
faculty. Most described faculty as knowledgeable in their subject areas.
Not as many, but still a majority of students, felt that faculty were
competent in their ability to communicate with students. About a third of
the students described problems arising from faculty's inability to
communicate well.

Most students described some kind of after class or non-classrc:;m
relationship with faculty. Nearly half described academically-oriented
activities: after class, in faculty offices or at departmental gatherings.
Another 38% reported having personal or social relationships with faculty;
they met them on or off-campus in spontaneous or planned social occasions.
Even more than in the previous year, students indicated that they would
like to know faculty on a personal oasis; however, not all were convinced
that personal relationships were really feasible or necessary.

Student reaction to proposed academic changes was generally favorable.
Residents especially were enthusiastic about the Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory
grading option. The four-course load proposal was not as well received
because women, especially resident women, were negative about the possible
effects of such a change. They expressed doubts about the increased work
load and were concerned about obtaining sufficient electives if only four
courses were the standard course load.

Most of the students had vocational plans but, similar to their fresh-
man year, one quarter were still undecided. Teaching at various levels was
the most popular choice of all groups except resident men whose most
frequent occupational choice was. dentistry.

In the order of frequency, the SUNY/B atmosphere was described in the
following terms: a) presence of awareness characteristics, e.g.., liberal,
open, exciting, politically active, diverse; b) lack of propriety, e.g.,
tense, radical, trvtibled, rebellious, confused; c) lack of community,
e.g., impersonal, uncaring, large, crowded; d) presence of community,
e.g., warm, friendly, cooperative; e) presence of scholarship, e.g.,
wide variety of courses, interesting faculty, strong academic emphasis;
f) lack of practicality, e.g., campus differs from real world, lack of
rules and restrictions; g) lack of awareness, e.g., apathetic, reactionary.

Most students, especially commuters, found the University environment
to be conducive to their maturing. The environmental characteristics most
often cited as contributing to maturity were the opportunity for individual
freedom and responsibilitys the exposure to diverse people, activities and
ideas; the encouragement to take a stand, decide what kind of person one iss
living with and learning to interact with other peoples and the exposure
to the intellectual world of ideas and information. About one-fourth of the
students noted that the University had aspects not conducive to maturing,
namely, that it was not like the real adult world and was the locus of
immature'or childish groups and activities.
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Many students felt that the University experience could be more
meaningful. About as many as in second year discussed academic improve-
ments which might be helpful. However, nearly half seemed to feel that
the experience could not be made more meaningful for a person. Rather,
they felt that a person must want the experience to be meaningful or they
described some changes in themselves or their behavior which could have
made the experience more meaningful to them personally. Most frequently
these recommendations had to do with becoming more involved in the non-
academic aspects of the University environment.

Similar to the second year,about half the students participated in
some campus organization. This included many more residents than commuters
and more women than men. In addition, campus events like concerts, movies
and teach-ins had been attended by 61% of the students.

The number of employed students increased again the third year. It

now included nearly two-thirds of the commuters and one-third of the
residents. Typically residents were employed on-campus and worked fewer
hours than commuters, who were generally employed off-campus. This year,
for the first time, about a fifth of the students, again more commuters,
reported that employment was financially necessary to their staying in
school. Nearly half of those working enjoyed the social aspects of being
among people.

A majority of students would like some student participation in
decision-making at the University. Most would like either an advisory
role or a share in making decisions. A few would like complete student
control, and some would be willing to leave it up to the faculty/adminis-
tration. Generally their justification stressed that the involvement of
students in the results of decisions ought to entitle them to some input
when decisions are being made. The amount of student input desired varied
for specific topics; for example, they would like to share control of
general and curriculum decisions but were more willing to have an advisory
role in faculty hiring and tenure decisions.

Nearly half the students, twice as many as second year, were livinain
apartments. Their reaction was generally favorable, and they reported that
their living arrangements were conducive to studying and had increased their
social life. Privacy, freedom from restrictions, independence, and personal
responsibility were frequently-cited advantages. Apartments would be the
preferred living arrangement for a majority of third year students, perhaps
because an apartment seems to symbolize the autonomy and social freedom
students desire.

Only eleven students, including one male, remained in University
residence halls at SUNY/B in the third year. All had favorable comments
to make, especially about the social aspects of dorm life as well as the
convenient location. However, half also commented that dorms were noisy
and made studying difficult. Sixteen percent would prefer to live in an
apartment.

Students living at home were not as positive about their living
arrangements. The major benefits were freedom from restriction, a greater
opportunity to be a part of the non-university community, good study
conditions, and financial advantages. On the other hand, about a third
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of the students complained of noisy distractions and temptations not to
study at home. Some also felt restricted socially, made fewer University

friendships and hesitated to invite people home with them. Nearly a third
would prefer an apartment, and a few would like ba.try living on campus.

Fewer students each successive year reported changes in family relation-
ships. Typically the students reporting change described themselves as more
independent, that parents were acknowledging their maturity, and that
relations were increasingly based on mutual respect. A few reported that
relations had improved after a crisis or misunderstanding. Others reported

negative changes. They were drifting apart from their families or did not
see much of them in order to avoid unsettled conflicts and arguments.
Commuter women reported having difficulty in establishing their independence,
in securing freedom from parental restrictions.

About half of the students reported no change this year in their

general attitudes. The most frequent direction of change was toward
greater tolerance and a broadened perspective of viewing people and issues.
Some students reporting no change,as well as a few students reporting
change,stated that they had now more fully articulated their own values;
their convictions were now self-determined.

Although fewer than the previous year, nearly two - thirds reported some
change this year in their attitude toward people. As previously, the most

frequently mentioned direction of change was toward increasing tolerance and
acceptance of other people and views. About a fifth described themselves as
more realistic or less trusting of people; nearly as many said that they now
judged people more easily. A number of students, especially men, reported
very little change this year; their attitudes were apparently fairly settled
by the third year. Most of those who had not changed did not discuss their
attitudes, but those who did most frequently said they had already been
tolerant of others.

Similar to the second year,slightly more than half of the students
reported some modification this year of their attitude toward religion. A

comment given twice as often this year as the second year, was that they had
achieved a personal religious belief that differed from the beliefs of
traditional organized religion. Almost as many students said they were
questioning traditional beliefs. A few had criticisms of organized religion
or had simply lapsed into being less observant of ;eligious practices. Of

those students who reported no change in their attitudes, half did not
elaborate. A few, especially men, commented that religion had never been of
importance to them.

Three-fourths of the students reported no change this year in their
attitudes toward sex, and nearly half did not elaborate further. They

apparently had established their values and no longer seemed interested in
discussing them. The most frequent commant had to do with being Tolerant
of the actions of others and preferring to leave the option of sexual
activities entirely up to the individuals involved.



In contrast to second year, a majority reported no change this year in
their attitude toward drugs. The opinion of those who had not changed was
generally negative about the use of drugs although a few said they had always
been tolerant and open-minded. Among those students who had changed their
attitude, mostly residents, the most frequently mentioned direction of
change Was toward increasing tolerance of drug users; they no longer con-
demned them. Resident men in particular expressed curiosity about drugs.
A number of students made positive comments about marijuana and negative
comments on the laws governing drug use, i.e., the laws were unfair and
thereby encouraged a contempt for law generally.

Very few students _reported any modification in attitude toward smoking
or drinking. The prevailing reaction toward smoking was negative even by
those who did smoke. The prevailing reaction toward drinking was positive.
Nearly half did not indicate whether their attitude toward drinking had
changed.

About two-thirds of the students reported having changed, at least to
some extent, their ideas about the purpose of a college education. Voca-
tional purposes continued to be the most frequently mentioned ones. The
next most frequent stressed self-development, i.e., becoming a better person,
broadening oneself and one's perspectives. Men were more likely to give the
vocational; resident women, the self-development response.

A major value of the University experience, especially for residents,
was the opportunity for personal development: learning to understand one's
self and capabilities better, and for independence, by being on one's own.
Another value, especially for commuter women, was the opportunity to meet
many people and to develop personal relationships. Discovering differences,
especially through having an opportunity to discuss differing points of
view, was also of value to some students.

Concerns of students were generally academic or personal. The former
included concern with grades and averages and getting through school; the
latter, relationships with others, especially family or close friends, and
s lying personal problems. Future choices of action worried some students
as did social issues, which generated a desire to help solve these problems.
Financial needs were of concern to commuters especially.

The self-descriptions of most students were expressed in zeti-on iented
terms. Resident women were most likely to describe themselves as relaxed,
patient, contented or as disorganized, impatient, moody. Men described
themselves in ethical terms, and as relaxed, patient and self-confident,
realistic. Commuter women's self-descriptions were similar to the men's
pattern; also, they were the group who gave the most achimmet-oriented
self-descriptions, especially in characterizing themselves as ambitious and
goal-directed. Many students in each group mentioned others-onkented
characteristics. Some, especially residents, described themselves as out-
going, affectionate, understanding or as nice guys, interesting, easy to
get along with. Other descriptions given by a few students included
tolerant, independent and hard to get along with.
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In general students held positive self-perceptions. A majority were
very satisfied with themselves as persons although some felt a need for
continued development. A very few were generally dissatisfied at the
time of the interview.

In eight years the students aspired to be more sure of themselves,
able to relate well to others, to have a positive outlook, be mature,
organized, aware and responsible. Setti-oAiented descriptions were the
most frequent except among resident women. Equally important for them
were othert.-oAiented responses. Commuter women were less likely than the
others to give achievement-oAiented descriptions.

Desired activities for eight years hence were overwhelmingly
achievement-oAiented. Students aspired principally to have rewarding,
interesting jobs and interesting, active lives.. Continued intellectual
interests, especially some form of education, were important for resident
women. A number of commuter men wanted to be well-off and have security.
Othert.-oAiented activities were more often listed by women than men.

Resident women emphasized only involvement in a family role; commuter
women wanted to be more widely involved with other people.

Most students planned careers and many expected to be married; nearly
half anticipated having children within 8 years. The priority of eight-
year goals for most men was clearly career first, although some of them
mentioned marriage first. For nearly half the resident women, career plans
were also listed first. A majority of commuter women mentioned marriage
first, although some mentioned motherhood first and a few, career.

Most interim activities were achievement-oniented especially for
commuters. Advanced study, working toward goals, careers, and getting
through or avoiding military service were among the most frequently men-
tioned plans of students. Sett -0Aiented responses focused on personal
development. Other -ohiented activities including marriage and family
were also mentioned by a few in each group but few commuter men.
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APPENDIX A

CODING METHOD

The method used to analyze the data of this study was similar to that
used in previous reports of this project, except for the method of coding.
The method used to code the interview data was developed from a model
designed by Patricia W. Cautley for A Study of Predictors of Success in
Foster Care.1

Two groups of students are involved in this project: one group chosen
from the entering freshman class of 1966, and the other from the entering
freshman class of 1967. Data from the second group is used to validate
general hypotheses based on data from the first group.

At the time that it was decided to introduce a new coding system, data
from .the first group's first interview had been analyzed and the results
published2 and data from their second interview were being coded by the
original method. The new coding system was to be used initially with data
from the second group's second interview, and categories were to be derived
from the first group's second interview.

A rough draft of a code book was prepared. The draft was submitted to
the research staff for review and criticism, and their suggestions were
incorporated into a revision. During the revision process, a number of the
interviews were coded by the new method, and mechanical improvements were
made (e.g., changing the number of columns per question). By the time the
code was ready for use, two graduate assistants had been trained as coders and
were familiar wick both the mechanical aspects of coding and the distinctions
between category 'definitions. While the coders listened to the tape record-
ing of the interviews, they recorded code numbers in the appropriate columns
of IBM sheets. The accuracy of coding was checked at regular intervals;
initially every fifth tape was coded by another coder, later every tenth tape.

When the decision was made to apply this coding method to data from the
first interview group (1966), the same process was used to construct a code
book and code the responses of the first group's fourth (junior) interview -
that reported in this study. In this case, the code book was developed from
a preliminary survey of responses from the same group's third (sophomore)
interview. Additional codes were provided for responses to new questions and
for differences in responses between juniors and sophomores.

1
Cautley, Patricia W., A Study of Predictors of Success in Foster Care,

supported by a grant from the Office of Research and Demonstrations, SRS,
DHEW, to the Wisconsin Department of Health and Social Services from
July 1968 through June 1973.

2
Procedures for coding and dimension development are described in

Kubiniec, C.M., Wyant, H.S., and Alberti, J.M., The University Experience--
The First Few Weeks, 1966 Freshman Class Interview, Study 1, p.5.
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The coded data for this study were retrieved from the coding sheets
by hand, then categorized, and analyzed in the manner used in previous
studies.

One of the advantages of the new coding system is that coding can be
iniated while transcripts are being prepared. Another advantage is that
a computer can be used to facilitate the compilation and sorting of data
for tables. A third advantage is that the way in which the data are stored.
facilitates the retrieval of specifi6 information for future studies.

A disadvantage of this system is that there maybe a somewhat greater
loss of individuality of response since the code categories are precon-
structed. Another disadvantage is that although the system was intended
to eliminate the necessity of transcripts because of the time, expense and
inconvenience involved in typing, proofreading, coding, and handling them,
actually the transcripts proved to be invaluable. They were used to
insure appropriateness of the grouping of responses for categories in
tables. They were also used to select quotations to illustrate the
dimensions reported in the text and tables and to portray the individuality
of student responses. These procedures were easier to accomplish with the
visual data in the transcripts than with the aural data on the tapes.

In order to provide easier access to data on the tapes, to explain
the responses coded "other", and to maintain a concise record of data which
reflect the individuality of response, "comment cards" were made for each
student. The coder made notes on these cards of any, and hopefully all,
of the interesting, quotable, or uniquely personal statements made. Inch

readin8s of the tape were recorded and labeled on the comment card by means
of a topic identification system, e.g., f=faculty comment. At the end of
the final code sheet, space was provided to list these topic identification
letters for storage with the rest of the coded information. Comments record-
ed on the cards can be retrieved either from cards or by computer retrieval.
Initially the comment cards were expected to be brief notes of possible
quotations or unique responses. As the coding progressed, however, the
comments recorded increased in both length and number until they developed
into a composite description of the student. The comment cards were con-
sulted frequently during the writing of the study, and were also available
to the interviewer for reference prior to the senior interview.

A reliability study was made to assess the consistency of coding both
the number of responses and the classification of responses. Results
indicated 97% agreement among coders on size of response pool and 95%
agreement on classification of responses.
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APPENDIX B

1969 JUNIOR INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

1. Do you have a job now?
If so: What?

Where?
Hours?
Financially necessary?
Interfere - academic, social life?
Other than financially, does working
contribute to your life personally,
socially, academically?

If not: Do you think it would interfere with your academic
or social life?

2. What is your feeling about the purpose of a college education for
you now? (Social, personal, intellectual, vocational)'

Is this a change in thinking?
If so: How?

What influenced it - personalosocial, academic?
When?

3. Do you have the same maior'as you didao,ypar agoT
If so: How do you feel about it'now?.

If not: What influenced the changdi
When?

How do you feel about it?

4. What is your ultimate vocational goal?

5. How do you feel about your courses now?
Do you feel they are relevant? 1

(Do they relate to your interests in .the university
or out of it?)

(Do they contribute to your life in.-any way?)

If so: In what way? *

If not: Why are they not?

Are they different from the first two years?
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6. What do you think of the faculty now?
In your junior year, have you found them to be
competent as far as:
(a) Knowing their subject matter?
(b) Ability to communicate?

(Why? Proportion - good/bad.)

7. What kind of relationship do you have with faculty members
either academic or non-academic?

What does the relationship contribute to you?

8. What kind of relationship would you like to have with faculty
members?

*9. How do you feel about the change in academic rules?
(a) 4-hour courses
(b) pass/fail
(c) basic and distribution requirements

*10. How do you feel about student participation in policy-making
at a university?

11. How would you describe the atmosphere of the university?
How is it manifested?
How do you feel about it?

12. Do you find it competitive here academically?
How do you feel about it?

13. Is the environment of the University conducive to your maturing?
For what reasons?

14. What do you feel has been of most value to you since you first
came to the university - whether or not it has anything to do
with the university itself.

15. Are you involved in organizations this year, either on or off
campus?

Is this different from last year?
How do they (does this) contribute to your life, -
personally, socially, academically?



I
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16. Do you attend activities such as athletic events, concerts,
dances or lectures either on or off campus?

Is this different from last year?
How does this contribute to your life personally or
socially or academically?

17. What are your living arrangements now?
How do you feel about them?
How does this situation affect your life, personally,
socially, academically?

18. How would you describe your relationship with your family now?
Is this a change?

If so: In what way?
What contributed to the change?
When did it occur?

19. Have your values changed since last year at this time?
In what way?
What influenced the change?
When did it occur?

People Religion
Education Sex

Use of Drugs
Smoking/drinking

For each area: In what way?
What influenced the change?
When did it occur?

*How do you feel about the change(s)?

20. How would you describe yourself as a person?
(What qualities do you have?)

(If stuck: How would your best friend describe you?
Is this how you see yourself?)

*21. How do you feel about yourself?

-

22. What qualities and characteristics would you like to have 8 years
from now?

23. What would you like to be doing 8 years from now?
(vocational, personal, social, avocational)
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*24. What would you like to be doing between now and then?

25. What are your concerns now?
Academic?
Non-academic?

26. Have you any more comments to make particularly about your
total experience this year in relationship to last?
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BIOGRAPHY OF A CLASS QUESTIONNAIRE

FOR MEMBERS OF THE GROUP NO LONGER ENROLLED AT THE UNIVERSITY

1. When did you leave the University?

For what reasons?
How do you feel about having left? Why?

2. How do you feel now about the value or purpose of a college
education for you?

Is this different from what you felt about it before you went
to college?
While at college?
If so:

(A) How is it different?
(B) What influenced the change - (personal, social, academic?)
(C) When did the change occur?*

If you have enrolled in a different college or university, complete
question 3-A.
If not, go to question 3-B.

3-A. -(a) How many courses are you taking?
(b) Do you have the same major?

If so:
(A) How do you feel about it now?
(B) Did you have all the help you wanted in

selecting it?
(C) What was of most help?
(D) Was there some form of help you would like

to have had but did not?

If not:

(A) What influenced the change?
(B) When did you decide to change?
(C) Did you have all the help you wanted in

selecting it?
(D) What was of most help?
(E) Was there some form of help you would like to

have had but did not?

3-B What are you doing now?
How do you feel about it? Why?

When questions are asked about change or time, we realize that
change sometimes occurs so gradually, you cannot specify a time
even generally. Sometimes, although the-change is gradual, the
awareness of it occurs at a fairly definable time. We are
interested in knowing in which way it occurred, and if possible,
when.
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4. What is your ultimate vocational goal?

5. Did you feel that the courses you took at SUNYAB contributed to
you in any way?

If so: in what way?
If not: for what reasons?

FOR TRANSFER STUDENTS: How does this compare with your present
course(s)?

6. How did you feel about the faculty at SUNYAB?

FOR TRANSFER STUDENTS: How does this compare with your present
faculty?

7. How would you describe the atmosphere at SUNYAB?
How was it manifested?
How did you feel about it?

FOR TRANSFER STUDENTS: How would you describe the atmosphere at
your present school?

How is it manifested?
How do you feel about it?

8. Did you find it competitive at SUNYAB academically?
How was this manifested?
How did you feel about it?

FOR TRANSFER STUDENTS: How does this compare with your present
school?

9. What is your opinion of student participation in decision making
at a college or university? Why?

10. Did you feel that the environment at SUNYAB was conducive to your
maturing?

For what reason(s)?

11. What was of most value to you in your experience at SUNYAB?
For what reason(s)?

12. Were there ways in which your experience at SUNYAB could have been
more meaningful?

If so: In what way?

13. Are you now involved in organized activities - social, cultural,
political, religious, community, athletic, academic, - other?

If so: What?

What does this contribute to your life?

14. Do you attend events - social, cultural, political, religious,
community, athletic, academic, - other?

If so: What?

What does this contribute to your life?
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15. What are your living arrangements now?
How do you feel about it?

16. How would you describe your relationship with your family now?
Is this a change from last year?

If so:
(A) In what way?
(B) What contributed to the change?
(C) When did it occur?

17. Have your values changed since last year?
(A) In what way?
(B) What influenced the change?
(C) When did it occur?

Please include the areas of:
Education Sex Use of drugs
People Religion Smoking

Drinking

18. How do you feel about the changes that have occurred?

19. How would you describe yourself now as a person?

20. How do you feel about yourself now?

21. What are some of the qualities you would like to have when you are
twenty-seven or twenty-eight (not necessarily different from those
you have now)?

22. What would you like to be doing when you are twenty-seven or
twenty-eight - vocationally, socially, personally?

23. What would you like to be doing between now and then?

24. What do you expect be doing between now and then?

25. What are your concerns now?

26. Have you any more cimments to make, particularly about your total
experience since you left the University compared to the time you
were at the University, and your feelings about it?
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